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Still the proper carp angler’s favourite read

October is a month of change – the clocks go back and the nights come in
quickly, making short after-work sessions more difficult. And then temperatures begin to fall.
We have had a great summer, weather wise, this year. What a shame this
year has been marred by lockdowns, quarantines, working from home and
this dreaded virus. With more restrictions imminent I thought it would be nice
in this issue of Big Carp and next month’s, to take a look at some of this
summer’s best captures.
This month’s cover story from Jamie Bacon is one such capture. The
incredible Kempsey’s Linear from Manor Farm and what a weight it was
spinning that needle round to 51lb 2oz! what a great result for Jamie. Next up
is Russell Crisci who received his syndicate ticket this year on his chosen
Kent water. High on his hit list was the Long Common and once again he was
not disappointed when the scales sailed past the magical ‘50’ mark and
smacked the needle down to 57lb 8oz, a true monster.
Tom Flower takes us across country to Bluebell Lakes and the awesome
Swan Lake, it’s here that Tom landed a huge brace, a mirror and a common,
this lake really has come into its own in recent years.
Tim Thornton makes his debut in Big Carp although he has been a regular
contributor to Free Line. His results this year on Durleigh Reservoir have been
exceptional. Here he describes his long-range approach. John Mott tackled
Richmond Lake in Lincoln on his birthday with spectacular results.
You may remember Joseph Savage from last month’s issue with that huge
river fish? Guess what? He has caught another, even bigger! Paul McCue did
not let Covid-19 stop him from fishing his Cambridge syndicate this year, and
he smashed it! Taking the King of the Lake at 48lb 8oz – yet another
lockdown lump!
John Paul McCusker has been hauling over the past 12 months. Starting
with his campaign on Monks Pit and ending this spring on The Cotswold
Water Park, a host of fantastic captures topped by the lakes biggest.
Nathan Sharp is back again this month, bringing his series of articles more
up to date. These are just a few of this month’s Big Carp articles. Free Line too
is a cracker this month. Here’s a quick look at what’s coming up:
Tails from Welly by Mike Jones, Silvermere by James Hawley, A Suffolk
Stunner by Aiden Sharpe, Quest for a Grenvilles 40 by Trevor Pritchard, Burghfield Braces by Ed Betteridge, Made in England, Fishing in Paradise by Jo
Green, PVA Stick Tips 2 by Tim Childs and Chronicle Fishing. Something for
everyone.
I also hope you have been enjoying our 2 free monthly carp magazines, Big
Carp and Free Line
See them both here – www.freelinemagazine.com. Now I need your help!
Filling two magazines each month means I need twice as many articles,
some people say they want to write, but never do. If you have had a
successful start back after lockdown, we would love to hear your tale. There
are no picture or word limits. Simply Email your article to info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
If you would like to join our FREE subscription list to be sent the mags as
soon as they come out Email FREE SUBBY to info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
WITHOUT YOUR INPUT THERE WILL BE NO MAGS!
Have a great autumn friends, catch a monster and send us the story. Be
part of the UK’s fantastic carp angling history!

Rob Maylin

PS We are doing some great ADVERTISING deals to help everyone through
the pandemic, drop me a line at info@bigcarpmagazine.co.uk if you would like
to see the deals and our media information pack
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Shockleader

ShockLeader

What’s happening, where and when in the carp scene

Environment Agency ignores its own experts trying to
protect vital fish spawning grounds in the Norfolk Broads
Precedent risks destroying future regulation
Angling, fishery and wildlife interests
in the Norfolk Broads campaigning
against the serious threat to fish
stocks posed by Natural England’s
planned fish barriers to block off vital
spawning grounds at Hoveton Great
Broad received a boost this week with
the news that Fish Legal are considering a legal challenge.
This follows an extraordinary
response from Environment Agency
(EA) seeking to justify their decision
to grant a permit for the barriers
despite vehement internal objections
from the EA’s own fishery experts
which they kept hidden from public
view.
Top fisheries scientists at the Institute of Fisheries Management (IFM)
have reviewed the Natural England
Project along with the studies and
evidence upon which the case
against the barriers was built and
concluded that it was potentially
harmful and should not proceed saying:
“The IFM consequently strongly
recommends that this project should
not proceed with the existing plans
for fish removal and exclusion which
could have irreversible and damaging
impacts on the fish populations and
ecosystem as a whole.”
The Angling Trust had to use Free-
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dom of Information legislation to force
the EA to make public the views of
their own Fisheries, Biodiversity and
Geomorphology team (FBG) in East
Anglia who had spent seven years on
fish surveys, studies and tagging at a
cost of more than £250,000 of rod
licence and taxpayers’ money. Their
evidence showed that the proposed
barriers would be harmful to the
recruitment of bream stocks in the
Northern Broads. Bream are one of
the iconic species upon which the
£100 million angling economy of the
Norfolk Broads depends.
The EA Fisheries Team objection
states:
“It follows that the proposed
biomanipulation methodology, involving the installation of fish proof barri-

ers to prevent fish accessing the habitats currently found within HGB carries a high risk of detrimental impacts
to the fish populations of both HGB
and the Northern Broads system.”
They also warn that in granting a
permit, the EA would be in breach of
its statutory obligations under the
Water Framework Directive (WFD)
and that the precedent set would by
highly damaging both to the reputation of the Agency and its ability to
function in future as a credible environmental regulator.
“The impacts on fish cannot be
mitigated at a waterbody level within
HGB. Deteriorations in Fish Element
Status are not permissible under WFD
and the impacts and potential risks to
fish arising from the proposed activity
are incompatible with the exercise of
our statutory fisheries obligations in
respect of the Broads fishery
resource.”
Environment Agency Response
Once the powerful and evidenced
based objections from their own staff
became public it was hoped that the
Environment Agency would call in
the decision to grant the project a
permit but instead they have doubled
down and issued an astonishing
response disregarding their own
experts because their work was not
‘peer reviewed’. The recently disclosed “Decision Document” from the
Agency said that:
“…we are of the view that large
parts of the evidence from our FBG
team and the public, where peer
reviewed evidence was not available,
carries a lower confidence in predicting the perceived outcome in comparison to the Applicant’s evidence
on impacts to bream.”
Notwithstanding the fact that the
evidence for the objections was thoroughly reviewed by the IFM, the concept that UK regulators will in future
be expected to ‘peer review’ every
submission made by their own
experts to every permit application or
planning decision is already being
viewed as a monumental blunder by
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EA managers setting a precedent
that would leave the organisation
powerless and ineffectual.
Justin Neal of Fish Legal said:
“We wrote to the Agency in the
belief that they had ignored the views
of their own fisheries scientists. Their
decision document (written after their
decision and not revealed until almost
six weeks later) makes clear that they
simply weighed the views of the
applicants against the research and
the specialist surveys of their own
experienced EA staff and chose the
former. If they do this for every application, and apply tests of peer review,
there is little hope that they can operate as an effective regulator. The
impression we have from the whole
process is that the Agency was desperate to push the permit through,
whatever the fisheries staff thought.”
Duncan Holmes of the Broads

Angling Services Group (BASG) said:
“It’s unbelievable that the EA management appear to ignore the science
and its own fisheries specialists. The
angling community has entrusted its
fisheries to the EA for the last 26
years, and provided hundreds of millions of pounds directly into EA funds.
Anglers have a right to expect the EA
to follow the science, protect valuable
fish stocks and deliver the service
they are expected to. The trust
between anglers and the EA will be
damaged forever at local level.”
Martin Salter from the Angling
Trust added:
“We now have it in black and white
that the decision by the EA to grant a
permit for these environmentally disastrous fish barriers was fundamentally flawed. In attempting to justify
hiding information from public view
and disregarding the expert opinions

of their own fisheries staff they’ve
now come up with the quite extraordinary excuse of demanding the ‘peer
review’ of every piece of technical
advice that they offer in the future. If
this precedent is established the
Environment Agency will have committed a monumental act of selfharm.”
Paul Coulson, Director of Operations at the Institute of Fisheries
Management said:
“The decision by the EA to overlook the expert opinion of their own
fisheries scientists, many of which
have worked on the Broads all of their
professional lives, and using the lack
of peer review of their findings as an
excuse, sets a very dangerous precedent for future regulation and shows a
complete disregard for a proper evidenced based decision making process. ” n

Latest assessment of the state of our water environment:
Damning failure of the Government and Environment Agency
After a delay of nine months, the
Environment Agency have today
released the latest assessment of the
health of our rivers and still waters. It
makes for depressing reading.The last
assessment showed that only 16% of
water bodies covered by the Water
Framework Direct were ranked as
being good. Today’s assessment
shows that figure has dropped to zero
- not a single one!The latest assessment represents more accurate measurements that reveal the true poor
state of our waters. Rather than a
change in underlying condition, and
the improvements needed if the government is going to meet its 2027 target of 75% being classed as good,
there has been no progress. The Government needs to urgently invest in
turning our failing rivers into thriving
blue corridors.Stuart Singleton-White,
Head of Campaigns at the Angling
Trust, said: “The government has
made great play that they want 75%
of rivers, lakes and stream to meet
good standards by 2027. Today, we
find out that none of them do. This is
shameful. Our rivers are officially the
dirtiest in Europe. So much for the
Government’s ambition to leave the
environment in a better state for
future generations. This shows they
are failing and failing badly.”What we
need is leadership, not excuses. The
comprehensive spending review will
be a real test to see if the political
leadership our rivers, lakes and
streams need is there. We have to see

funding to clean up our environment
massively increased. We need regulators who can do their job properly and
we need to hold polluters to
account.”From the UN to Sir David
Attenborough we have heard time
and again about the biodiversity crisis we are facing. Freshwater biodiversity is the most at risk. If ever there
was a time for action, it is now. We
can’t wait, our fish can’t wait, our
rivers can’t wait.” The new Environ-

ment Agency figures show that:
Every single surface water body monitored by the Environment Agency in
England has failed the chemical standards, meaning that none have a
clean bill of health overall The failure
rate on many other measures of good
water health has shown little or no
improvement, the most important
being assessments of Ecological Status. Only 16% of English waters were
classed in good ecological health for
Big Carp 7
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in 2016, with the figure remaining
16% in 2019The figures released
today show that the proportion of
English waters in good health is one
of the worst in Europe, with a European average of 40% of surface water
bodies in good healthEngland’s rivers
and lakes are also the least healthy in
the UK, with waterbodies in Scotland
at 65.7%, Wales at 64% and 31.3% of
rivers in Northern Ireland classed in
good health There has been a small
improvement in the fish class assessment from 17% being good to high in
2016 to 18% in 2019. Invertebrate
have improved from 58% to 61% over
the same periodCurrent monitoring
overlooks many of the highest quality
waters - headwater streams, ponds
and small lakes - so we have little
idea how these are faring. Mark
Owen, Head of Freshwater at the
Angling Trust said: “The Government’s target in its 25 Year Environ-
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ment Plan for 75% of waterbodies in
England to be in good condition ‘as
soon as possible’ is now all but
unachievable. These figures expose
why Sir James Bevan recently called
for the “one out, all out” approach of
the Water Framework Directive to be
removed. This is an embarrassment

for him and for the Government. Trying to change the standards and massage the figure in future is not going
to work. It needs to be a political priority with immediate action.”
Contacts:Stuart Singleton-White,
Head of Campaigns stuart.singletonwhite@anglingtrust.net. n

Carpy Humour

Shockleader

Catch Reports... Catch Reports...

Mathew Tasker

Mathew Tasker – Mirror 67lb, Common 69lb 8oz, at Koi Lands Italy. Hinders Betanana was the bait.

Will Crowdy

Armed forces catch of the month – Will Crowdy: Suffolk’s finest, ‘Rosie’. at 36lb 7oz. Nailed on a hand placed Frenzied Tiger
nut in the margin fished over a handful of loose tigers and crumbed complex t and crave. Rosie was part of a six fish hit on a
mad morning spell after the storm.
10 Big Carp

Catch Reports... Catch Reports...

Shockleader

Thomas Fox

Thomas Fox tackled Fenland Fisheries and landed this 39.04
beauty. He fished in a small corner of the lake, 30 yards out towards
the side bank between 2 trees and hand fed from the side bank. He
said “we book the whole lake between 7 of us (day ticket) last 3
years running and have all used the same baits every year and
every year I had said source will do well I had a gut instinct as its
always been my go to bait along with the tiger nut bollies, as we
only fish it once a year we all use the same bait until this year I
went on my own gut instinct and used the trusty source baits while
others used other baits and with this not only beating my pb by
over 9lb but is the biggest fish caught between us over the 3 years!

Russell Crisci

Russ Crisci continued his great season on his Kent syndicate catching this cracking 48.8 mirror. Complex hard hookbait
topped by a yellow hit n run wafter, over Monster Tigernut/ Complex T and frenzied particles and pulses.
Big Carp 11
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Catch Reports... Catch Reports...

Phil Kingsbury

Phil Kingsbury fishing on Fox Pool
Early one Friday morning I had one of my targets. A 34lb
14oz carp called Hank. Fishing with Complex T double
barrel wafters over different sized freebies.

Steve Edmeades

Phil Kingsbury fishing on Fox Pool – Early one Friday morning I had one of my targets. A 34lb 14oz carp called Hank. Fishing
with Complex T double barrel wafters over different sized freebies.
12 Big Carp

starmerbaits.com
High oil marine pellets

Halibut marine

Salmon marine

Tuna marine

Mixed marine

Halibut & coconut

Sardine & anchovy

Green lip mussel

Designed for maximum attraction and food content, these pellets are perfect for leaving large areas and beds of food. With a near instant
release of nutrients and a longer break down time than attractor pellets you can be sure that carp will still find a bed of food to get there
heads down on. Sizes available: 2mm & 5mm in all types.

Method mixes & groundbaits

Bloodworm

Beastie ball

Coconut cream

Big fishmeal

Green lip mussel

Halibut marine

Hempseed

Hot chili & hemp

Red carp

Firm tough texture, quick break down times, high leakage. Our versatile method mixes can be moulded into tough balls for your catapult,
or even be used dry as a ground-bait. Either way your swim will benefit from a large cloud of bait with high nutrients and high attractant
value. Perfect for either carp or coarse fish!

Low oil attractor pellets

Bloodworm

Coconut fish

Fishmeal

Hot chilli & hemp

Strawberry cream

Sweetcorn

Tiger nut & maple

Multi mix

web: www.starmerbaits.com
ebay: stores.ebay.co.uk/starmerltd
amazon: search for starmerbaits in the amazon product search box.
tel: 01268 690 300
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Unlike our high oil feed pellets, our low oil attractor pellets are designed for maximum release of nutrients and a quick break down time.
Perfect for attracting carp & coarse fish, but leaving as little food as possible ensuring your hook bait has as high a chance as possible of
being picked up. Sizes available: 5mm in all types.

Tac –Tec

Our monthly
reviews on
products
currently on
the market

In this issue:
• Life-Saver
• Nite watches

Fuel up on the bank
Heading on an overnight fishing trip?
Enjoy a warming brew or cool drink with
LifeSaver’s portable Cube
From hot sun to cold, damp, rainy
days, fishing isn’t always a fairweather sport. A refreshing cold drink
or a comforting warm brew is ideal for
a day at the water’s edge and the
innovative Cube filter from LifeSaver
makes the perfect companion. Forget
lugging heavy containers of clean
water with you, the LifeSaver Cube is
a water carrier and filter that uses
advanced, ultra filtration technology
to instantly remove 99.9999% of bacteria, 99.9% of cysts and even 99.99%
of viruses from untreated river or lake
water, making it 100% safe and palatable to drink.
Requiring no extra power or chemicals, the LifeSaver Cube is extremely
quick and easy to operate. Simply
unscrew the top and submerge the
open side into the water (taking care
not to submerge the tap). It can also
be filled easily from a tap or hose.
Once filled, pump the Cube to push
the water through LifeSaver’s ultrafiltration membrane. Open the valve
and clean and clear water will flow
from the tap into your chosen sterile
container. The 5 litre Cube is ideal for
individual use but can also be used to
provide clean and safe water for
larger groups and it’s great for trips
where you’ll be camping overnight
too.
Manufactured in the UK with a
robust casing that is designed to
stand up to the rigours of life outdoors. Its high-capacity filter is capable of filtering an incredible 5,000
litres of water (or 20,000 cups of tea!),
making it a sound investment for any
committed fishing enthusiast. The fil-

ter also feature’s LifeSaver’s FailSafe
technology, meaning that once the filter no longer works, water won’t be
able to pass through. You don’t need
to worry about keeping tabs on how
long the filter’s been active or how
many litres it has treated, the FailSafe
technology means there is no risk of
drinking unsafe water. When the filter
has stopped working, it can be easily
replaced time and time again, extending the lifetime of your LifeSaver
Cube.
While the Ultra Filtration filter does
the hard work of removing hidden
nasties from your water, the LifeSaver
Cube also features an activated carbon filter to remove any unwanted
flavours or odours from the water. All
you’ll be able to taste is clear, clean
and fresh water.
For more information about the
LifeSaver Cube, visit www.iconlifesaver.com. n
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7am. The temperature’s barely above freezing. The rain is driving. Mud lies thick around.
Testing conditions these. Not for the faint-hearted.
But then, when did being faint-hearted ever get you anywhere?
The MX10: our original field watch. Just like the special forces that have worn it, the MX10 is
ready for just about anything. The tougher the day, the better.

Urban Baits Nutcracker
Session Pack Competition
A massive thumbs up to our great
friend Terry Dempsey for providing an
awesome NEW monthly competition
And it could not be easier to win this fantastic Urban
Baits Nutcracker Session Pack which contains 5kg
of 18mm Nutcracker Boillies (RRP £37.50) and a tub
of Nutcracker Pop-ups (RRP £6.49), perfect for an
early season session.

To win simply go to the Urban Baits Facebook page
and ‘LIKE’ it. THAT’S IT! – Terry himself will pick a
winner at random.
Closing date is 1st December, 2020

– SO GET LIKING!

SPECIAL OFFER
ALL ORDERS OVER
£25 NOW POST FREE!

POST & PACKING
Small items
£4.00
Reels & standard
items £6.00
Rods & larger
items £8.00
Orders will currently

ORDERS OVER £25
take longer than
ARE POST FREE normal to be delivered

VASS-TEX CHEST WADERS
700E Nova
Heavy Duty
PVC
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

£89.99
SHIMANO REELS
For anglers wanting reliable Shimano
Baitrunner technology on a small
budget, the new Baitrunner ST-RB is
the natural choice.

BAITRUNNER
ST6000RB

6000RB
OUR PRICE

£49.99
rrp £64.99

SLEEPING BAGS

Trakker Deluxe
Thermal Bedchair
Cover

BAITRUNNER
ST10000RB

10000RB
OUR PRICE

£52.50
rrp £69.99

Trakker Big Snooze
Plus Wide

Trakker Big Snooze +

600 Series
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£69.99

£57.50

£84.99

rrp £89.99

rrp £74.99

rrp £76.49

OUR PRICE

£54.99

VISIT POINGDE
WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL WALLED MAT

FOX HALO
POWER
PACKS

Perfect portable
source of bank side
power for charging
a variety of electronic
devices such as
4800mAh
mobile phones,
OUR PRICE
laptops and
.99
audio/visual
products.
rrp £139.99

£125

Produced from fish friendly materials and
excessive foam thickness to create the ultimate
mat system. Complete peace of mind whilst
handling fish during unhooking and photography.
9600mAh
OUR PRICE

£188

.99

rrp £209.99

NASH TACKLE
TITAN HIDE XL BIVVY

NASH TACKLE
SIREN R3 BITE ALARM
BUNDLE SPECIAL OFFER
Save £££’s with this bundle
special offer!! Three of the
revolutionary Siren R3 alarms
and a receiver for well over
£100 off the normal RRP!
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£324

£74.99

.99

SONIK VADERX
RS CARP RODS

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL BROLLY

OUR PRICE

rrp £299.99

NASH TACKLE BED BUDDY

Unique internal
storage pockets
included

OUR PRICE

£169.99

DAIWA EMBLEM SPOD REEL
AMAZING PRICE!

The Bed Buddy is a lightweight session accessory
that allows you to sit on a bed with correct back
support, without carrying a separate chair.

Designed around the
body and spool of
the Emblem Pro, the
‘Spod’ retrieves over
100cm of line for
every handle turn.

OUR PRICE

£44.99

OUR PRICE

£109

.99

rrp £175.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
BIG DADDY
CHAIR

The latest generation of
renowned Indulgence Sleep
Systems include up rated and
extended lumbar support,
along with USB connectivity
for storing power packs and
charging smartphones and other
electronic devices. All while
sleeping in absolute comfort!

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
ULTRALITE
CHAIR

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£399

£424

£424

£449.99

DAIWA TOURNAMENT BASIA
QD POINGDESTRES EDITION
CUSTOM BUILD REEL

10FT 3LB
OUR PRICE

2¾LB & 3LB
OUR PRICE

3¼ & 3½LB
OUR PRICE

£54.99

£59.99

£59.99

12FT

12FT

10FT

SS3
OUR PRICE

.99

rrp £439.99

rrp £441.96

VaderX RS carp rods are the
evolved and refined version
of Sonik’s award winning
VaderX carp rods.

£249.99

NASH TACKLE INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP SYSTEMS

.99

rrp £467.99

rrp £467.99

Trakker Tempest
Advanced 100 Bivvy
OUR PRICE

£674.99
rrp £749.99

Trakker Tempest Brolly 100T

Sonik XTRACTOR carp rods fill a real
gap in the market for affordable
top-quality rods that are easy
to transport due to their
short pack down lengths.
9FT 2¾LB
OUR PRICE

10FT 3¼LB
OUR PRICE

£53

£62

.99

rrp £59.99

.99

rrp £69.99

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
HI-BACK
CHAIR

rrp £494.99

TRAKKER BIVVIES

This special edition Tournament BASIA QD
Custom Reel has been built to Poingdestres
Angling Centre’s unique specification for the
discerning angler wanting that distinctive look!!

SONIK XTRACTOR
CARP RODS

.99

10FT 3½LB
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£62.99

£449.99

rrp £69.99

rrp £580.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
DADDY LONG
LEGS CHAIR

OUR PRICE

£269.99
NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
SUB-LO
CHAIR

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

£109.99

£159.99

£139.99

£99.99

rrp £164.99

rrp £120.00

rrp £175.99

rrp £153.99

rrp £109.99

CARP RODS IN STOCK

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL SLING MAT

NASH TACKLE SIREN S5
DIGITAL BITE ALARM

Harrison

Next level accuracy and reach
for stealth positioning of rigs in
areas inaccessible to even the
sharpest casting.

Harrison Advanced Rods Torrix TE
Special Carp Rods
12ft
£342.00 £307.80
12ft6
£342.00 £315.90
Harrison Advanced Rods Cerbera Carp
Rods
3lb
£270.00 £243.00
3.25lb
£270.00 £244.62
Trebuchet Light 12ft 3.75lb
£414.00 £372.60

OUR PRICE

£59.99

.99

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System Wrap
OUR PRICE

£84

.99

THINKING ANGLERS
CAMFLECK LUGGAGE
CAMFLECK
REEL POUCH

T
POSEE OUR PRICE
£99.95
R
F

OUR PRICE

CAMFLECK
RUCKSACK

CAMFLECK
COOL BAG
ROD SLEEVE
OUR PRICE

£17

.99

RUCKSACK
OUR PRICE

COOL BAG
OUR PRICE

REEL POUCH
OUR PRICE

£79

£32

£13.99

.99

£149.99

.99

FOX R-SERIES
1-MAN XL BIVVIES

We have a large selection of this luggage
visit poingdestres.co.uk for full range
The R-Series 1-man XL bivvies
are ideal for the angler wanting
additional space and head room
created by the extra high frame.

NASH TACKLE SLEEP SYSTEM

This Sleep System is a blockbuster
for comfort and value, utilising Nash’s
expertise from producing the carp world’s
most successful bed systems - the
Indulgence range.

WRAP
OUR PRICE

£143

CAMFLECK SINGLE
ROD SLEEVE

OUR PRICE

rrp £699.99

OUR PRICE

Similar to the original
Series 700 Nova
model, this camo
pattern model doesn’t
get much cooler for
the image conscious
angler!

£134.99

The Rx-D Digital Remote
Receiver is the bespoke partner
for the new Txi-D alarms and
includes improved features over
the original Rxi model.

£629.99

The E800 Series
Camo Chest Wader is
reassuringly tough and
uniquely comfortable
due to its bi-stretch
properties.

rrp £164.99

DELKIM RX-D DIGITAL
REMOTE RECEIVER

BIVVY
OUR PRICE

VISIT US ONLINE FOR OUR
FULL RANGE OF RODS
Deluxe Roving
Rucksack

Small Carryall

TAL
DIGI OTE
REMEIVER
RECALSO E
L
I L AB
AVA

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

LEDs available in:Blue, Green, Purple,
Red, White or Yellow

OUR PRICE

£119.99

OUR PRICE

£19.99

DELKIM TXI-D
DIGITAL BITE
ALARMS

£799.99

Century C2 (Command & Control) Carp
Rod s
12ft 3.25lb
£469.00 £430.00
12ft 3.5lb
£489.00 £450.00

£159

BLUE, GREEN,
RED, WHITE

AQUA BIVVIES
Pioneer 150 1-Man
Bivvy System

Century

AQUA PRODUCTS
DPM LUGGAGE
Roving
Rucksack

VASS-TEX E800
SERIES CAMO
CHEST WADERS

NASH TACKLE
BUSHWHACKER 15M
BAITING POLE SYSTEM

.99

rrp £159.99

STANDARD
OUR PRICE

WIDE
OUR PRICE

£199

£229

.99

rrp £219.99

.99

KHAKI
OUR PRICE

£246.99

CAMO
OUR PRICE

£200.00

rrp £252.99

ESTRES.CO.UK
FOX EOS 1-MAN BIVVY

TRAKKER LEVELITE
TRANSFORMER
CHAIR

Fox Stalker Plus
2/3 Rod Pod

OUR PRICE

£89

.99

rrp £164.99

WE ARE A CYGNET PRO
DEALER, TO SEE THE
FULL RANGE EITHER
VISIT US ONLINE OR
CALL ON 023 8051 0077
FOR ADVICE.

BAIT

rrp £654.99
4-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

£719.99

.99

rrp £129.99

OUR PRICE

rrp £799.99

£249.99

OUR PRICE

£148.99

Features include:• 8000mm hydrostatic head fabric
• Two-rib, pram-hood design featuring a
generous peak for extra protection
• Two-way letter box style door with integrated
mesh insert plus PVC and solid panel options
• Front can be rolled back to create an open
fronted shelter
• Lightweight groundsheet and heavy duty pegs
• Supplied in a zipped carry bag

FULL RANGES
IN STOCK

3-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£116

FOX RX+ MICRON BITE
ALARM PRESENTATION SETS
£569.00

T
POSEE
FR
rrp £109.99

The EOS 1-man bivvy is the
ideal starter bivvy for the
beginner, or those with a
restricted budget, offering
great value for money.

WYCHWOOD TACTICAL
1-MAN BIVVY & WRAP

NASH TACKLE
MF60 INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP
SYSTEMS

Nash set the standard in luxury
and comfort with their legendary
Indulgence beds, but now they’ve
raised the bar even
higher, with their all
season MF60 sleep
systems.

NEW

The Tactical 1-Man Bivvy is a 3-rib shelter,
designed to offer comfort and protection all
year round. The unique shape allows for a good
footprint without compromising on height.

Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy Overwrap
SS3
OUR PRICE

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£449.99

£474.99 £474.99

£499.99

rrp £494.99

rrp £522.99

rrp £549.99

SONIK GIZMO 3-ROD
REMOTE ALARM SET
& BIVVY LIGHT

rrp £522.99

Camo Tackle
Cases

40LTR RUCK
OUR PRICE

SMALL/LARGE
OUR PRICE

QUIVER
OUR PRICE

£49

£12 /£15

£39

OUR PRICE

£249.99
.95

.95

OUR PRICE

£119.99

6000SQ.FT

ESP CAMO LUGGAGE
40ltr Camo
Rucksack

.95

Turn the Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy into a true ‘home
from home’.

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

Camo
3-Rod
Quiver
&
Sleeve

.95

SHOWROOM
INS
5 M 27
J3 M

RIDGEMONKEY PRODUCTS
NOW IN STOCK

We also stock

We are a Aqua Pro Dealer, to
see the full range either view
online or call us on
023 8051 0077 for advice.

UNIT 11, SOUTHAMPTON TRADE PARK, THIRD AVENUE, SOUTHAMPTON, SO15 0AD

EMAIL US AT SALES@POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
OR VISIT POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
FAX: 02380 773841

find us on facebook.com/Poingdestres

E&OE

Exclusive

The Stuff Dreams
Are Made Of
By Jason and Hannah
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A

s we hit the road
for the long drive
to the euro tunnel I
was buzzing that
the time was
finally here but
couldn’t help feel that it would be
very hard to top the previous trip. The
year before a good friend and I had
had the session of a lifetime. We
caught 17 carp between us to 54lb,
and I managed to catch the lake
record catfish at a huge 100lb+.
Admittedly not the target species but
certainly an experience! With my
other half in tow and a couple of
mates I knew it would still be a great
trip regardless of how it turned out.
As it was a double and swims are
pre booked, we fished the same swim
as the previous year but we swapped
sides to make it fair. On arrival, a
quick lap of the lake was in order and
it became apparent that the fish were
holding up in the weed at either end
of the lake. We were unfortunately situated in the middle with no access to
either end.
With temperatures souring in the
low thirties and the forecast suggesting hotter days to come it had me
thinking that darkness was probably
our best opportunity for a bite.
A slow and sweaty set up ensued
and the first night came and went
with no bites. Something didn’t feel
right and I couldn’t sit behind rods I
didn’t feel 100% confident in. So it

was time to reel them all in and I was
glad I had. Normally the owner of the
lake used dye to control the weed but
this year they had chosen not to.
Unfortunately the hookbaits stank of
rotten silt, so it was back to the drawing board.
The rest of that day was spent in
the blazing heat finding fishable spots
that I was happy with amongst the
mass of silt that had accumulated.
Going in to the night confident, I was
not surprised when the rod rattled off
the following morning.

With a stunning 41lb2oz mirror in
the net I was over the moon and the
hours spent plumbing the swim the
day before had paid off.
Although I was very content with
that capture, there had been more
activity and shows in the swim so I
couldn’t help but feel I should have
had more bites. With that in mind I
decided to change my rig choice. The
combi blow-back rig is one I have had
great success using, made up of Kryston’s Incognito and Merlin tied with
an albright knot. Kryston products are
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my go to, I have the ultimate trust in
them and particularly like the Krystonite mainline.
The next 24 hours of the trip were
certainly unforgettable! I caught a
60lb catfish followed by a brace of
20’s and a lovely mid 30 mirror. Finally
sat down with everyone for breakfast
when suddenly we could hear line
stripping off the reel. The take was so
savage the RX+ alarm didn’t even
register the bite initially! Hitting in to
it I couldn’t work out if it was a carp
or a catfish. It felt like a dead weight,
like nothing I’ve ever hooked before.
Shortly into the fight plumes of bubbles were coming up above the fish
and I could feel it hitting the bottom
in a bid to free the hook. Yard by yard
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I managed to gain line on it. As it got
closer and broke the surface I could
see it was a grass carp. Having never
caught one previously it was difficult
to judge the size. After plodding in,
the fish suddenly woke up and
started making lightning fast lunges,
flat rodding me on a couple of occasions.
Once in the net, we were all trying
to guess the weight of it. Nothing
could prepare me for just how big it
was! Having bottomed out my 60lb
Reuben Heatons we placed the carp
in the retention sling. With temperatures high fish care was my priority
and one of us was continuously pouring bucket upon bucket of water into
the sling while we awaited bigger

scales.
With the lake owner and the bailiff
present we were all shocked when it
tipped the scales at 79lb. It was actually a grass carp the lake owner had
not seen on the bank before!
It’s incredible how a capture can
unite people, everyone gathered
around to see this amazing creature.
We reeled in and spent that evening
with a wonderful couple we’d met on
the trip who were kind enough to go
and get some champagne to celebrate with!
Ending the week with another five
30lb+ carp, it’s safe to say it’s a trip I
will never forget. Nothing beats making memories surrounding by special
people. n
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Old School Carping
Volume 3

The ‘Old School’ series has become one of our most popular sets of books we have ever
published. It appears that, in this fast-moving society we find ourselves more and more
anglers are keen to look back at how things used to be, where it all started, before the
commercialism that now controls our angling, before the ‘sponsored angler’, before
Facebook, the Internet, or even mobile phones! However, did we survive? It certainly was a
very different sort of carp angling to today’s high pace, remote control, Snapchatting,
wannabe blogger’s world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 3 are the anglers we aspired to, the heroes of that bygone
age who were catching carp years ago before the hair rig when not everyone could catch
them quite so easily. So, let’s take a look at what Volume 3 has to offer, and why I consider it
the best yet! But who deserves first mention, that’s the question? Well, let’s start with the
godfather of carping Pete Springate whose chapter ‘Discovering Yeoveney’ with those
amazing brace shots still makes the hair stand on end when I look at them, they really don’t
make them like that anymore. Mile Wilson’s chapter ‘Dick Walker and Me’ looks back to their
meeting, an exchange of ideas.
Savay Discovered by John Harry looks back to when John first set his eyes on the lake where
he would end up spending most of his life. My Time on Rodney by John Pope is the first of
two chapters by John looking back to his time on this Boyer Leisure venue which was making
headlines in the 1970s and 1960s before the fish were transferred to Harefield.
His second capture deals with his affair at Walthamstow Reservoirs in the eighties. Frank
Haskett may be remembered for his capture of a massive carp from the Yateley Copse Lake,
fish which inspired both Ritchie McDonald and Terry Hearn to fish there. Sadly, the fish was
never seen again. Duncan Kay was king of the bait scene in the seventies and eighties, his
chapter on bait advice still holds true to this day.
Speaking of bait, yet another bait guru was John Baker, from the next decade
to this day Johns love of bait has not only been a passion but a big part
of his life, John’s chapter makes interesting reading. Two chapters from
from Rob Maylin of their friendship plus farewell messages from dozens of
Kevin Maddocks in this volume, the first is on Ashlea Pool which Kevin
Rogers friends.
and Vic Gillings dominated way back. I remember seeing the film they
Len Arbury Passes by Derek Stritton was written just after Len left us
made at Ashlea at one or two of the shows back in the early eighties,
with kind words from his good friend Derek. Laughing Waters 1964 by
awesome at the time and still well worth seeing if you get the chance.
Bruce Ashby was written a couple of months before Bruce died of prostate
Kevin’s second chapter is a thought-provoking piece, so relevant in
cancer, some great memories and images from one of this country's
today's carp scene and asks the question " Are we just going through the
greatest and well-loved anglers.
motions".
The Start of Something by Wayne Grant takes a look back to what got
Darenth The Early Years by Steve Briggs looks back to the days when
Wayne started in this life changing hobby. In Pursuit of a Twenty Pounder
Richworth Tutti's took this venue to town. It just proved what was possible
by Dave Lane is the story of a part of carp fishing that us old timers all went
with what was nothing special as far as bait goes but if everyone piled it
through, it seems unbelievable today but the hunt for tour first twenty
in, the fish became obsessed. Jim Gibbinson was the top carp angler in
pounder sometimes took years of hard work.
the UK in his day, not only a great carper but an outstanding writer too,
Andy Little's name came to the forefront when he joined the first ever
writing a host of best sellers.
syndicate at the famous Savay Lake. His long-range tactics earned him
His chapter in this book looks at the carp scene at the time and
instant success, that combined with the first ever boillies and side hooking
dissects the best and the worst of carp angling. Gerry Savage was another
rig. Mike Oyez was yet another big name of the 70s and 80s not only a
big name at the same time as Jim, he was the angler who brought the
prolific catcher but a fishery owner too, his chapter looks back at these
first high protein carp bait to the high street, HI-Pro was its name. Gerry's
times with a sarcastic eye.
chapter epitomises the carp world as it was in the 1970s.
Finally, what has become a favourite section of these books our Old
Staines in the Early Days by Ritchie McDonald tells the story of
School Scrapbook, filled with images from a bygone age.
Longfield AKA Fox Pool before it was known and became a circuit water
It seems unbelievable that so many icons can possibly appear
for carp hunters up and down the country. We have lost several wellin one volume! now perhaps you too will see why in my
known carp anglers in the last year and we honour two in this volume.
opening lines I described Volume 3 as the best yet! I
Roger Smith Remembered by Rob Maylin and Friends contains memories
hope you enjoy, and please let me know if you agree?

PAYPAL ORDERS www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
PAY BY CARD – 01252 373658
ONLY 500 SIGNED COPIES AVAILABLE – FIRST COME FIRST SERVED
SO ORDER QUICKLY TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT

Exclusive

October Short
Session Success
By Glyn Barnes

I

t was my second season on
the syndicate and after my
first years angling on there I
was looking forward to the
coming month of October. My
first year had started off ok
then I struggled a bit in the summer
months, but October was to be the
start of when I’d eventually get
amongst some of the better fish in the
lake.
The lake in question was a very
well run syndicate with some great
lads who all got on well and a great
owner who was a very good angler
too. The lake itself, to set the scene
was split into a main lake area, then
divided by a large island into a triangle shaped bay and an island bay that
the fish could all access by the use of
a cut through at either end of the
island, so the fish could be pretty well
spread depending on angling pressure / conditions etc.
My angling consisted of an
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overnight session every Friday
straight from work, I’d load up the car
Friday morning and as soon as my
working day had finished, I’d motor
straight to the syndicate lake for my
usual overnight session, oh and of
course the syndicate ritual of our regular Friday night curry social! These
usually took place in the owner’s
swim and were always eventful with
plenty of banter and taking the
mickey out of each other.
Any way to go back to the original
story, the previous October I’d fished
a certain area of the lake that seemed
to be holding a few fish, spots had
been found and 3 snowman rigs cast
out to the clear patches in the weed,
the bait I was using at the time was a
red fishmeal with a plum flavour with
a washed out pink pop up. I’d had a
decent mirror from the area the previous week, so I was quietly confident.
The rods were out, kettle on and after
a few hours listening to the radio I

must have drifted off to sleep. I was
jarred from my sleep by the sound of
a Neville screaming its head off and
after fighting my way out of the bag I
was on the rods in my socks playing a
very lively fish that was kiting into the
margin down to my right. The margins were shallow and I always had
my waders ready in case such a scenario arose, trying to get in a pair of
rolled down chest waders in the early
hours still wondering where I was in
my sleepy state, was another thing
entirely!
Anyway, waders on and the carp
now playing ball and slowly coming
back towards me, I managed to ease
it over the draw string after a short
but spirited fight and it was a common. After weighing and checking
her over I put her in a retainer and got
the rod back out on the spot, kettle on
and I sat back with a grin on my face
as it was my first of the better fish in
the lake. The tea had been drunk and
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First season October common.

I was just contemplating getting the
fish out for some pictures when one of
the other rods was away! Again the
fish tried getting down the right hand
margin so it was on with the waders
again, after a bit of knit one pearl two
with my other rods she was out in
open water and dogging about in the
margins, up she pops and the net
under her, she was mine! A mirror this
time, one of the better ones and one
that I would become familiar with
during my time on the syndicate.
Fast forward to the second season
on the lake, the spring had fished well
but the summer had been hard with
the heavy weed growth and my limited time, my favourite time of year

had arrived and I was hoping for a
repeat of last year. The same bait was
still being successful so I’d no reason
to change to anything else, I was
more than happy with it.
My first October session came and
I’d been on an a night shift, not something I did very often in the building
trade but it was a Thursday night and
I knew that as soon as I’d finished I
was off home to collect my gear and
head straight to the lake. I was knackered but still very keen to get the rods
out. The area I’d fished the previous
year was in the teeth of a very biting
cold wind so I didn’t really fancy
being on the end of that, plus the lads
had given me some stick saying I had

my own post code for the swim I’d
spent that much time in it! Cheeky
buggers! I thought I’d try and swerve
some of the banter that was coming
my way so decided to fish another
swim on the back of the wind that
just felt right somehow. After leading
around with a bare lead tied on, i
found three spots I was happy with,
the left hand rod fished down into a
quiet bay to my left, and the middle
and right rods fished into the main
lake around 90 yards out, all on snowmen rigs, which was becoming my rig
of choice.
All three rods were cast to their
spots and a helping of the red fish
meal baits scattered around with the
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Saddleback mirror.

throwing stick and it was time for the
kettle and a brew. It was still quiet
with not many of the lads having
arrived yet so I took the chance to get
my head down for a few hours. The
bionic turbo charged double figure
mirror that ripped off with my middle
rod had other ideas than letting me
get some much needed shut eye
though and had me out of the bag
and the heart racing! Calm ensued
and the mirror returned, more of the
lads had started to arrive now so I
knew sleep wasn’t an option as the
kettle would be required shortly. Anyway the curries were ordered, rods
clipped up and reeled in and the obligatory social time had arrived.
Back at the swim after the
evening’s entertainment had subsided and I was feeling very confident
24 Big Carp

of another bite from the area, I wasn’t
to be disappointed. First to go was
the left hand rod fished into the bay, I
got into the margins in the chest
waders as the fish bored down
towards the snaggy area at the bottom end, pressure applied and the
lead was soon skipping back across
the surface towards me! Oh damn….
Or words to that effect as I handed
my rod to one of the lads who’d heard
my alarm. Disappointed I struggled
out of the water in the chesties only
for my middle rod to scream off! The
fish was kiting up the lake to my
right, so back in the margins again
and after applying some pressure it
was soon under control and in open
water in front of me, dogging around
and feeling a bit of a lump. Mark
passed me the net and in it went on

the first attempt. A chunky dark mirror that was big framed and very distinctive. The fish went into the into
the retainer while I got the rod sorted
out and we were chatting about the
unusual and rare event that had just
occurred when the last rod was
away!
Three totally different spots and all
three rods had gone in a space of 15
mins. This fish was taking line from
the moment I picked the rod up and
was heading up the lake to my right.
The fish scrapped like crazy! Had I
lost it I’d have said it was a lot bigger
than it was, powerful runs, shaking its
head, up and down the margins, I was
glad when it went in the net!
With the fish in a retainer, the kettle
went on to calm me down a little
whilst I got the rods sorted out and
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back on the spots. With Mark still
being in the swim he helped with the
photos as I got out each of the mirrors
and got the trophy shots, first was the
Saddleback mirror then the crazy lean
mirror that had ran me ragged.
The week after, I arrived early Friday afternoon to get sorted and the
rods in early. Some of the lads were
doing some much needed repairs to
one of the swims so I helped out for a
couple of hours after I’d set up the
house and found my spots. I’d opted
for a different swim from the previous
week ( the point ) but one that I could
still fish similar water, I’d also found a
lovely spot to the left of the swim on
some gravel in a decent depth of
water that I was sure the fish would
visit. With the work over for the after-

noon, I was eager to get back to the
swim before it got dark to get the rods
spot on, all three went out with no
problems with a good helping of red
fishmeal’s around them, I was happy
and confident for the night ahead.
I had my curry in my swim this
evening as the main lake was a bit
quiet, so with my food eaten and it
getting decidedly nippy out, I got into
the bag with a brew and the radio on
and was soon drifting off to sleep. The
sound of the alarm had me wildly
flapping around trying to get the zip
down on the sleeping bag as an angry
fish screamed off on my left hand rod,
the nice little spot I’d found earlier. A
long plodding fight proceeded with
the fish making lots of long runs
before me inching it back time after

time, I saw its head pop up and soon
scooped him up with the waiting net,
it looked a good un in the moonlight
too!
On the mat with him, hook out, a
quick check over his mouth and a dab
of treatment and into a retainer, off I
went to get one of the lads to give me
a hand with the weighing and pictures. It turned out to be an old friend,
a mirror known as Slate Grey, and a
bit bigger than when I last saw him.
Pictures taken and the fish returned
and all was good with the world.
I did return the week after and
blanked in style but I wasn’t complaining, I’d had a good run for the
water and I was happy with the
results of my short October sessions.
All the best Glyn. n

Maniac mirror.
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Slate grey.
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More Thames Carping
By Rob Maylin and friends

Thames Carping was our best-selling book of 2019 and for a good reason. The Thames
has everything a carp angler could possibly want, plenty of water, it’s the biggest carp
water in the country, unknown stock, a stock which increases every time we have a flood,
an element of the unknown (getting more known), very rare in today’s carp scene where
every carp is flogged, logged ,blogged and caught by an endless stream of bounty
hunters.
Yes, the Thames really is the last frontier to be fully exploited. Thames carp anglers
have many attributes of old school carping, stealthy, secretive and not bothered at all by
the size of what they catch, although, like the old school, still hoping it’s the fish of a life
time when the buzzer shrieks out!
For Thames carpers the build-up too is very old school, they still have the close
season, so this time is not wasted, as it was not years ago, recce’s, baiting up, getting
baits established, building up swims, while always being conscious that to be discovered
would be the end of their hard work, so coming and going discreetly, under cover of
darkness, a covert operation. Their cards held tightly to their chests. And this is why of
course that books on Thames carping are so rare and so readable.
You see within these pages are their secrets revealed for all to see. Not blatant, no
map grids in longitude and latitude to the latest hot spots but within the lines, read only
by anglers who know what to look for. A clue here, a landmark there. All part of the
ultimate jigsaw. So why do these secretive anglers choose to write, well simply because I
ask them.
Sometimes over several years. Most eventually agree, I am persuasive, arguing at
their catches need to be documented and be part of the history books for years to come.
Which is true, and why they do it. Not for money, to promote something or even selfgratification but to be part of our great angling heritage. So that their kids and grandkids
can look back and say “look! there’s grandad with a beautiful Thames Carp. He would
spend hundreds, even thousands of hours fishing for them.
So, here’s what we have, and may I say you will not be disappointed. Some truly
amazing Thames carp, from different stretches, some urban some rural, some well in
land and some tidal, but all from the amazing’ Old Father Thames’.

Let’s start with Ash Geden, who takes the cover positions again. His 2018-19 season
made riveting reading in book one. In this volume he is back for his 2019-2020 season
with equally incredible results. Many huge carp, several over forty, the front cover
leviathan being totally new. He is a great river angler with a gift for writing, you will love
his next instalment. Simon Rumsey has been on a journey while fishing the Thames, like
many I suppose, in search of a thirty, or even bigger!
Andrew Sadler has discovered some Thames secrets during his many years on the
Thames, for you the reader, he divulges all. Graham Stevens is a Thames stalwart, having
written several articles in Big Carp and a couple of chapters in the first Thames bool he is
back in this volume to tell you how he does it. A technical A-Z for all to learn from, novice
or expert Graham has some edges for you all.
The Teddington Tank by Vince Humphreys is a chapter about a huge common, that
fish of a life time that he freely admits was totally unexpected, but that’s the beauty of
the Thames.
Thames common by Mark Cook, yes, a there’s a theme developing here, A huge
Thames common, one never to be forgotten. River Thames, Same swim, Same carp … 6
months apart by Christopher Stockley is a great account which proves how territorial
even Thames carp can be. My Love for the Tidal Thames a Brief History, By Roger Baker. Is
a trip down memory lane for all those who like the history chapters? Thirty years on the
Tidal, some huge carp too. One of my favourite Thames stories yet.
A Thames Monster featuring Pete The Pirate, is pretty self-explanatory, while prolific
Thames carp catcher Danny Boy Hill, shows us just what’s possible with a breath-taking
gallery of Thames specimens. Add to these life history articles on the Thames by Jason
Townsend, Ben Frewin, Mark Anthony, Vince Humphries, Tom James and constantan
Thames carp catch ‘The Thames Warrior’ it’s obvious that this book is another must read
for not only river anglers but al carp anglers interested in something a bit different from
the norm. A book you will read over and over again. History in the making, our UK
heritage of Thames carp.

Rob Maylin
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PAY BY CARD – 01252 373658
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Exclusive

The Queen of
the Complex –
Kempsey’s Linear
By Jamie Bacon
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The Queen of the Complex – Kempsey’s Linear Exclusive

I

arrived at Linear Fisheries as
usual after work that week on
the Friday and after settling
into ‘the muddy’ on Manor
Farm I set my sites on setting
up for the night and then
moving into ‘the browns’ peg on Saturday afternoon once it became available .
I lost a fish in the weed Saturday
morning and also managed 4 Tench!
.I moved into ‘the browns peg’ later

Saturday knowing I only had 24h
hours ahead of me. I fished to a spot
at 120 yards which was a hard gravel
around 7ft deep.
I tied a few combi-rigs as usual,
using a size 4 Korda Wide Gape
hooks, Kamakura Korda super natural braid on the soft end , with a 15lb
IQ stiff section combined together. A
small piece of shrink tube behind the
hook to set the hook aggressively.
And a small piece of putty over the

knot to tidy things all up! Korda lead
core and clips to present the lead. 50
lb Korda Armour Cord as a shockleader!
I made a spod mix of sticky krill
crushed and malted to crumb and
6mm krill pellets and plenty I mean
plenty of the old faithful corn! A few
added extras as usual thrown in for
good measure!!
The rigs cracked down and the
spod work was done time to relax!
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The weather forecast looked spot on,
20 degrees, S/W winds, with thundery
showers all afternoon. Low pressure
creeping in later! The heavens
opened up and the fish reacted well
with multiple fish boshing out all over
the place things looked good for a bite
!The rain finally settled, and the fish
were certainly up for it a’s the shows
continued.
At 530pm the alarm signalled a few
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beeps and I noticed the line tightened
up and the super tight clutch burst
into life!!!
Initially the fish headed into the
weed but firm constant pressure with
big hooks and strong 0.35mm line
took its toll and the fish came out. I
landed the fish after 20 minutes and
called my neighbour for pics and the
weigh in.
I knew my big Reuben Heaton

scales would come in handy. After
zeroing the sling, the scales span
round once and nearly twice!!! lol settling at 51.02 lb, we settled for 51lb on
the nose.
After 12 years of fishing the complex with an endless amount of 30pound fish, with over many upper 30s
and scraper 40s the queen of the
complex was mine and what a fish
she was! n

The Queen of the Complex – Kempsey’s Linear Exclusive

BIG CARP TOP TEN
Carp Fisheries

For more on Reuben Heaton, Sportscale & RH brands
call 01455 293000 or email info@reubenheaton.com
Join Reuben Heaton on Facebook for all our latest news

Web: cottingtonlakes.co.uk
Email: cottingtonlakes@outlook.com
Tel: 01304 380691

Exclusive distributors for eagle claw
brands in the UK and Ireland
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A Memorable
Session
By John Brooks

M

e and my regular fishing pal
Jules booked a
three-day session at Catch
22 Fishing Centre in Norfolk in late February 2020.
We have been fishing this water since
late last year and have made it out
target water for this year. We arrived
first thing in the morning and decided
on peg seven which is a double swim
and was on a quieter part of the lake.
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There were a few anglers on the back
opposite us and a couple on the side
bank. We set up our gear then got out
the marker rod to see what we could
find as neither of us had fished that
peg before. From research we had
done on the lake we knew there was
a gravel bar running across in front of
us at around 40 yards. However, we
both chose to ignore this and fish further out at around 80 yards into a gulley. I was on the left of the swim and
Jules on the right. we baited up with

particle and whole boillies then sat
down to make a brew and have a
chat.
The first 24 hours passed by with
little Action but this gave us the
chance to have a catch up about
what we’d been up to since our last
fishing trip the previous month.
Morning cane and we retired to the
on-site cafe for breakfast and chatted
with a few other anglers over a full
English breakfast to be told one chap
had a 40lber overnight from the side
bank, this was welcoming news and
showed the fish were feeding and on
the move
We returned to our swim with our
bellies fuelled For the day and cast
our rods back out to our spots and
added a few more spods of particle
and boillies then got the kettle on. At
around 2:30pm Jules’s right rod had a
slow take, he struck into it and it was
fish on. After a short battle the carp
was in the net and Jules had banked
his first carp from the lake, as we
bought it across to the cradle, we
could tell it was a good lump. we
weighed it and it shot the scales
round to 35lb 4oz Jules was over the
moon and shaking with excitement
as this was his first UK 30 and a new
PB for him. After a few photos we
slipped the fish back and I congratulated Jules on his catch.
After the excitement had worn off a
little Jules cast his rod back out onto
his spot and Added some more particles and boillies. we had a look at the
photos and chatted about his capture.
Darkness fell and we retired to our
bivvys, at 9:30pm I had a screaming
take on my left-hand rod. I grabbed
the rod and after an intense battle I
got the fish into the net, we could see
it was another good lump and it was
going to be close between us. I carried it across to the cradle and we
weighed it, the scales shot round to
34lb 2oz, I was grinning like a
Cheshire Cat as this my a new pb for
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me as well and my second fish from
this lake.
We slipped the Fish back and
looked at each other in amazement
that we had both had 30lb+ fish in the
same session. We chatted About our
captures and said this will defiantly
be a session to remember and a hard
one to beat. We were hopeful that we
may sneak another fish before we left
but didn’t really care if we didn’t, the
next 24hrs passed uneventful and the
morning brought rain.
We packed up our gear and walked
back to the car park. This was the
best session we have had together so
far and will stay in our memories for a
long time. We had both beaten our
pb’s and had two stunning carp ln top
condition from a lake we had only
been fishing a few months. We are
looking forward to the rest of the year
on this lake but know this session is
going to take some beating.
We had another session planned for
late March and was looking forward
to a good catch up and interested to

see what this session would bring.
However, the night before we were
due to go the lake was closed as we

went into lockdown due to the coronavirus outbreak. We are eagerly
awaiting our next session. n
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Oak Lakes Fisheries
www.oaklakesfisheries.co.uk

Carpers for Veterans Support in aid of Blind Veterans UK in early September raised in the end
£3,773. Here are some photos from the event including Dave Levy of RidgeMonkey as guest
speaker himself a veteran as a former Para. Former and serving took part as well as Paul
Denham one of the owners of Oak Lakes. Well done to all that took part and helped.

Lake Prices
Day ticket lake (Oak Lake) – £10 a day and £20 for 24 hours.
Predator Lake – Prices are the same as the day ticket lake for
pike during the winter – £20 a day and £30 for
24 hours for catfish in the summer.
Match Lake - £6 for one rod and £10 for two rods.
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Birthday Mission
Accomplished
By John Mott

F

or my birthday, this
year my misses paid
for me to fish Richmond Lake in Lincoln
for 5 nights. Being a
specimen barbel
angler this season I decided to stay
away from the river and give the barbel a rest and set my sights on a 30lb
+carp as it has been years since I last
had one. The peg I fished has lots of
features but a gravel bar with 9ft of
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water in front of a huge weed bed at
90yards was my chosen plan of
attack. Armed with 15kg of spod mix
and 15kg of 18mm Noblebaits OP-31 I
planned to put in little and often spod
mix with a spomb and 18mm baits
with throwing stick. All 3 rods set up
the same and clipped at the perfect
distance just short of the weed bed.
Set up consisted of 18lb ESP Syncro
mainline 3ft of Fox lead core Fox lead
clip and 4oz flat pears. Business end 7

inch Gemini Carp tackle boom Ronnie
rig set up with Fox Arma Point/Edges
Size 5 Wide gape short shank beaked
point hooks with 15mm OP-31 popups match the hatch so to say. The
first two nights produced nothing
even with plumes of bubbles on my
chosen spots. The third morning all
hell broke loose. While making a brew
my left-hand rod just slowly come to
life after a dogged fight under the tip
25lb Dead on Common graced my
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net. Happy that a change I made had
worked. (less particle more 18mm
freebies) After a re-bait the rod was
back out. Within 25mins the middle
rod showed signs the odd indication
then a very slow climb of the Fox Silk
bobbin and I was into a slow ponderous fish. After a plodding battle I

slipped the net under a good fish
another Common but this time quite
a bit bigger. With the bailiff with me
he recognised the fish. The Big
Headed Common at 33lb 10oz a fish
that has not been out for a while and
at its heaviest. MISSION ACCOMPLISHED anything else was a bonus.

My swim went dead after that for 24
hours and again hell broke loose. An
hour of mental fishing resulted in 3
more 25+lbers. All Commons all mint
and fighting fit. I did net another that
night just over 27lb but with it absolutely hammering down with rain no
pic taken so I don’t count that one. n

WIN A HOLIDAY FOR TWO
Our good friends Steve and Sandy
Bond have put up a fantastic competition prize
in Big Carp to celebrate Big Carp’s
250th issue. Here’s your chance to
win a Holiday for two including
food at Lake Bossard.

And it could not be simpler to enter… All, you have
to do is go to the BOSSARD Facebook page…
1 You must like the Bossard page.
2 You must like and share this competition.
3 And just write “Done”
in the comments.
Closing date is
1st December
2020.

Good luck!

WWW.RODHUTCHINSON.CO.UK

Exclusive

Winter Sessions on
Monks Pit and the
CotswoldWater
Park
By John Paul McCusker

O

n my first proper
winter session I
turned up to Monks
Pit
mid-way
through Sunday
morning, the lake
only had two other anglers on and
they were both on the rocky bank
with a real bad north-west wind
blowing into them, which was forecast for the next few days at least.
Opting to fish the road bank, just to
be on the back of the wind really. I
set-up in a swim called the swamp
which is always good for a winter
bite.
After a long lazy set-up I got the
rods out just before dark. I was able to
fish four rods, my end tackle comprised of 1 metre of Nash ‘cling on’
leader attached to a MCF dumper
clip, 5oz lead, the hook link was 12
inches of 20lb ‘n trap’ semi stiff line

tied direct to a Carp Online readymade size 4 Ronnie Rig with a bait
screw baited with a 14mm Essential
Cell wafter and around 10 super glued
red maggots for added attraction.
I fanned all the rods out via the old
faithful UKBB bait boat, with a handful of pellets and a handful of 10mm
Cell Boilies plus a handful of suffocated maggots, not quite dead. All
fanned out between 23/25 wraps into
an area with smooth silt at a depth of
around 24ft.
The first night was very uneventful,
not a bleep and no obvious signs of
fish so the rods were left out until
lunchtime on Monday.
I re-cast all the rods as yesterday
and got them back out for the second
night. Another quiet night, but
around 9am the right-hand rod bobbin bleeped and gently pulled up
tight. Yes, I was in and after a lovey

slow battle landed my first carp of my
winter campaign. I was off to a nice
start with a 29lb 8oz mirror, happy
days.
The rest of the session was
uneventful, but I still drove the 180mile home with a smile on my face,
already planning the next session.

Mid-January
session 2020
It was about a month since I was last
up at Monks Pit and I was gagging to
get back on it. It had been fishing well
over the new year period in the low
pressure, higher than normal temperatures and south-west winds.
By the time this session arrived
though high pressure had arrived,
sunny days and cold nights combined
with sharp frosts and a barometer
reading of over 1050, things we are
looking grim. Arriving on Sunday

Fished 17 nights for 17 fish , 2 x winter 40s at 49lb 8oz and 41lb 14oz from two different venues, 2 x 30s at 33lb and 34lb, 10 x
20s to 29lb 8 oz, 2 x doubles, and a smelly 36lb cat. Only lost one fish which is testament to the Carponline End Tackle
holding firm.
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One of the A-Team from Monks Pit. Your Mrs at 49lb 8oz. Cotswolds Water Park 41lb 14oz was a very unexpected fish. Had no
idea that there were any 40s in there.

33lb 4oz common from the Cotswold Water Park.

Monks Pit 34lb mirror on a cold and frosty February morning.

morning, and after speaking to a few
people leaving, I decided to fish the
road bank again. opting for a swim
called ‘Underpass’ which had been
proving to be a flyer of late. The pressure was on. lol!
The set-up was the same as the
last session, and fishing to an area at

around 22/23 wraps I got the rods out
and sat back relaxing before the
night; all was quiet.
At around 8.30am in the morning
my left-hand rod was away, with a
right old screamer. I was in a state of
shock as was not expecting anything
at all. After a ‘Battle Royale’ I slipped

the net under a lovey hard fighting
22lb golden common. Yes, game on
now.
I got that rod back out on the spot
and at midday, on the same rod, I had
one bleep and a slight tightening of
the line, that was enough, and I lifted
into what felt like a solid dead weight,
Big Carp 41
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22lb common from Monks Pit.

26lb mirror from Monks Pit.

29lb 8oz and 28lb mirror from Monks Pit.
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Now available direct from
Bountyhunter Publications is a
signed copy of Dave Lane’s
fourth book, Fine Lines. Whether
you are an avid fan and
following on from Dave’s first
books or delving into his world
for the first time, you are bound
to be entertained, amazed and
left wanting yet more of his
adventures. Together with his
faithful hound, Padwar, he has
travelled the land in search of
monster carp and catalogued
his experiences in his own
inimitable style, which is
peppered with humour,
disasters, bizarre occurrences,
and, ultimately, success.

Dave’s writing style has always focused on painting the entire picture so that you,
the reader, can feel as if you are there on the bank beside him at all times, sharing
in the experiences every step of the way. The big carp scene is a weird and
mysterious place, and although Dave fishes right at the pinnacle of this strange
world, he always seems to find time for a bit of fun along the way, so sit back and
enjoy the ride. It’s a must read for novice and experienced carp anglers alike.

Available in the website shop at

www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk

Pay with PayPal, or if you prefer to pay by card,
call the order line on 01252 373658
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A wee batch of scaley ones ,the linear going 23lb and the other at 20lb…

…plus a 17lb Cotswolds Water park

after a long slow knee trembling battle I slipped the net under a right old
chunk. The gent from the next swim
came to have a look in the net and he
said “nice 30”.
Well, after sorting scales out the
scales they tipped round to 49.08. I
could not quite believe what I was
seeing, my first ever UK 40, I was
absolutely ecstatic. It was one of the
named A team, a fish called ‘Your
Misses’
I caught my first ever 30 in my 40th
year and now had caught my first 40
in my 50th year, I didn’t know I’d have
it in the bag by mid-Jan. The pressure
was off , and so after countless brews
at chats of congrats, I got the rods all
refreshed ready for the next 24 hrs.
At around 10am on the 2nd morning, the same rod was away again, get
in , and I was soon landing a lovey 26
mirror. It was that frosty my reels
could hardly turn, it was. unbelievable
that I was still getting bites.
There were 4 others on the lake,
and all were blanking, I just had a wee
hot pocket of fish out in front. The
next 24 hours were quiet again, so I
went home happy with my mission
accomplished.
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Cracking 27lb mirror.

Session number three
in early February
Well after my last trip, a couple of
weeks back, I just couldn’t wait to get
back down to Monks Pit .Arriving
mid-way through Sunday morning
again it felt a lot milder this time with
a stiff Westerly wind and a nice bit of
low pressure. I sort of knew where I
was heading and as I was walking
round, I bumped into another angler
in the gate swim who had caught
three 40s that weekend, unbelievable
fishing. I was considering jumping in
behind him, but I knew ‘underpass’
was free. It was just calling me.
Another slow set up as usual, as I
hate rushing it. I soon had four rods
again, fanned out at 22/23 wraps,
again fishing the same bait and rigs
etc as the last two sessions. I like to
keep it simple and if it works why
tweak it?
I settled down for the first night. All
was quiet again until the morning. I
was just making a brew around 9.30
when my right-hand rod was away,
‘Yes’, I thought, here we go again. I
had a right old battle with this one
and eventually netted a lovey 28 mir-

ror. While the fish still in the landing
net and getting myself together, the
other right-hand rod was away, could
it be another 40? ha-ha no it was a
stocky of around 14 lb lol. That was
that for the day. All the rods were
positioned back on spots just on dark
and I settled down for some tea and a
wee nap. It was a quiet night once
again, but prime time here is around
9am to midday so I knew I had not
missed the slot!!
Bang on schedule around 10am the
right-hand rod had a lovey slow tic tic
take and I lifted in nicely and battle
commenced. I had a lot of trouble
with this one as it kitted round into
the reeds to my right and I thought it
was all over, I even put rod on down
for 5 mins. Like a quivering wreck I
gave it a bit more pressure and it
slowly lifted out and finally I netted a
lovely old 34 mirror, happy days, that
was the last action on my 2nd day .
On the final morning I awoke to
same rod ripping off again, around 8
am. An easier battle this time and I
netted a lovey long 25lb mirror, time
for a brew and then pack up, a very
happy, long drive back to Bournemouth. Roll on the next session.

CARPING AFTER-CUT
At last, the third book from the UK’s most prolific catcher, Jim Shelley.
Following in the footsteps of his sellout second book, Carping Re-Cut, this book
documents Jim’s fishing over the last few incredible years. No one comes within
light years of Jim’s captures over this time with numerous 50-pluses from some
very testing venues and a shed full of backup 30s and 40s.

ALL BOOKS ARE
SIGNED BY JIM

Here is what Jim
had to say…
“My new book is finally
here, ‘Carping AFTERCUT’, after spending
hundreds of hours
writing it bankside.
Come join me in the
next installment
detailing my highs and
lows over the last few
years, starting from
Charnwood, Ellis,
Dinton, Fen, Swavesey,
Woolpack, Bayeswater,
Sutton, Buchan plus
some poaching for good
measure.
Like ‘Carping RE-CUT’,
there will be plenty
going on to keep you
gagging for more.”

£35.00 plus £3.00 post UK

Buy it here with paypal: www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
or pay by card on our ORDER HOTLINE 01252 373658
Order NOW – don’t delay! This book will sell out fast, as the print run was only
3,000 copies. Carping Re-Cut sold out, and secondhand copies are now £100!!
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Rigs of choice: Scorpion crank size 4, or the scorpion pre-tied Ronnies. Using a
bait boat, small handful of pellets, handful of 10ml cell boilies, handful of corn
and a handful of maggots on each boat out. I just stuck to that method for the
whole duration of winter.

On my last winter session at the
end of February I did four nights on a
private lake in the Cotswolds. The
weather had changed massively

Mirrors of 26lb…
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since my last session, it was very wet
and very windy. I picked a swim
called the point, it had a big bay to my
left which was on the back of the SW

wind, and plenty of water out front to
go at. I had to use different rigs this
time as it was quite a weedy lake and
was full of crays.
Carp Online readymade ‘Ronnies’,
size 4, with a Korda, plastic 16mm
pop-up dumbbell. It Just balanced it
all out a treat, and you have a fighting
chance with the crays. There is no
point wrapping boilies or using super
hard ones as they rinse everything,
they even whittle the plastic down
over time!!
I put one rod out at 25 wraps into
the far end of the bay, where the wind
was heading. The wind line was coming off that bank, about 20 yards off
that bank, the other 2 rods went out
to a spot I know at 18 wraps, straight
out in front, to a smooth silty area,
nice and clean too. Each rod was
boated out with a handful of pellets
and a handful of More Takes 15mm
liver boilies.
First night, all was quiet till around
6 am. when I was rudely awakened
by the Delkim receiver as the lefthand rod in the bay ripped off and
was away. After a feisty battle, a nice
scaley 20 mirror was landed.
I soon got that rod back out on the
spot and around 9.30 the same rod
was off again I spat my tea out, couldn’t believe it, anyway after another
decent battle a lovely looking 23 mirror was in the bag ,and what a fish it
turned out to be, a lovey scale perfect
dark zip linear, happy days, that was
the last of the action for the first night,
I was a happy boy. I was tempted to
stick a second rod into the bay as the
other two had been motionless but
thought no, just wait and see what
happens tonight.
All quiet again in the night. then at
7.30 ‘ish the left rod bobbin just lifted
up tight and just stayed there for a
few seconds, then one tic off the reel,
I knew I was in again. What a battle
this was! proper beaten up and a bit
dazed, finally, I pulled the fish over the
chord and soon realised I had one
special fish.
The only fish I know of that’s over
40 lb. I was buzzing to say the least,
the scales tipped round to 41 12!! I
will take that for a Feb 40, and after
landing my first ever 40 in Jan I was
just elated to say the least.
I got the rod back out on the spot,
still thinking about a second rod. but
did not want to risk what I had going,
so I still resisted, a nice bit of rain
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… and 25lb.

arrived that morning, the wind still
howling. Around 1pm the left-hand
rod ripped off again, Jesus Christ
what going on? After another good
fight I landed a lovely 27, a real wintered, dark and orange mirror. what a
fish!! I decided to do all rods again
around 2.00pm and settle down
again, keeping just the one rod in the
bay still.
It was a quiet night again. it rained
all night and was still raining by

morning but it looked good for
another bite, then between 8 am an
mid-day I landed another 3 fish all off
the same rod in the bay.
Landing a 17 mirror first, then a
cracking 33.04 common came shortly
after, and then a cheeky 25 mirror at
around midday! What a day!!
The last night was quiet again and
I was due to leave at around 10am
next morning, luckily around 9.30am
the same rod was away again,

another cracking mirror of around
26lb.
What another great session that
was and a winter stint to remember
for a long time.
• 4 sessions
• 13 Nights in total.
• 16 fish.
• 2 x 40 to 49
• 2 x 30 to 34
• 10 x 20 to 28
• And 2 doubles. n

B I G C A R P TO P T E N - Ta c k l e S h o p

ESTABLISHED 1970

poingdestres.co.uk
Te l : 0 2 3 8 0 5 1 0 0 7 7
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Another River
Monster
By Joseph Savage

I

’ve been very fortunate to bag
another very special river fish,
not quite the magical 30lb
mark but an absolute peach
and until the 31lb common
this fish was the known big
fish in the stretch and has only been
out twice before to the best of my
knowledge. I also braced the fish over
the weekend with another 20pb plus
common.
I spent a fair bit of time in the runup
to this session on the bank, setting up
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a few evening s with a set of binoculars where I could see a large amount
of river, but saw vary little until the
evening before the session where I
saw two fish show at range. Unsure if
they were carp or not, I decided to
move on the sign anyway and the
next afternoon set up in a tight and
rocky swim. Finding a small patch of
silt in an otherwise gravelly riverbed, I
decided to go in with a triple stack of
10mm nutrition boilies from Nxtgen,
along with a pva bag of 10mm baits

and a spread of 18mm baits over the
top. A flurry of bream came first, but
before long the alarm sang out a 1
tone. Fortunately, I left the headtorch
in the brolly, so played out a hard
fighting and obviously big fish in the
dark, oblivious to the fact I was connected to a special fish.
Once I had netted the fish and
investigated the mesh though I
realised that I had bagged the prize of
the stretch. Going 28lb 4oz, I was
thrilled with the fish. n

Another River Monster Exclusive

IKTUS CARP HAS WON
THE CATEGORY BEST
FRENCH HOLIDAY
DESTINATION IN OUR
BIG CARP TOP 10
COMPETITION FOR THE
2ND TIME, THEY WON
LAST YEAR TOO!

BIG CARP TOP TEN
French Holiday Destination

France’s premier runs water

www.lakefishabil.com
07810 710 880

In Southern France, near the city of Pau is the Carp venue called Iktus.
The property has a total area of 100 Hectares (almost 247acres) with
the magnificent 60 year old gravel pit called Iktus Carp of 35 Hectares
(87acres). Open all year long, the lake has 15 double swims.
The fish stock consists of about 1,300 Common and Mirror Carp, with
approximately 300x40lbs, 50x50lbs, 20x60lbs and 3 fish over 70lbs,
Catfish up to 250lbs, Sturgeon to 150lb and Grass Carp to 70lbs. There
are no ‘Poisson-chat’ or ‘Crayfish’. There are toilet and shower facilities,
an on-site restaurant and bar, we rent boats, electric outboard motors,
bikes, echo sounders and all the fishing equipment you could need
with a tackle shop on site.
Iktus Lake Two (The Sturgeon lake) has 8 swims and holds about
500 Common and Mirror Carp with approximately 30x40lbs, 3 fish
over 60lbs, 80 Koi Carp up to 40lbs and 200 Sturgeon of 17 different
species, 8 European records, biggest 85kg (French record) and 100
Grass Carp with the biggest 55lbs.

Exclusive booking agents for Iktus Carp,
Iktus Lake Two, Iktus Runs Water
and IktusRuffaud

For information and to book a swim at one of these fantastic lakes
give Rob Watts a call at the number below.

7 Drayton
WoodRoad,
Road,Hellesdon,
Hellesdon,Norwich,
Norwich NR6
email: rob@carpfishingtrips.co.uk
7 Drayton
Wood
NR65BX
5BX •• email:
rob@carpfishingtrips.co.uk
Tel: +44(0) 1603 415984 • Mob: +44(0) 7717837879 • www.carpfishingtrips.co.uk
Tel:
+44(0) 1603 415984 • Mob: +44(0) 7717837879 • www.carpfishingtrips.co.uk
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Durleigh – Long
Range Carping
By Tim Thornton
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I

am 52, retired and live in
Budleigh Salterton, Devon. I
have been carp fishing since
1 9 8 2 . A m e m b e r o f Te a m
Carptackleonline and team
DNA baits. In early July 2020
I decided to turn my attention to the
popular day only day ticket venue 80+
acre Durleigh reservoir in Somerset.
The venue has a large stock of carp to
over thirty pounds and is predominantly commons with a few nice scaley mirrors.
Tactics on this venue tend to be
mainly long-range fishing at ranges
over 100 yards. The carp can be
caught close in but in my experience
the long range baiting approach is the
most successful.

I’ve fished Durleigh for the past few
years from September through to
December and caught some nice carp
to 36.08, but this year was different.
The level had been brought up to
the maximum level opening up the
‘no fishing’ shallows and giving the
carp a safe haven. This also increased
the area of water massively making
location more challenging.
I’d never fished ‘the res’ as it’s
known in July so this was a new challenge for me and like most of us post
lockdown I was keen to flex some carbon.
The fishery owner’s Wessex water
had re opened the water with strict
social distancing rules and a new
swim booking system which had its

pro’s and con’s but suited me. The
fishery is very well run and the staff
are friendly, helpful and approachable.
The weather in early July was
mainly warm so I figured the carp
would typically be spending a lot of
time in the shallow ‘no fish’ area of
the res. and would be moving out into
the main body of the res. later in the
day to feed in the evening and
through the night as is often the case
on Durleigh.
So my tactics were during these
warmer sunny days to fish up the
shallower end of the res. picking off
carp moving around so I had a chance
of catching though the day and not
just the evening period before the
gate closes.
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The theory was to feed little and often for one bite at a time.
No putting out 5k of bait straight from the off giving the carp
the opportunity of waiting and cleaning it up later. There
would be no free meals here. It was ‘take it or leave it’ for
someone else to eat if you don’t get in quick.
Having decided on the above tactics bait for a day sesh
was typically 2.5k of 18mm DNA baits SLK soaked in matching hydro SLK spod syrup for a few days. I added a few tigers,
corn and pellet to this, but the mix was 95% boilies to minimise bream interference with baits.
I normally wash my baits out, but as I was feeding little, I
wanted high attract bait to make the carp make a choice.
Take it or leave it.
Over the baited area I fished mainly 18mm SLK bottom bait
and 15mm PB pop up snowman presentations. Again, high
attract and high vis.
My first session was fishing at 100 yards range and resulted
in 5 bites. I landed 3 and unfortunately lost two. I never really
felt I was on the fish that day and saw quite a few showing
way out of range on the far margin trees. Anyway, I ended up
with three nice doubles including a nice two tone common.
A few days later I returned to the same swim and decided
to fish at 120 yards range into a strong westerly wind. Casting was difficult but I managed to hit the clip most of the
time.
My spot was just before an old stream bed at about 130
yards which I believe the carp use as a patrol route moving
down the lake.

BIG CARP TOP TEN
Day Ticket Carp Fishery

Our first home-grown
Coole Acres 30lb common,
caught 1am, 10th
February 2020
(Right in the 50mph teeth
of storm Ciara!)

Angler: Dave Hogg
Capture: ‘Oggie’ 30lb

www.cooleacresfishery.co.uk
L: 01270 812929
M: 07747 007669
e-Mail brian.reilly@live.co.uk
Like us on Facebook
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I put in about 10 spombs of 18mm SLK, corn, tigers and
pellet soaked in SLK hydro spod syrup. I had 4 quick fire double figure commons in the morning. It then went quiet and
then the bites started to come again.
Anyway, by closing time I’d had a great day resulting hooking and landing some 14 carp. These included 5 x twenties
topped by a 25.04 common and a lovely 23.08 fully scaled mirror. Here are the best five twenties.
A couple of weeks later I was fortunate enough to book the
same swim and went on to land another 8 carp including
three over 25lb. The best being 26.12. All were caught using
the same tactics.
So, if you get the opportunity sometime. Book a swim on
Durleigh reservoir in Somerset. You might end up with some
cracking day ticket carp. I for one will be returning. n

Carpy Humour

BIG
CARP
fine arts
presents

CARP IN BRONZE
F U L LY S C A L E D
MIRROR

Size: 90mm high x 145mm long,
Price: £59.95

COMMON CARP
Size: 70mm high x 135mm long,
Price: £54.95

LINEAR MIRROR
Size: 80mm high x 115mm long,
Price: £49.95

Each bronze is made in England.
Shipping: Single unit based
on latest Royal Mail prices:
UK first class = £2.70
EU small packet = £3.40
World zone 1 = £5
World zone 2 = £5.10
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Exclusive

A Snowy Season
ofThree
By Nathan Sharp

The late winter evenings were a sight to behold.
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W

ith December
and January
came more
rain, rivers
were high,
and fields
were flooded. Due to this on my
return to Northey I found the water
levels to be high and almost all the
entire back bank was submerged. I
only had a quick overnighter at my
disposal but with my knowledge from
previous years I knew a couple areas
where the fish tended to hold up during late winter, one being a swim
known as “last stop”, but due to me
only being able to get over on a Saturday I knew there was no point in trying to get anything going in there as
it would almost certainly be taken
before I arrived. The second swim
that I fancied is called “Boycies”, on
previous years I’d consistently seen
the odd fish show in this area at this

(Right) Early morning big carp buzz
with my bro! The sharp boys were in
town.
(Below) Anyone for tea and biscuits?
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time of year, the only trouble was getting to the swim, the water had risen
to the point where in parts the underside of my barrow was getting wet. I
knew this trip was more of a prepping
trip and by the following morning I
had a couple of spots marked and
before I left I topped them up with a
kilo of Trent Baits freshwater shrimp,
my plan was to return on the Wednesday to top the spots up again before
my next overnighter on the Saturday.
A kilo of bait does not sound a lot but
when the water temps just above
freezing and it’s still middle of Feb, it’s
more than enough I’ve found.
Come Saturday I was raring to go, I
just hoped someone hadn’t jumped in
the swim before I got there, I didn’t
think it likely anyone would due to
the fact of how much water you had
to wade through to get to the swim.
On arrival I could see almost every
swim on the “dry bank” was taken
and so was “Last stop” but no one
had dropped into my pre-baited spot,

so it was the obvious option. This
weekend saw storm “Dennis” batter
the country, with winds of 90mph and
heavy rain the water had risen even
more and the waves were smashing
into the margins, I’d managed to get
all three rods out by 9am though and
was happy to sit back and let the
weather do what it liked. Half hour
after getting the rods out my mate
“Pervy Callum” nipped round and we
had a couple of mugs of coffee when
my phone went, my brother was on
the end just asking how it looked and
the usual carpy chat when.... Beep...
Beeeeeeeeeeeeeep! The right hander
was away, melting off quicker than
the wind was blowing, I dropped the
phone I grabbed the rod. This fish
was not hanging around and instantly
took 50yrds off me, it was now at the
point where unless I stopped it, I’d be
in trouble, with my hand clamping the
spool and the pressure increased the
fish turned and headed straight for
the reeds to my right. I knew this was

One of the lovely mirrors that made an appearance.
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a decent fish and with every lunge
towards the reeds there was little I
could do but hope the reeds snapped
as the line hit them. After several
times of this happening the fish was
within 20yrds and its head hit the surface, this is when we saw the bulk of
her and we both commented she
looked a chunk! Soon she was wallowing on the surface and Callum
lifted the net round a decent looking
common. In the net her width was
impressive and with the biggest common in the lake being around 33lb,
this one looked bigger than that, and
sure enough a weight of 37lb+ was
recorded, a fish known as “the cover
common” and an absolute peach of a
fish.
A couple of weeks then passed
with the lake deciding to close up
shop a little, and in the two weeks I
was away I believe there was only the
two fish out, this is music to my ears,
as the way I see it the fish I’m after
hadn’t been out. With it now being
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Thames Carping
By Rob Maylin and friends
Early in 2019, I published a Big Carp magazine devoted solely to the River Thames. It was another first for Big
Carp, as there had never been a magazine of its kind. It was a sellout nationwide, such was the interest from
carp anglers, whether they were river anglers or, so it was obvious a book was to be my next project. Six months
later and I have something a bit special for you – long overdue in my opinion – another first for Bountyhunter
Publications and a book EVERY carp angler, novice or expert, still water angler or river angler should read, a
book dedicated solely to the greatest river in the UK, a river that glides majestically through our capital and
contains some of the finest looking carp in the land – The River Thames.
Every carp in this book was caught from Old Father Thames, some huge carp – thirties, forties and a fifty, but
why are so many Thames monsters being caught now? Where have they come from, and where is the best area
to fish if you want to catch these monsters of the flow? This
issue will answer these questions and more.
In 2018, Ash Geden rocked the news feed with his capture
of three Thames forties, and his chapter 'Chasing Dreams on
the River Thames' makes breathtaking reading.
Nick Helleur also landed the first Thames fifty in 2018 after
a two-year campaign for this, the King Of The Thames. As with
most river carp, The King was an escapee, almost certainly
due to its location originally being one of the Dinton Pastures
stock. This fish has been the Thames record for many years,
although most of the previous captors have kept their catch
under wraps. However, this carp has featured in Big Carp a
few times in the past, right back to when it was only 30lb, and
more recently when caught by Katch Bullet and Steve
Shenfield at weights in the low forties. Here for the first time
is the history of The King, along with many interesting facts
about the Thames and its carp stock. Nick’s capture will
certainly mean other high profile anglers will soon be visiting
this stretch… Anglers like Terry Hearn and Dave Lane will
undoubtedly already be making plans!
David Wallen’s fantastic 'Life on the Thames' chapter also
features some huge river carp and tells the tale of life while
boat fishing this amazing venue, the largest piece of water in
the UK – the planning, the prepping and the dedication
needed to be successful. Aiden Savan’s account of his Thames
life emphasises the passion these guys have and the respect these fish have earned, while Simon Rumsey’s
chapter focuses on his hunt for his first Thames thirty, something we can all relate to.
Mikey Frost’s huge Thames common would have been a record not so long ago, the highlight of his neverending campaign so far. Mike Wilson takes a look back at his long Thames fishing history and also asks what is
the true origin of Thames carp? Zeth Christie has spent many years targeting these magical Thames fish; he’s a
great all-round angler and a great addition to this book. Jason Smith’s chapter emphasises the dedication that
some of these Thames carpers go to consistently catch these beautiful creatures.
One of our great lady anglers, Jo Green, also has a passion for these stunning beasts, and her chapter on the
Berkshire Thames makes exciting reading. Paul Miller has spent over 15 years fishing, moved onto the Thames
when syndicate carping lost its appeal, and he never regretted it! Graham Stevens spends a season on the
Thames, catching some incredible Thames specimens. It’s a milestone in carp angling literature – the first carp
book ever solely dedicated to the Thames.

Rob Maylin

PAYPAL ORDERS www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
PAY BY CARD – 01252 373658
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The floppy tail common beat me up but I'm so glad the tackle was up to the job.
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middle of march I knew the place was
about to kick off and with a 19lb common falling to the rods that trip I
could not wait for the spring to
begin.......... Ohhh bollocks I did not
expect a global pandemic to scupper
my plans! With the lake now closed
and us all under strict rules, the world
seemed a difficult place, fishing was
not the be all and end all, we just had
to protect ourselves and our loved
ones. I wanted to get the rods out as
much as the next man but until we
were given the “ok” to I was not
prepared to bend the rules to satisfy
my selfish angling needs. When Boris
gave the green light though I was
fully prepared, new rods, line, rigs and
bait at the ready, and at midnight on
that first day I was going through the
Northey gates again, mega optimistic
of what the next two nights would
bring. Soon had the narrow loaded
and pushed to a swim known as “the
Hump” this wasn’t where I wanted to
be but I’d narrowly missed out on a
the swim I was convinced the main
target (the “Canon”) would be, but
(Right) I lmost needed armbands to
get to some of the swims!
(Below) The mega cover common and
in February!
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The Canon, long, Wrinkly and full of fight!

The chase was over and I had to give her a snog!
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ALREADY HAD ENOUGH
OF THE CORONA VIRUS?
SELF ISOLATION - SOCIAL DISTANCING
HOUSE BOUND - SELF QUARANTINE
SUPERMARKET CHAOS - WORKING FROM HOME
Why not relax, sit down somewhere quiet with a good book?
Let you mind wander down to the lake on a warm sunny day.
The ﬁsh are bubbling. Feeding without caution.
Today’s the day!! Holding your prize for the camera.

NEW BOOKS

www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk/online-shop.html
NEW AND OLD BOOKS:

www.ebay.co.uk/usr/rarecarpbooksunlimited

Totally safe and virus free – there’s
nothing quite like reading a good book
to free your mind from all this anxiety.
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this was the next swim up and gave
me first dibs of the next swim if the
angler was to leave.
By sunrise the swim seemed dead
but the next swim up (“last stop)
looked alive, I knew I had to be in
there, the swim was prime, and by
midday the lad in that swim told me
he’d be off by the evening, I couldn’t
believe my luck! I was packing the
gear away before you could say
“hinge-stiffy”! But before moving I
did manage a 21 mirror, but this
seemed a fluky bite considering how
little I’d seen in front of the swim, by
6pm I was moved and setup, rods
flicked to my favoured spots and
everything seemed right in
“SNOWYS” world.
The rods had only been out a couple of hours when a rod I had locked
up against a snag, buckled over and
battle commenced, this fish beat me
up and before I knew it it had kited
across the whole swim and I now had
to give it the butt to stop it making it
past a snaggy dot island, with plenty
of pressure and testing my end tackle
to its limits I managed to turn it, the

fish continued to dive in every lily pad
or reed it went past until I eventually
bundled a magnificent common into
the net. I knew instantly it was a fish
called “floppytail”, and at 30lb 12oz
she looked a cracker!
The rest of the session was brilliant
with another five fish landed and one
lost, these included “boycies” again at
just under 36lb, “Tea & Biscuits” at
32lb 14oz, and 3 other 20lb+ fish, a
mega session and i thought this was
a great way to end my season, but
Mrs. Snowy stepped in. After hearing
my wining about how I was convinced the “Canon” was going to
make an appearance and how I knew
it would be from the same swim I’d
just left, she told me I had to get back
as soon as I could, with a friend moving in after me I just had to wait until
he vacated the swim and I could be
over there! Perks of being out of work,
I guess!
I text my mate on the Sunday and
he informed me he would be leaving
my midday on the Monday, the car
was packed straight away and by first
light the barrow was loaded and

parked behind my mate, I know it’s
uncarpy and quite frowned upon but I
didn’t even look anywhere else, I had
such a strong feeling my target fish
was in one area, I knew her routines, I
knew her preferences and “Last stop”
was where I needed to be!
By midday, my rods were clipped
up, spots were baited, and everything
looked prime. I decided to wait until
mid-afternoon to get the rods out as I
wanted the fish to have a few hours
break with no lines in the swim. But
by 4:30pm all three rods were flicked
to their spots, one on the snag, one on
a spot against the reeds and the other
on a spot in open water over light
weed. This last rod was the rod i
thought would pick her up, I fed a
generous helping of Trent Baits freshwater shrimp over each rod and this
last rod I opted for a shrimp white
popup over the top, this was a decision made due to the amount of times
I knew of her being bagged on a
white one. By 6pm my brother had
arrived and was stood opposite me, I
was talking on the phone to him and
I’d just mentioned how if I bagged the
“canon” I could walk away from here
happy when, the open water rod went
into melt down, the phone was flung
the rod was picked up and I was
given no choice but to give line! This
fish was a machine.... I could not do
anything and with the new rods at full
compression I just had to hold as firm
as I could, the solid power
full lunges it gave I knew it was a
chunk, and when it thrashed on the
surface, I could see it was a unit! My
brother stood watch opposite doing
his best impression of a Canon firi n g. . . . . W e b o t h k n e w ( h e i s a
w@nker)! After a few more minutes I
started to gain line, but this was only
due to the fishes cunning plan... A
small set of lilies between her and me
was her master plan, with her
wedged I decided I had no option but
to get the boat, rod was popped on
the rests and clutch loosened. Just as
I grabbed my life jacket I heard.....
Click.... Click.. Click..... With one look
at the spool I noticed it was starting
to spin, I raced to the rod and I was
again in contact with the fish, I knew
I had to take control, with steady
pressure I kept her moving until she
was only ten yards out, with one final
She was in the bag and snowy was
buzzing!
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roll of the dice she kicked hard into a set of pads in front of the
swim but I knew which fish it was now and i was determined not
to let a sodding Lillie pad break my dreams! I waded out got the
rod above her and lifted until this great big head lifted out the
water before being engulfed in my net..... This is the part where I
tend to lose my head a bit, I think everything and everyone within
10miles heard the words “CANON.... YESSS....F@CKING
CANOOOOONNNN” shouted at the top of my voice! My brother
was soon round in the swim and despite social distancing we are
celebrating the capture. On the bank she had obviously spawned
but looked brilliant, and a weight of 40lb 4oz was recorded a mate
called Dave helped with the pics and weighing and I was absolutely buzzing off my rocker!!!!!
That night I spent telling the misses all about it on the phone, I
think she was as happy as me! But by morning I was staring at
motionless rods but my bro had bagged a unit so off I went to do
his pics and have a #bigcarpbuzz celebration brew, the sharp bros
had had a night to remember! On my return to my swim I got the
rods back out and made the decision to give it till 2pm then get
home, I’d done what I wanted to and was now happy to move on,
Northey had been kind to me this season with me now landing 39
fish in 29 nights angling, I couldn’t be happier... But Northey had
one last surprise, this came in the form of a old Northey character
known as “two tone” making an appearance, I’d always wanted
her and this made my departure even sweeter. This season was
immense and for the limited time I had I felt I had really made the
most of it, I couldn’t wait to move on but Northey gave me so
much including some immense mates, immense fish, the buzz for
the chase and most importantly the memories! Keep chasing them
dreams, SNOWY. n

(Top) Two tone was my fairwell present.
(Above) I'll miss these views, I loved my time on
Northey... Fairwell.
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King ofThe Lake
By Paul McCue

I

am a 38-year-old family man
who usually works all week
on busy building sites and
fishes the weekends, so
sometimes lakes can be really
busy. But due to the Covid 19
situation I have been off work for 4
months and managed to get some
more time in foe my angling. I am a
new member on a Cambridgeshire
Syndicate that the owner does not
like being named, but it is a great
place to fish and has a great stock.
The season on there started on June
1st, so I am quite a new member.
My season got off to a great start
and I have been consistent ever since.
So far, I have had 15 bites and 11 fish,
which is good going on there, especially for a new member. My first bite
i lost due to a hook pull and my 2nd
bite was my first fish, which was a
lovely 26lb linear. I have been using
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boilie chops due to the low-lying Silk
weed and trying to drop my rigs onto
clear spots.
The rigs I’ve been using are the
spinner rig with a fluro boom section
and a needle-sharp size 4 long shank
curve. Simply putting a few baits into
a bit of mesh tightly and hooking
them on, to cast out. I also use 4oz
leads because I feel it will drive that
sharp hook into the flesh and give me
a better hook hold. The session when
I had the 48, I arrived to an almost
empty lake apart from 1 member fishing in a peg which I fancies, so I did
the first night in a different peg and
then dropping into the more favoured
peg behind the angler when he went
home the next day. I know from previous sessions in the peg that there was
a huge clear spot that all the members fish to at 9 wraps, but I’ve been
having luck at 9.5 wraps, not that I

know if it makes a huge difference?
I wrapped 2 rods up to 9.5 wraps
and felt for the massive crack down
when they landed on the bottom. I
then proceed to catapult out about
150 chops over the top of the rigs. My
3rd rod which was my left rod was
cast tight to an island in front of me. I
left them out overnight and at 6.30am
the next morning the right rod absolutely ripped off and so much that the
rod hooped over. I lifted into the fish
and straight away it hit the surface
due to dropping the lead. It did not do
much straight away and seemed to
just hold its ground and use the
depth.
Usually they rip off down the right
margin and try to bury themselves in
the nearest weed bed. But this one
sort of plodded on a tight line and
slowly take line off the clutch. It then
came left in from of me and I saw a
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glimpse of it mid water, and i must
admit that I thought it was a much
smaller fish. It did try to find a weed
bed right in front of me, but i managed to keep it above it and kept it
moving. I then grabbed hold of the
landing net which the handle bloody
fell apart in my hands, but I soon put
it back together.
I just saw a huge mouth gasping for
air as it then hit the cord. I put the rod
down and had a look what was in my
net, and it did look like a good fish. I
kept thinking which one it was and
my guess at the time was that it was
one of the upper 30s. I have photographed a lot of the A team for all
the other members, but never this
one. One of the older members came
around just after i netted it, had a look
in the net and soon told me that it
was a 40 pounder and the biggest fish
in the lake.
I was buzzing as it was my very
first UK 40 pounder and something
that I have always wanted to achieve.
Weighing her up she went to a massive 48lb 8oz and i was absolutely
m a d e u p a n d b u z z i n g. M a s s i v e
thanks to Greg for helping me with
her and also doing me some amazing
photos. n
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Brushstrokes!
By Daniel Moor
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S

o, my new ticket started
on June 1st and as its
only 30mins from work it
was perfect, and not too
far from home, ideal for
summer worknights, but
what with the crazy weather we’ve
been having, it’s made it bit more
challenging, nobody likes a soaking
before work!
My first fish came in July a mint
Common at 33, my pb common to
boot! After a few fruitless nights, I
decided to have a couple of weeks
break.
I received a call off my good mate
Wayne on Tuesday morning, to say it
was going off, so there and then my
mind was set, but I couldn’t get down
till Thursday that week.
So Thursday came round and I had
in mind which swim I fancied, I
arrived at the lake and the swim was
free, so I got everything sorted, and
settled in for the night, as the work
alarm was set for 5! I woke in the
morning to my alarm, a silent night!
So, I packed up and scattered about
60-80 RG Formula Robin Red and
Plum baits, with added Artic Crab
boilies around the area before I left,
hoping to get back in later after work.
4pm could not come round quick

enough, I got back down the lake and
managed to bag the same swim.
So back out on the spots they went
all with RG 15mm Formula Red and
Plum pop up’s, which had been soaking for some time in the matching liquid food. As I was just sorting out the
rest of my stuff my right hand rod was
away, it had only been out there no
more than 15 minutes, without too
much of a fight the fish came in pretty
easy to be fair, as its head was covered with weed.

It was not until my mate Wayne
and I looked into the net to see my
prize, and realised, surely it had to be
a P.B! We got the camera and everything ready, she sent the scales round
to a respectable 44.4. A fish called
Brushstrokes To say I was buzzing
was an understatement!
Just want to thanks to Wayne for
the pics and sharing the moment, and
to Greg and the lads at RG baits top
bait, top lads.
Happy days, Dan. n
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Swan Brace
By Tom Flower

I

t was very busy on arrival to
Bluebell Lakes after doing
several laps around the complex I managed to slot in on
swan in what seemed to be
an unfavourable area of the
lake at the time knowing I had the
chance of moving early morning into
swims that were becoming available
at the top end of the lake where I had
seen a lot of activity. Doing a night in
the bowl seeing and hearing very little I packed up and headed to the
shallows where I was hoping to settle
in for the 5 nights ahead. As I arrived
at the swim I saw 3 fish so I set my
traps rubbing my hands together
thinking this is it. Suddenly the fish
done the off and bombed it up to the
other end where I had originally set
up, I done 3 nights in that swim hoping the fish would return but they did
not.
With anglers leaving and freeing up
a few swims closer to the fish a move
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was in order I done one more night in
another swim before I finally settled
into the stumps typically this was the
first swim I had originally set up in.
I found a clean spot at around 80
yards and baited with 20 Spombs
consisting of hemp corn and broken
boilies, I then presented 3 wafters
over the top.
The first night passed fairly quiet
but knowing my traps were set I didn’t recast them as the fish were showing and the weather was looking
bang on, around 4pm I was alerted to
a drop back I picked up the rod and
lent into the fish after a good scrap
doing me left to right in both margins
forcing me to wade past my chest a
big fish appeared and was finally
mine a personal best common and a
fish known as swirly tail at 40lbs and
ounzes.
I was over the moon especially as I
felt really hard done by for my efforts
the previous couple of nights. With

the weather looking good and the fish
clearly on the munch I decided to do
one more night, baited and settled the
fish carried on showing into the
evening and all through the night I
could hardly sleep buzzing...
As I woke at first light seeing the
odd fish here and there and some
right over the zone I was pretty confident of a morning bite and at a round
7am my right hander signalled a few
bleeps as the bobbin smacked off the
blank of the rod, by the time I got to it
the fish had begun to slowly take line.
I leant into the fish and the battle
commenced plodding left to right I
knew I had hooked another decent
fish but steady pressure kept the size
4 barbless wide gape in place as it
rolled over the cord.....get in!!
I couldn’t believe my eyes as I
peered into the net but it wasn’t until
it was on the matt that I realised how
magnificent this creature actually
was, its tail was huge the width of an
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aqua combi matt I literally opened it
like a book.. This one went 39lbs 4oz
and completed an awesome brace of

big carp. I drove home a happy man
but it was only to recharge the batteries as I write I’m back at ‘em search-

ing for more big Swan residents
addicted to the chase of the country’s
finest day ticket carp. n
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The Long Common
By Russell Crisci

A

fter waiting a few
years, I finally
received the news
I was hoping for a
ticket on a very
special lake in the
Kent countryside. I continued to fish
my local waters, however all the time
my mind was on this special place
and the stock it held. My lifelong
friend Ant had a ticket for a few years
and I had been excited by the tales I
had heard about the lake and the pictures of the lovely fish he had caught
from there.
The weeks seemed to crawl by but
finally my expensive ticket started
and before I knew it the van was
loaded and I was on my way for my
first 48-hour trip. As is typical for me,
I got lost en-route and after visiting a
few local villages, I finally arrived at
the secluded gate.
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It was raining so I grabbed the
bucket and teacup and started to lap
the pond to find Ant and find out the
score. I found him on the far side of
the lake. The lake looked lovely but
straight away I noticed how weedy it
was and was doubting I would land
anything I was lucky enough to hook.
Talking to Ant, he reassured me that
although bad you could get them in,
although his last bite had done him in
the weed!
After much nagging he put the kettle on and I managed to get a cuppa
out of him and after a quick chat I
continued my walk round. It was busier than I was led to believe and there
were only two or three swims available. I stopped at the top end which
looked pretty shallow and saw a fish
bow wave across from no more than
thirty yards out.
I climbed a nearby tree and
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watched two fish visiting and ripping
the bottom up in the corner, along the
tree line. There was no way I could
get to there from the swim but looking out from my vantage point I could
see possible holes in the vast weed
beds in front. So having seen fish and
with limited swims available I was
going to start here.
I decided to have a lead about as I
couldn’t risk not getting drops on the
rods. BIG MISTAKE! I managed to
find some areas but after hitting a fish
with the lead and spooking another I
finished my 48 hours with nothing to
show.
The fish had clearly vacated my
quiet corner, which they were obviously in, because there was no
angling pressure until I turned up! Oh
well lesson learnt and I managed to
explore the swim, if nothing else.
The next few trips were uneventful,
to be honest, with hot summer
weather all I managed was a jack pike
and after one weeded me up for an
hour, I was convinced it was a carp,
as at one point it surfaced and looked
very long. It wasn’t until it tail walked
that I realised it was a pike of about
15lb.
The weeks were passing and I
managed to miss a few with other
commitments. Finally, I arrived for
another 48 hours with a bucket of particles and 5 kilos of Complex T and
Source boilies. I had decided on a
new tactic by now, as most of the
bites had been at night or first light. I
planned to have a good walk until I
was happy with an area where the
fish were or thought they would turn
up. I would set up and if no fish were
present I would lead and bait up and
not put the rods out until the evening.
4am I received a take from hell!
Half asleep it was going so fast on a
tightish spool, I didn’t want to pick
the rod up. I’d hooked the fish in a silt
gulley between weed beds and
within seconds it had found one.
Keeping the pressure on, and praying
to the carp gods, I felt things starting
to move.
It didn’t move far though, encasing
itself in another weed bed. 15 minutes
later, with pressure on, we were moving again and it felt like a sack of
spuds. I knew I had 13 feet of water
10 yards out and a real savage weed
bed to the surface in front of me
which got even worse to the right of
me. I had to clamp down, if it made

that it would be game over. I wound
the clutch right up and piled the pressure on “click click click click” she flat
rodded me and had found the weed
bed.
I held tight for 20 minutes and
nothing moved. I even dragged the
chair to stand on and with the 13 footers held aloft under full compression.
Nothing moved. I reluctantly put the
rod on the rest, wound up tight, put
the kettle on and was wondering
what to do next. Did I phone the
owner for the boat (it was Sunday
morning and bite time) not sure the
other members would appreciate it as
the lakes only about 10 acres and
would mean boating across other
anglers to get to me. After 4 cups of
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tea and digging the number out of the
owner, to get the boat, I had a single
bleep and the already bent tip pulled
very slightly round. I picked up the
rod and leaned into it as hard as I
dare. Yes, it was coming ever so
slowly, I felt something. After a brief
battle she was in the net.
I readied the self-take kit and
weighing gear before lifting her
ashore and I was over the moon. My
first carp from the pond and a cracking old Kent mirror of 41lb. A few
weeks passed before I could get back
down and as usual, I grabbed the
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water bottle and went on the hunt.
Two hours late I had spotted a single
show near the island, in the bay. So
plotted up there for the first night.
I leaded around and found some
decent areas with fairly shallow firm
drops and deposited a few kilos on
each. I noticed my mate, Streetwise
Dave’s van in the car park, so leaving
the swim to rest, so to speak, I
grabbed my cup and headed over to
the other lake for a cuppa and a catch
up.
Four hours later and I’m back in my
swim, after drinking all of Dave’s tea

supplies, I then set about baiting the
rigs and setting some traps for the
night. 5am right hander was away!
The bite so vicious the rod was off the
buzzer and in the shallow margin,
when I picked it up.
Again, another epic scrap going
into three weed beds, in what I
thought was a less weedy area. I
slipped the waders on and waded the
10 yards out to net the fish in the shallow margins. Wow this one was long
and lean. A lovely common, just over
30lb was in the net.
With pictures taken I left the two
remaining rods in place to see out
bite time, but apart from constant
heavy showers nothing much happened the following night but I set
the alarm and heard a few fish in the
early hours.
I had our annual social trip to Cottington booked, late September,
always a good laugh to
catch up with the boys. The next
trip to the pond was early October,
the lake was fairly busy but all I managed was another pike in my 48
hours. Time was ticking as my ticket
ran out mid-November on here.
I managed to get back down mid-
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October for another 48 hours and after
seeing a fish show, where I’d had the
30 common, I pitched up and followed the previous sessions of tea
drinking the day away with Dave.
Rods out on the noted spots I baited
heavily with the Complex T/Source
and particles mix putting 5 kilos of
each on each rod. The weather and
moon phase was spot on for it!
I awoke to the feeling that I was
just camping and after the kettle
boiled, I saw a subtle show over a
shallow plateau in the swim I had the
41 lb mirror from, then another closer
into the bank. I didn’t need much
encouragement as the swim was free
and it was Saturday morning. It was a
fair old way with the barrow and it
was raining so I got soaked, but felt
happy I was now on the fish.
I decided to fish single hook baits
as fish were present and get them
straight out, so I put on small leads
and fired one rod out to the long spot
I had caught from before and the
other two rods short where I had seen
the shows.
The day passed uneventfully and to
add to my misery I saw the only fish
show over my baited area I had

moved from that morning. I needed a
break, so I reeled in, went to have a
wash and freshen up then changed
the damp clothes I had sat in all day. I
managed to get the rods back out and
put two on the longer silt gully spot
and the other short of the plateau and
all rods were baited heavy again for
the night.
I was awoken in the night by a
huge fish crash and I could just make
out it was near to the left-hand rod,
fished close in. I eventually drifted

back off thinking that rods gonna go!
I was dragged from my bed by an
absolute one toner. I was surprised it
was the right-hand rod and I could
not stop it!
I bullied the fish, from the start, as I
remembered what troubles I’d had
before with mass weed beds in this
swim. It locked up in the near weed
bed, but I was winning and once this
side of it I had 10 yards of deep clear
water. The fish fought hard under the
tip, a powerful deep fight and the big
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rod was in half the whole time. Several times it made the weed bed but I
held on and the fish was now slowly
tiring. First attempt the fish wouldn’t
go in the net. It was so long and I was
struggling to see in the half-light but
eventually she was in.
I sat down and dug the head torch
out for a good look. This fish looked
massive! I decided to retain her for a
short time to give her a rest and sort
my life out. Once on the bank I
realised I had a very big common. I
didn’t realise there was a 50lb common in the lake until I rang Ant to find
out. I made a few calls to my close
friends and did the weighing and pictures. She was the Long Common at
her biggest weight of 57lb 8oz. A new
UK Pb common.
I did manage one more trip at the
start of November but to be honest
the weather had started to change
and I didn’t see anything, let alone
catch but I had achieved more than I
expected on my first year on the pond
so I’m looking forward to what next
year on there would bring. n
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Old School Carping
Volume 2

A bygone age, many would say the
good old days, a time long ago before
Facebook, the Internet, or even
mobile phones!! However did we
survive? It certainly was a very
different sort of carp angling to
today’s high pace, remote control,
Snapchatting, wannabe blogger’s
world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 2 are the
anglers we aspired to, the heroes of
that bygone age who were catching
carp years ago before the hair rig
when not everyone could catch them
quite so easily. Bruce Ashby is haulin'
on Laughing Waters, Leybourne as it
became known. He and Mike Harris
were prolific catchers in the sixties,
with not a boilie or a hair rig in sight.
Jim Gibbinson was more than a
legend – a god some would say –
from an age gone by. Rod
Hutchinson… well, what can you say
about this carping genius that has not
been said before? His fishing and writing have entertained
us for over a quarter of a century. Ritchie McDonald was
way ahead of his time, the original pursuer of the largest.
Kevin Maddocks was the man who unlocked the secrets
of carp fishing to the masses, the angler who made carp
fishing commercial and astounded us with his catches 40
years ago and gave the world Carp Fever! Stevie Briggs
has seen the changes firsthand from his early days in the
Kent hotbed to globetrotting in search of the biggest it has
to hold. Also there is a tribute in this book to the late,
great Vic Gillings from Dick Gaynor. Bill Phillips recalls
his early days. Richard Skidmore looks back at Redmire,
and Paul Wilkinson remembers Wormleybury Manor.
Derek Ritchie reminisces about Essex in the seventies
when he held the county record.
In this book you will find the anglers, some still well
known and others perhaps forgotten that were shaping
our sport thirty or forty years ago… some even longer!
They were carp anglers from an age of secrecy, of
originality and invention, carp anglers who were the first
of their kind to put pen to paper and divulge their
obsession.

Our front cover shot is the great
Bill Quinlan, famous for his
Redmire catches, whilst the back
cover is Jack Hilton, a carp angler
whose tales of old spurred many a
young man to try his luck for the
ultimate prize, a fish thought
virtually uncatchable, the biggest
and cleverest in the land, the
mighty king carp… I remember
so well reading his tales,
spellbound, almost transported to
the bank where Sir Jack was on
his Quest for Carp.
So in this volume, we have many
new additions to our series. As I
say, some you will know and
others you may not, but each had
his role in moulding today's carp
scene. Steve Allcott makes a rare
appearance with his story of a
Savay record that propelled him
into stardom in the 80s and made
him the king of the Colne Valley.
Rod Hutchinson joins us again, this time with some
advice on his favourite subject, bait, and some wise words
on rigs, which still hold true today. Roy Williams talks of
pioneering France back in the day. Eddie Bates tells a tale
with a twist. Peter Stone tells the tale of his first big carp.
Peter Luck and Alan Smith tackle an estate lake. Kris Ford
looks back to how it was. Paul Hughes gives his
impressions of Ashlea Pool. Mick Hall catches a monster.
Mike Starkey has success. Keith Jenkins masters the art of
blanking. Dave Hyde and Mike Wilson both give us two
chapters, each on special moments in their long careers.
Dave Duffy gives us an extract from his diary in the early
80s, while Andy Wade looks at winter fishing in the same
era. Brian England catches a holiday thirty. Andy Little
talks bait together with Terry Dempsey.
Our photo album from the past depicts many old faces
from an age gone by, an age of mystery and of the
unknown, an age long gone in today's world of social
media, YouTube and the Internet… Carp fishing, and in
some ways life itself, seemed to go at a much slower pace.
Was it better than today's carp scene? I'll let you read the
book first and come to your own decision.

Rob Maylin
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Which means that (for arguments sake) if Jesus paid £1 every second since he was born up to the
present day, he would by now in the year 2020, have paid for only a quarter of HS2. It would still
take him another 6,000 years to pay at the rate of £1 per second.
And that DOESN’T include the cost of building a power station and supplying the energy to power
the damned thing.
Nearly half of the wood said to have inspired Roald Dahl to write Fantastic Mr Fox will be destroyed
for HS2 this autumn.
The author was known to be a regular visitor to Jones Hill Wood, near Aylesbury Vale, Bucking‐
hamshire, where some 0.7 hectares of the 1.8ha site – home to bats, badgers, tawny owls, bluebells,
dog’s mercury, dog’s violet, primroses and of course foxes ‐ will be dug up.
Sitting amongst rolling British farmland, Jones’ Hill Wood is dominated by beech trees with an un‐
derstorey of mostly holly. The dense canopy of beech provides a unique setting which allows for
moss and shade tolerant plants to thrive in the open glades between the trees. The carpets of beech
nuts on the woodland floor provide a particularly satisfying crunch as you walk through this ancient
wood.
It is one of 20 ancient woodlands across Buckinghamshire, Northamptonshire, Warwickshire and
Staﬀordshire totalling 19.45 hectares that HS2 contractors will attempt to translocate from 1st Octo‐
ber. Translocation is the moving of woodland soils from one place to another in the hope that the
woodland will re‐grow but there is very little evidence of its success. Natural England guidance
clearly states that an “ancient woodland ecosystem cannot be moved”. It is therefore not an appro‐
priate alternative to conservation in situ.
Luci Ryan, Lead Policy Adviser for Infrastructure at the charity said:
“Just over half a hectare of one wood might not sound much but every inch of soil in an ancient
woodland is precious. When you consider ancient woodland is irreplaceable, accounts for just 2.4
per cent of land cover in the UK, and is probably the richest habitat we have, this will be devastating
for the myriad of species that rely on it for survival.
“We are in the midst of climate and nature emergency with Government saying it is committed to
being the first to leave the environment in a better state than they found it yet HS2’s wilful destruc‐
tion of these vital ecosystems suggests otherwise.
“On top of that the removal of part of Jones Hill Wood is a literary loss. It’s culturally significant, the
stuﬀ of childhood memories. Millions of children and their parents have been captivated by the
story of Fantastic Mr Fox and his friends the badgers, moles, rabbits and weasels with whom he
shares the wood. The story of course will live on. The wood, however, will not.”
The 20 woods due for translocation and destruction from 1 October are:
1. Jones Hill Wood, Buckinghamshire (0.7 ha of the 1.8ha site will be lost)
2. Decoypond Wood, Buckinghamshire (1.1ha of 8.8ha)
3. Unnamed wood 1, north of Decoypond Wood, Buckinghamshire (0.49 ha of 0.64ha)
4. Unnamed wood 2, north of Decoypond Wood, Buckinghamshire (0.08ha of 0.34ha)
5. Mossycorner Spinney, Northamptonshire (0.29ha of 0.54ha)
6. Halse Copse East, Northamptonshire (0.3ha
of 5.99ha)
7. Glyn Davies Wood, Warwickshire(1.35ha of
3.27ha)
8. South Cubbington, Warwickshire (2ha of
17ha)
9. North Wood, Warwickshire (1.8ha of5.43ha)
10. Unnamed Copse of Drayton Lane, Staﬀord‐
shire (0.2ha of 0.21ha)
11. Rookery, Staﬀordshire (1.4ha of 7.44ha)
12. Roundhill Wood, Staﬀordshire (1.3 ha of
4.2ha)
13. Fulfen Wood, Staﬀordshire (0.4ha of 1ha)
14. Ravenshaw Wood, Staﬀordshire (1.7ha of 7.88ha)
15. Big Lyntus. Staﬀordshire (0.8ha of 6.63ha)
16. Little Lyntus, Staﬀordshire (1.4ha of 1.43ha)
17. John’s Gorse, including an area called Hanch Wood, Staﬀordshire (2.6ha of 3.42ha)
18. Vicar’s Coppice, Staﬀordshire (0.5ha of 7.65ha)
19. Roughknowles Wood, Warwickshire (0.4ha of 1ha)
20. Broadwells Wood, Warwickshire (0.64ha – a further 2.56ha of the 15.7ha site was previously
translocated in Spring 2020.
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Carpy News
Angling Marketplace Offers A New ‘Bounceback
Tool’ For Fishing Businesses
Angling businesses throughout the
UK are celebrating the arrival of a new
marketplace which offers them one
more tool in their efforts to thrive
beyond Covid.
This month has seen the formal
launch of Dangler, the first dedicated
online fishing marketplace, and a concept which already boasts over 7,000
signed-up users, and hundreds of
items listed for sale.
Developed by three brothers from
Suffolk, Dangler has now become one
more ‘bounceback’ asset for angling
businesses who may have struggled
in the face of Covid.
The digital offering – already
attracting an audience number in the
region of 21,000 – allows individuals
and businesses to upload and sell
both new and used fishing tackle, in a
highly secure community setting.
Dangler opted for a very ‘sports relevant’ launch date of Friday 24th July.
This coincided with the intended
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commencement of the Tokyo 2020
Olympic Games, an event which
should have seen the participation of
one of the founding brothers.
“Throughout the early summer, I
would have been making the last
adjustments to my training ahead of
Tokyo, but instead, my brothers and I
were busy working on revolutionising

the marketplace for selling fishing
tackle,” said Harry Hughes, 22.
“As Great Britain’s number one for
javelin, I’d been very much focused
on the Olympics, but lockdown has
instead been all about a focus on our
business – and we couldn’t be more
proud to deliver this to the world of
fishing.”
Angling businesses who rely upon
high street footfall to sell fishing
tackle, have welcomed the innovation, which accumulated tens of thousands of visitors to its pre-launch web
platform as curiosity about the offering grew.
James Smith, Co-owner of Alien
Carp in Manchester, said: “Having our
brand listed on Dangler is a fantastic,
underpriced way to market our business
“ T h e w a y i t ’s b e e n s e t u p i s
extremely professional and it’s clear
that they’ll make a big impact in the
industry. Working with Dangler is an
extra tool for us to help build our
brand and also brand awareness.”
Craig Sapsford, owner of Rigworx
Carp Tackle in Hertfordshire, shares
this outlook.
“ We t h i n k D a n g l e r w i l l h e l p
broaden our customer base and
potentially expose us to customers
that have not come across us. We
hope to also open the eyes of people
that normally only buy from “big
brands”,” he said.
“We love the idea of buyer protection with Dangler, especially with
scamming being a massive problem
across social media. It gives people
who are not computer savvy a platform to buy safely with protection.”
Harry, and brothers Kane, 30, and
Daniel, 25, officially launched Dangler
on Friday 24th July.
To check out the new site, go to
www.dangler.co.uk. n
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Polluter to put river right after serious spill –
Environment Agency outlines measures polluter
must take to restore river after incident that killed
over 100,000 fish
The incident is thought to be the
worst river pollution incident ever
recorded in the countyIt’s only the
second time a polluter has been
tasked with remediation plans by the
EA under the Environmental Damage
(Prevention and Remediation) Regulations 2015A separate investigation
into the circumstances has now concluded and court proceedings have
started; a hearing date is pending.
The company responsible for a serious pollution that killed over 100,000
fish has now been told how they’re
expected to aid its recovery by creating new, better habitats within the
river and maintaining these for at
least the next decade.

The Environment Agency has outlined the measures Omex Agriculture
Ltd must take in order to restore the
river to its former health, issuing a
remediation notice under the Environmental Damage (Prevention and
Remediation) Regulations 2015.
It’s only the second time since the
legislation has come into force that
it’s been used to have a polluter put
right environmental damage they
caused.
In March 2018, Omex was responsible for polluting the River Witham
with ammonia, which severely damaged the river and its ecosystems.
The pollution affected over 40 kilometres of river from Bardney to the Wash

Green energy to help fish suffering
effects of dry weather
Environment Agency officers have
found an innovative ‘green’ solution
to help prevent fish deaths during the
dry weather.
The Essex fisheries team wanted to
tackle the impact of hot and dry
weather on stillwater fisheries and so
launched a partnership project, which
uses solar technology to improve
water quality.
Funded by fishing licence fees,
they sourced two solar powered aeration systems, which have now been
installed at the Haverhill Newt Pond
and Washlands Haverhill in Suffolk.
As it gets hotter during the summer
months, temperatures increase,
which lowers dissolved oxygen levels
and causes fish to become distressed.
Water levels may decrease and algal
blooms can also become more of a
risk, both of which can impact oxygen
levels.
The aeration helps to increase oxygen levels in the water, which will
reduce the risk of fish dying.
Ben Norrington, Environment
Agency fisheries officer in East Anglia
said:
“These are the first aeration systems of this kind that we have seen in
the area. We are keen to use similar
technology to respond to incidents of
low oxygen in the water as it is much
more sustainable than the conventional aerators that use gas or petrol.
“By aerating the water, it improves

the water quality, which helps create
better habitats for the fish, and boosts
angling participation.
“We hope that we can use green
energy to ensure the health of fisheries and fish farms going forward.”
The aerators were funded through
the Fisheries Improvement Partnership scheme at a cost of about £6000.
The partnership consisted of
Haverhill Town Council, Haverhill
Angling Club, Newt Pond Angling
Club and Air By Solar.
Leader of West Suffolk Council,
councillor John Griffiths, said:
“We are pleased to have worked
with the Environment Agency to
install this new solar power aerator,
which will help improve the water
quality during the hot weather.”
Earlier this month the Environment
Agency launched its’ 5 year plan, outlining how it plans to lead the way
toward a greener, healthier future –
including by improving more than
4,000 kilometres of river across the
country.
EA2025 sets out three long-term
goals: a nation resilient to climate
change; healthy air, land and water;
and green growth and a sustainable
future. Some of its ambitious targets
for 2020/21 include improving more
than 4,000 kilometres of river, creating
nearly 1,200 hectares of habitat and
being on track to be carbon-neutral
by 2030. n

and killed over 100,000 fish. It is
thought to be the worst river pollution
incident ever recorded in the county.
But now a plan has been set forward outlining how Omex will help
the river bounce back over the next
decade.
By the end of this year, Omex must
investigate and design a number of
habitat improvements to help boost
the river’s ecology, such as fish
refuges and improved woody and
marginal areas to help them shelter,
spawn and feed.
Fish refuges are to be installed
across half a dozen locations on the
river by the end of January, with other
habitat improvement works completed by the end of June 2021.
Omex must also look at whether
it’s possible to create further backwaters along the river calm, still areas
where fish can breed and shelter,
especially when flows in the main
river are high with the intention of
completing this work by spring of
2022.
Once the works are complete, the
company must assess whether fish
p o p u l a t i o n s h a v e r e c o v e r e d, o r
whether more fish restocking is
required to bring the river back to its
former state of health. And Omex will
be responsible for monitoring and
maintaining the improvements for at
least the next decade.
Thomas Enright, Environment
Manager at the Environment Agency,
said:
“We know the pollution had a devastating impact on the River Witham
and its ecosystems, but this innovative approach means both its health
and habitats will be restored, helping
repair the damage done. “This is a
prime example of how we can hold a
polluter to account while also keeping
the environment at the heart of what
we do, for people and nature.” The initial proposals were developed by the
company before being shared with
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the Environment Agency for scrutiny
and expert advice. After a thorough
review, final plans have been agreed
and the company has 28 days to
appeal.
The proposals were finalised the
same week as the Environment
Agency launched its 5 year plan, outlining how it plans to lead the way
toward a greener, healthier future
including by improving more than
4,000 kilometres of river across the
country.
Immediately after the pollution, the
EA and partners worked tirelessly to
mitigate the impacts and have since
restocked the river with more than 1.5
million fish larvae and 70,000 roach
and bream.
Meanwhile, the investigation under
the Environmental Permitting Regulations has concluded and court proceedings have started a hearing date
is pending.
Anyone who suspects a pollution
incident is urged to report it to the
EA’s incident hotline on 0800 80 70
60. n

Action needed to preserve stocks
of salmon in the River Lune
A public consultation on new fishing
regulations to protect the River Lune
salmon stock is being launched today.
The Lune salmon stock is now formally classified as being ‘At Risk’
Proposal for a new local byelaw for
the River Lune rod fishery – mandatory catch and release of all salmon
caught for the next 10 years in order
to protect the stock and help it
recover. The Environment Agency in
Lancashire is to consult on its plans
to protect salmon numbers in the
river Lune.
Stocks of salmon continue to
decline and are now of considerable
concern to those who value them in
the River Lune. Having declined
steadily over the last ten years,
salmon stocks in the river are now formally classified as being At Risk of
failing to achieve its conservation
limit – defined as the minimum desirable population level.

POSTPONED

CARP SOCIETY EVENT / SATURDAY 26th SEPTEMBER HORSESHOE LAKE

We are sorry to announce we have decided to postpone this event. Having liaised with
Cotswold District Council, we were happy we could comply with the requirements for a COVID
safe event. However a number of our members suggested they would not feel comfortable at‐
tending and because of this, and the realisation on our part that no matter how safe we made
the event, current social distancing, wearing of masks etc. would not fit in well with our nor‐
mal friendly atmosphere and social setting, we have decided to postpone for now.
We are still committed to hold this event, but not quite yet. Keep a look out on our FB page
and web site for future announcements.
The Carp Society.
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The Environment Agency has been
meeting with stakeholders and rod
and net fishing representatives to
explain the status of the salmon stock
and the need for a change in regulations. The new proposals being consulted on are intended to reduce the
number of salmon being killed and
increase the number making it to
their spawning grounds.
The Environment Agency is
proposing a new local byelaw for the
River Lune rod fishery that will
require mandatory catch and release
of all salmon caught for the next 10
years in order to protect the stock and
help it recover. We are also defining a
new Net Limitation Order to maintain
12 haaf net licences and 7 drift net
licences for the foreseeable future.
The Lune estuary net fishery is
already prohibited from killing salmon
by national byelaws that were
approved in 2018, so those will remain
unaltered here. While the nets are prevented from killing salmon, we intend
to keep these net licences available,
should salmon stocks recover sufficiently in the future. The Environment
Agency’s six-week consultation,
begins on 3rd August 2020, closing on
10 September 2020.
Environment Agency officer, David
Spiby said: “We understand the social,
economic and wellbeing benefits
associated with participation in rod
fishing, so we are not seeking to prevent people from taking part in this
sport in any way. We are however
asking people to return the salmon
they catch”
“Our guidance directs us to reduce
the exploitation of ‘At Risk’ salmon
stocks down to zero as quickly as
possible and we have a shared
responsibility to protect these iconic
fish.
“Stock levels are of significant concern and face increasing challenges.
It is essential therefore that we all do
more to maximise the number of fish
reaching their spawning grounds to
protect these fish and the next generation that they produce.”
The Environment Agency welcomes comments from the public and
interested groups on this consultation. People can comment on the proposals via the Environment Agency’s
online portal at https://consult.environment-agency.gov.uk/fisheries/
river-lune-net-limitation-order-andbyelaw-2020. n
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Take a Friend Fishing extended to
build on rush to give fishing a go!
The campaign has been extended to run from the 14th August to the 4th October
Following the success of the Take a
Friend Fishing initiative which saw
hundreds of anglers register across
the first two weeks of July, the Environment Agency, Angling Trust and
Angling Trades Association have
combined to extend the campaign.
This will give Environment Agency
rod fishing licence holding anglers
the opportunity to register to take a
friend fishing throughout the eightweek period running from 14th
August to 4th October 2020.
Going fishing is a wonderful way to
spend quality time with family and
friends and has proven mental health
and wellbeing benefits. Fishing
licence holding anglers will be able to
register for a free one-day Environment Agency fishing licence worth £6
to take someone they know fishing.
To take advantage of this offer, all that
licence holding anglers need to do is
to visit www.takeafriendfishing.co.uk.
Jamie Cook CEO of the Angling
Trust said “We are thrilled to be able
to drive the Take a Friend Fishing initiative forward and I applaud the
Environment Agency for taking this
proactive step to build on the work
the Angling Trust have done to get
fishing back and then to grow angling
participation. We need to seize this
opportunity which allows both experienced and new anglers, as well as
those returning to the sport, the
opportunity to share the experience,
sew the seed and help their friends
and families take that first step to
establishing a fishing habit.”
With licence sales booming following angling restrictions being lifted,
now is the ideal time for the angling
community to come together and
help to increase participation in the
sport. Andrew Race who recently
took over as Chairman of the Angling
Trades Association (ATA) said “The
decision by the Environment Agency
to extend the Take a Friend Fishing
initiative cannot be underestimated.
It reflects the cooperative potential
and commitment to angling that now
exists between the major stakeholders. I feel privileged to be ATA chair at
this exciting time and would urge the
trade as a whole to look at what we
are achieving and support this initiative”.
Kevin Austin, Deputy Director for
Agriculture, Fisheries and the Natural

Environment at the Environment
Agency said “Angling is a great way
to spend time outdoors whilst
remaining a safe distance, has known
wellbeing benefits and what’s more,
anyone can participate. The Environment Agency, Angling Trust and the
Angling Trades Association fully support the Take a Friend Fishing initiative which invites newcomers to discover the positives around this sport
for themselves. The success of the
recent relaunch and increase in
licence sales since the lockdown

period has shown the enthusiasm
that exists and so we are extending
the free one day licence offer again so
that we can grow our angling community even more!”
Members of the angling trade have
responded positively, welcoming the
initiative, and adding their support.
Ali Hamidi of Korda/Guru said “We
are extremely excited to launch the
#takeafriendfishing campaign in conjunction with the Angling Trades
Association, Environment Agency
and The Angling Trust! The surge that
fishing has seen during these difficult
months has been remarkable. It is our
responsibility as anglers across the
UK to show the splendour of our
beloved pastime to friends and family
who have never been lucky enough to
enjoy this amazing hobby. The sport
deserves to thrive, the mental and
physical benefits are phenomenal,
and we should all carry the torch of
angling proudly and help others get
involved. This scheme will really
make a difference to people’s lives so
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every major brand and all anglers
should do their bit from August the
14th. Go make someone’s dreams
come true.”
Mat Woods, Brand Manager at
Korum has welcomed the extension “I
think everyone involved in the
angling industry realises the magnitude of the current situation. Anglers
are fishing more often, lapsed anglers
are returning, and the wave of new
anglers is exciting and momentous.
These remarkable times are providing
a unique insight into how many
anglers there could be. We have all
dreamed of these numbers and our
focus must now shift to retaining
them. The extension of Take A Friend
Fishing is superb news as it breaks
down one of the barriers to engaging
with the sport. Taking someone fishing gives you an opportunity to take
an active part in angling and its
future. Let’s head in the right direction whilst we’ve got the wind in our
sails and let’s do it together.”
The extension will benefit all areas
of the sport with September a great
month to catch fish on the fly. Brian
Campbell-Kearsey, Orvis UK commented: “Orvis are excited to be
involved with this year’s Take a
Friend Fishing initiative. Now it has
been extended to run from 14th
August to 4th October, it means for
the first time, people will be able to
invite a friend to enjoy fly fishing in
September, one of the best times of
year to fly fish. Orvis are committed to
making fly fishing more inclusive and
accessible and this worthwhile initiative fits perfectly with our ethos. We
are planning some events to encourage people to introduce their friends
to this fantastic sport and engage in
nature and the outdoors.” Cook added
“Some of my best fishing has come
through September, it’s a brilliant
time to be on the bank and I will certainly be taking advantage of this
opportunity to introduce friends…I
hope many anglers will do the same.”
For more information and to get a
free one-day fishing licence to Take a
Friend Fishing, fishing licence holding
anglers just need to go to www.takebafriendfishing.co.uk and provide
some simple contact details including
their fishing licence number and the
date of the fishing trip. This will notify
their friend who, after checking their
details are correct, will be able to go
fishing with the fishing licence
holder, on the selected day using their
own free one-day fishing licence
Angling can still be practiced safely
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and has seen a boom in participation
numbers after being one of the first
sports to return on 13th May after
lockdown guidelines were relaxed.
The Angling Trust – the national representative and governing body for
angling in England regularly updates
its guidelines to anglers, clubs, fisheries, coaches, and other angling
organisations to ensure fishing can
comply with the latest Government
guidance during the Covid-19 epidemic
Key Dates: The extended Take a
Friend Fishing runs from August 14th

to the October 4th. That means that
during the extended period there are
eight weekends that you can encourage your audience to take a friend
fishing.
Hashtags: #takeafriendfishing #getfishing
Social Media:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/
anglingtrust
Twitter: @AnglingTrust.
Instagram: @getintofishing
Get a free Take a Friend Fishing oneday fishing licence:
www.takeafriendfishing.co.uk. n

Spotlight on Natural Resources
Wales to act on Wye pollution

Fish Legal has put Natural Resources Wales on notice on behalf of the Ross-onWye Angling Club that phosphate inputs into the River Wye linked to waste from
free-range poultry farming have caused environmental damage.
Following the notification, Natural Resources Wales needs to investigate and
ensure that the farms in question put in place proposals to prevent further damage from occurring.
In recent years, anglers at the club have witnessed a gradual increase in the
frequency and duration of algal blooms on their fishery in parallel with the
expansion of the free-range poultry industry in the upper Wye catchment. n
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Angling Trust’s ‘Fishing in Wales’ website now live!
The new Fishing in Wales website is
here – featuring everything you need
to know about Welsh angling.
When, where and what to fish for –
we have it covered!
What will you find on the site?
A comprehensive Welsh angling
resource for visitors and locals alike.
Working in collaboration with
angling clubs, Welsh anglers, writers
and influencers, the website includes
key information on where, how and
when to fish in Wales, for all angling
disciplines.
Literally, every place to fish in
Wales has been covered, with over
1,000 fishing locations for sea, game
and coarse fishers. The website uses
intuitive interactive maps, allowing
you to find fishing and angling facilities in Wales quickly and easily!
You will also find information on
where to stay at Visit Wales graded
accommodation near or at fishing
locations, where to purchase fishing
tackle from local shops and where to
hire a fishing guide or a charter boat
skipper.
Additionally, the website will be
regularly updated with quality written ‘blog’ articles from a wide variety
of established and respected angling
writers. The blog will also feature regular promotional videos that will
showcase and inspire, created by
We l s h a n g l i n g f i l m m a k e r R o b
Hughes.
A collective of 18 contributors will
be writing for the site and taking part
in the videos, many of whom have an
established pedigree within the
angling world, including Steffan
Jones, George Barron, Adam Fisher,
Hywel Morgan and Dave Lewis – to
name just a few.
Fishing In Wales videos and written
blog articles will be posted and
shared regularly – so make sure you
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don’t miss out by ‘liking’ the Fishing
In Wales Facebook page, subscribing
to the YouTube Channel, or visiting
the website and signing up – so you
can be notified of the latest content
each month!
But that’s not all… The site also
features important information on
fishing seasons and regulations, comprehensive beginners guides, information on Welsh fish species, how to
get to Wales, places for disabled
anglers to fish and the ability to book
fishing online with the Wye and Usk
Fo u n d a t i o n ’s F i s h i n g P a s s p o r t
scheme!
Fishing in Wales really is your one
stop shop for Welsh angling – check it
out here: www.fishingwales.net
Croeso i Pysgota yng Nghymru /
Welcome to Fishing In Wales!
If you are a Welsh angling club, fishery, guide, coach, tackle shop or charter boat and would like to feature on
the site, update your existing informa-

tion, sign up to the Fishing Passport,
or opt out of the database, please contact Fishing In Wales marketing manager Ceri Thomas: ceri.thomas@
anglingtrust.net
Background information on the
‘Fishing In Wales’ project can be
found here.
Remember if Visiting Wales, please
f o l l o w t h e We l s h G o v e r n m e n t s
COVID-19 visitor charter.
TPIF Funding:
This project has received funding
via the Tourism Product Innovation
Fund (TPIF) supported through the
Welsh Government Rural Communities – Rural Development Program
2014-2020, which is funded by the
European Agricultural Fund for Rural
Development (EAFRD) and the Welsh
Government. The Fund aims to
encourage new innovative product
ideas working in partnership which
will have a greater impact and attract
more visitors. n

Swansea Valley sewage pollution continues
Members of two Welsh angling clubs were dismayed to find yet another episode of raw
sewage spilling into the river Tawe in July. The spill happened whilst anglers were in the
river and children were in the water up and downstream of an outfall at Trebanos
Wastewater Treatment
work in the Swansea Valley.
Fish Legal and its
member angling clubs
have been lobbying
Welsh Water and Natural
Resources Wales since
2017 to make improvements at the works
which regularly discharges ‘storm’ sewage
into the river, even in dry
weather. n
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The Hand - The Hand of Kenny, they are still among us
Someone once gave them a mention
and said he thought he might know
who was behind ‘The Secret Carp
Society’ also. Rumoured to be all living in deepest Essex. Trust me they
do still all exist. Though if you question such a member, you’re probably
be met with they are just a myth.
Though trickery is always about to
throw non-members off the scent.
Though this underground organisation if it can be called this can even
enter into Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire,
Kent, Surrey, and probably further
beyond. Say no more squire. Nudge
Nudge, know what I mean, know
what I mean!
If you go back far enough in history
South Weald Country Park in Brentwood was once part of Epping forest.

Also, Brentwood back in the day was
originally named Burnt Wood.
There are many myths about the
place though. Some speak of Pagan
rituals. Personally, I don’t believe in
the devil. I think he was invented by
the Christian church to scare people
into church on Sundays, and some
Priests will not hesitate to agree with
that.
Historically South Weald is even
linked with the ‘Peasants Revolt’.
I have heard the stories of naked
twenty-year-old plus female virgins
dancing on the hill of South Weald,
but these days you’d be lucky if you
can find a virgin over sixteen in Brentwood Essex.
And who is ‘The Hand of Kenny’, or
‘The Hand’ as some call him?....For
many years I thought it was the fisherman ‘Kenny Gates’, but when I
asked him in either the late eighties

or early nineties. He looked at me
blank faced as though he didn’t know
what I was talking about. (Maybe a
double bluff).
I have heard the stories like while
Carp anglers are asleep in their
bivvy’s he serenades around lakes in
his golden cape, or sometimes even
dances on the South Weald hill. Some
say he is the gatekeeper to many
Essex lakes. Only rumours though!
Who knows? Or is he just a myth
made up by the church, to get you to
become part of their flock on Sundays.
Though also what ever happened
to those long skinny Wild Carp, or
wildies as they were once known.
Three pictures enclosed Rob – I
know nothing Governor! n

Construction works
damage to River
Faughan to stop
following Fish Legal
intervention
The Northern Ireland Environment Agency has
said that it will notify the construction company
working on the A6 Strategic Road Network building project that they need to take steps to remediate environmental damage caused to the River
Faughan by repeat sediment pollution.
The action by the regulator came about as a
result of a formal notification under the Environmental Liability (Prevention and Remediation)
Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2009 by Fish Legal
on behalf of its member the River Faughan
Anglers who have been reporting incidents of silt
in the river over a two-year period. n
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Ex British Forces Servicemen are Hooked on Carp
Fishing in Cornwall
The Not Forgotten a British Armed
Forces charity for serving and ex-military personnel recently hosted a carp
fishing respite holiday for five former
servicemen at Woodlay Fishing Lakes
in Herdodsfoot, Liskeard.
The peaceful and picturesque lakes
provided the perfect backdrop for the
three-day fishing event and an opportunity for the veterans, many of whom
are suffering from PTSD to relax,
share their experiences, form new
friendships and bond over some
healthy competitive fishing in a safe
environment.
The Not Forgotten is based on the
principles of providing entertainment
and recreation including social activities and challenge holidays, to those
injured in the service of their country
and the carp fishing event in Cornwall
is just one of the popular events the
charity organises throughout the
year.
Veterans from the Army and the
Royal Marines who served in conflicts
including the Falklands and
Afghanistan spent the days fishing
and the evenings socialising, with
some healthy competitive banter and
a story or two about the days catch.
Rosie Thompson Head of Events,
The Not Forgotten accompanied the
men and gave up her position as
reigning carp fishing champion to
Falklands veteran Tom Richardson
who won the trophy – catching the
heaviest fish of the competition
which weighed-in at 10lbs 2oz.
Overall, they caught 15 carp using
boilies and the catch of the day was
caught using a tangy orange fizz pop
up.
Rosie tells us: “These therapeutic
fishing trips are all about comradeship and support and are really important in helping to ensure veterans

Tom Richardson doing the BBQ and looking on Gary Robinson and Steve Tuffen.

don’t feel ‘forgotten’. All the men said
they felt more confident following the
trip and felt it really helped with their
wellbeing. It was a fantastic opportunity for them to feel connected again
after being in lockdown for so long.
This was our first respite trip following the lockdown and we hope to

Taff Hewett the runner up.

Tom Richardson the carp fishing
champion .

Steve Tuffen and Taff Hewett – enjoying a beer from the St Austell Brewery.
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be doing more over the months
ahead.”
The Not Forgotten combats isolation and loneliness amongst the
Armed Forces community through
social activities and challenge holidays. If you are a serving or ex-member of the Armed Forces or you know
of someone that could benefit from
the help of The Not Forgotten, please
get in touch by contacting Tel: 0207
730 2400
About The Not Forgotten:
They support any serving man or
woman who is wounded, injured or
sick and any veteran with a disability,
illness or infirmity; whatever the
cause and whenever it arose. Any
serving or former member of The
Royal Navy, The Royal Marines, The
British Army, The Royal Air Force and
The Merchant Navy, both Regular and
Reserve Forces, may be eligible for
their help. n
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Angling Trust takes the HPMA
campaign to the Environment Minister
Jamie Cook, CEO of the Angling
Trust, held a face to face meeting
with the Environment Minister,
Rebecca Pow on Tuesday (14th July).
This was an opportunity to take the
concerns of many sea anglers, over
the blanket proposal to prevent
angling in High Protected Marine
Areas, right to the Minister’s desk.
Jamie said, “I was glad we were
able to raise the concerns of sea
anglers directly with the Minister. I
made it clear the Benyon Review,
which proposed an automatic ban on
sea angling, is causing great anger
among many sea anglers.
It could even put at risk the
chances of creating better protection
of the marine environment, as that
could only come about through cooperation with such as important sector
as recreational sea angling.”
Minister Pow said she was listening to the concerns we have raised,
and it was not the government’s
intention to ignore or exclude the
interest of sea angling. The government is considering the recommendations made in the Benyon Review
and will be reporting on the next
stage later this year.

Sir Charles Walker MP, Chair of the
All Party Angling Group, who was
also at the meeting said, “I’m pleased
the Minister was willing to talk to the
Angling Trust. Ignoring the voice of
anglers would be a disaster. I do not
want to see families and children who
want to enjoy the delights of catching
fish from the shore or a pier suddenly
finding such a simple pleasure is illegal. I support greater protection of our
marine environment.
“We must work together and take a
sensible approach to achieve, what is

after all, a shared aim.”
Stuart Singleton-White, Head of
Campaigns, said, “It was pleasing to
feel the Minister is listening. I will be
following up with her officials on her
commitment to ensure we are key to
any future considerations around
HMPA and the pilot sites the government will be selecting.
Good progress but there is still
work to be done.
We need anglers across England to
continue to write to their MP and
express their concern.” n

What’s the rush, Minister? Decision that beavers
can stay on River Otter taken too early
Rebecca Pow, the Environment Minister, has today (6th August 2020)
announced that beavers on the River

Otter can remain. Originally released
illegally, they have been subject to a
study looking at their impact on the

river and the species that depend on
it. When it comes to the impact on
fish, that study was too narrow and
flawed in a number of aspects.
In response, the Angling Trust,
Game and Wildlife Conservation
Trust, Salmon and Trout Conservation, the Atlantic Salmon Trust, and
the South West Rivers Association,
commissioned an independent
assessment of the impact of beaver,
and the European beaver in particular, on fish.
Mark Owen, Head of Freshwater at
the Angling Trust, said, “There remain
serious concerns around the impact
the release of beavers could have on
protected migratory fish species, such
as salmon and sea trout.
Many of these species have been
lost from rivers such as the Otter. We
wrote to the Secretary of State about
our concerns that the fish impacts
studies for the River Otter were
flawed.
We are disappointed the Minister
has not waited for our report before
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making this decision. We don’t
understand the rush and are saddened that the Minister has decided
to favour an introduced species over
species already present and in desperate need of more protection.”
As a recent WWF report found
migratory fish populations have
plunged by 76% in the last 50 years.
Magnificent fish such as salmon and
sea trout, once common in southern
English rivers like the Otter have all
but disappeared.
They need more protection and to
be a greater priority when it comes to
the government’s ambitions to bring
about a recovery of our biodiversity.
Salmon are a key indicator species for
the health of our rivers and play a vital
role in supporting the rural economy.
At a time when the country is facing
its worst economic crisis, due to the
impacts of the coronavirus pandemic,
these further pressure on migratory
fish could be devastating.
Dylan Roberts, Head of Fisheries for
the Game and Wildlife Conservation
Trust said, “I’m deeply disappointed
that Defra has made a decision based
on a very weak evidence base. To say
that the River Otter Beaver Trial considered the impacts on migratory
salmonids in any serious way is disingenuous to say the least.”
Beavers could play an important
role in restoring river ecosystems, but
caution is needed and the full impact
on the river ecosystem needs to be
fully considered and carefully monitored. Beavers take 15-30 years to
reach terminal population size in a
specific area like the Otter and thus
the overall impact is unlikely to been
seen for some time yet.
This rush to approve the status of
illegally released beavers into an
environment that has evolved over
centuries of their absence, seems to
ignore that caution and the need for a
full understanding of their impact.
Dr Janina Gray, Head of Science and
Policy at Salmon & Trout Conservation, said, ‘As an evidence-led fisheries charity we believe scientific
concerns around the assessment of
beaver impacts on the River Otter
fisheries should have been addressed
before any decisions were made.
With wild migratory fish populations
currently on their knees, we have a
duty to them to get this right.
It is very disappointing that the
Minister has not waited the extra
couple of weeks to get all the evidence before making a decision’. n
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Anglers anger at Defra’s refusal to
support UK programme on Tuna
research: Ireland, Sweden, and
Denmark forge ahead

Bluefin Tuna UK, the Angling Trust, and over 70 charter boat skippers have
expressed their anger at Defra’s rejection of a “citizens science” programme
based on a catch and release bluefin tuna fishery, called UK CHART.
For more than two years, anglers from Sweden, Denmark and Ireland have
been licenced to carry out just such a research programme. Yet, Defra rejected
a similar programme for the UK.
Steve Murphy, Director at Bluefin Tuna UK said, “There is significant and
widespread anger at this rejection, and in particular the way in which it was
handled, including the lack of transparency and explanations given.”
DEFRA failed to engage with the Angling Trust and Bluefin Tuna UK (authors
of the proposal) over a period of over four months. Emails were repeatedly
ignored and the decision when made was not even communicated to the
authors. Instead it was concealed for some time before other stakeholders were
notified ahead of the Angling Trust and Bluefin Tuna UK.
Most significantly, despite repeated questioning, DEFRA have so far failed to
provide any reason for the rejection, or who was involved in providing the advice
that led to the decision.
In letters sent to Defra, the Angling Trust, Bluefin Tuna UK and over 70 charter
boat skippers have set out the concerns of sea anglers and posed a number of
important questions. At the time of writing, we are still waiting for a response.
Stuart Singleton-White, Head of Campaigns at the Angling Trust said, “This
has left a lot of people in the angling community very angry. On this issue, Defra
have failed to respond in an open and constructive way. As we move to a post
EU regime for fisheries management, we have been given promises that sea
anglers will have a much greater say in how fish stocks in British waters are
managed. The way we have been treated over UK CHART does not bode well.
We hope this open letter serves as a starting point to address this sad state of
affairs.”
Furthermore, Sweden, Denmark, and Ireland have all embraced wide-ranging
Floy tagging programs to complement the narrow, hi-cost Satellite tagging, with
the encouragement and support of the species’ global management body,
ICCAT.
These ‘CHART’ programs are recognised by multiple Governments, scientific
institutions and ICCAT as being of significant scientific and economic value, but
not, for reasons unstated, by the UK’s Defra and unnamed ‘advisors’. n
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Angling Trust calls for well-resourced enforcement and
monitoring in response to Defra’s consultation on the
Environmental Land Management Scheme (ELMS)
For over forty years, the EU Commons
Agricultural Policy (CAP) has directed
how land is farmed and managed in
the UK. The departure from the EU
and CAP gives us the opportunity to
redesign agricultural policy to ensure
farming practices continue to produce food for the table, but put in
place practices that will protect and
enhance the environment and provide ‘public goods’. These ‘goods’ are
benefits that the environment can
provide which help us all, such as
clean water, good air quality and natural flood protection.
Defra’s consultation outlined their
initial overview of the new Environmental Land Management (ELM)
scheme, and how this might work. At
its core is the division of land management into three Tiers with each
tier offering money to landowners
that adopt management practices
that will improve the environment.
Tier one covers land management
practices that can be undertaken at a
local level by an individual land manager, farmer, or forester. Tier 2 is at
larger, group of farms together scale,
offering the opportunity for land managers to work collectively to meet a
specific environmental outcome in a
local area. Finally, Tier 3 will cover
activities that are undertaken at a
landscape scale.
With a mere 14% of English rivers
in ‘good’ ecological status in 2016,
and agricultural pressures a main factor preventing improvements, an
overhaul of land management is long
overdue. Freshwater environments
are impacted by any activity that
occurs within their catchment. Thus,
the only way to reverse degradation
of our rivers and lakes is through
improving land management, reducing sediment and nutrient run off, and
improving water retention within
upland areas. The Angling Trust are
generally supportive of the ELMs proposal and welcome the greater recognition that has been given to include
the environment in land management.
ELM scheme presents a substantial
opportunity for a step-change in our
management of the landscape, to
reverse environmental degradation
and work towards improving the
quality and quantity of our waters.
However, to ensure that ELMS does
not represent a replacement of past
payment schemes such as Basic Payments or Entry Level Stewardship,
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clearer, stronger objectives need to be
laid out and backed up by adequate
financial incentives and support, and
enforcement and monitoring to
ensure environmental outcomes are
met. Only through this approach can
ELMS ensure that both farming and
nature survive and thrive together. In
our response to the consultation we
highlighted some key areas that the
government will need to incorporate
for real transformative change to
occur. For ELMS to be a success it
must:
1. Only provide money to land managers that adopt farming practices
that provide environmental
improvements above what they
should be providing already under
best practice. For example, cutting
the hedgerow should be a standard
b e s t p r a c t i c e a c t i v i t y, w h i l s t
reduced and more targeted fertiliser application presents an
activity that has gone beyond best
practice.
2. Include well-resourced enforcement to allow site visits to ensure
landowners are complying with the
scheme. This represents a major
failure of past schemes, where a
lack of enforcement means
landowners have been paid to provide public benefits but have not
delivered these benefits.
3. Effective monitoring needs to be a

central element of ELMs to determine the success of the scheme
and progress towards meeting targets.
4. T h e s c h e m e i s a d e q u a t e l y
resourced to provide trained support and specialist advice to land
managers to support their transition onto the new scheme and
assist in the delivery of the environmental outcomes. n

Environment Agency and Natural
England condemned over Norfolk
Broads Plan
Leading fisheries scientists and
angling representatives have jointly
condemned last week’s decision by
the Environment Agency (EA) in East
Anglia to grant Natural England (NE)
a permit to block off the major spawning site for fish at Hoveton Great
Broad in the northern Norfolk Broads
in order to combat turbidity and promote better weed growth. This is
despite formal objections from the
EA’s own fisheries staff backed up by
seven years’ worth of fish surveys,
studies and tagging costing more
than £250,000 of rod licence and taxpayers’ money.
Natural England are blaming the
increased turbidity on the presence of
fish in Hoveton Great Broad when in
fact the accompanying eutrophica-

tion is primarily caused by years of
sewage and agricultural discharges
into the River Bure system. Prolific
shoals of bream and coarse fish were
present in the Broad long before turbidity became an issue.
The extensive fish tracking surveys
and a jointly funded EA and NE
Bournemouth University PhD project
demonstrated conclusively that:
• Hoveton Great Broad is the primary
spawning site for bream and other
coarse fish species upon which the
£100m angling tourism economy of
the Norfolk Broads depends
• Hoveton Great Broad is certainly
not the ‘barren aquatic desert’ as
falsely stated in the project publicity –
a claim upon which £4.5 million of
Lottery and EU funding was awarded.
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• It is unlikely that exclusion of
spawning bream from entering HGB
will be sufficient bio manipulation to
reduce phytoplankton densities,
increase water clarity and ensure
macrophyte weed recovery sought by
Natural England.
• Previous attempts at bio-manipulation by Natural England have failed in
other Broads waterbodies
• There is no evidence that alternative
spawning sites will be successful and
a high likelihood of lasting damage to
fish stocks and other dependant
wildlife in the Broad including pike
and other predators who depend on
these fish stocks for their survival.
Hoveton Great Broad is connected
to the River Bure system and the
tracking study showed the incredible
distances that Norfolk bream would
travel each spring to access their
spawning grounds. There are currently still £130,000 worth of trackers
and receivers out in the water indicating bream migrating distances of
up to 24 kms – much further than previously thought likely. Bream are an
iconic Broads species and a popular
angling target. Figures show that 75%
of riverside holiday bookings are
made by anglers and that a reduction
in fish stocks would have a devastating effect on tourism in the region.
The plans have been vigorously
opposed by the Broads Angling Services Group (BASG) which represents
angling interests throughout the Norfolk Broads. Following the EAs decision to give the go ahead they have
called upon the Angling Trust and
Fish Legal to mount a formal challenge of the decision by the Environment Agency to issue the permit if
necessary. The Angling Trust has
already begun work and is preparing
representations to Sir James Bevan,
Chief Executive of the Environment
Agency and Tony Juniper, Chairman
of Natural England.

Duncan Holmes Director of BASG
said: “It’s a shame we have had to
escalate this to a national level but
local angling interests were left with
no choice given the EA’s refusal to listen to the advice and evidence from
their own experts. We welcome our
national governing body’s commitment to try and protect England’s
largest inland fishery from these damaging proposals.
Clearly if this model applied to
birds, mammals or insects the project
would be stopped immediately, and
we ask the question why Natural
England and their associates consider
that Bream are not afforded the same
protection within their natural environment. Angling brings an estimated
a value worth of over £100m per
annum to the Broads local economy
much of this bringing visitors out of
the peak holiday season. The ecological and economic consequences of
this evidence free and hare-brained
decision will be serious.”
Leading fisheries scientists at the
Institute of Fisheries Management
were engaged to assess the Natural
England project and concluded that it
should not proceed.
David Bunt, Chairman of the IFM
added: In 2019 the Institute of Fisheries Management highlighted the
deleterious impacts that any fish
exclusion from this area could have
on fish stocks. Regrettably, none of
the recommendations made in our
report have been adopted. Continuing research has further highlighted
the importance of Hudsons Bay and
Hoveton Great Broad as a spawning
habitat, not only for the local bream
and fish populations, but to all fish
populations throughout the Northern
Broads Ecosystem. This evidence
reveals the vital importance of this
area not only to the fish populations,
but to the supporting fishery and
wildlife that rely on these fish. The

IFM consequently strongly recommends that this project should not
proceed with the existing plans for
fish removal and exclusion which
could have irreversible and damaging
impacts on the fish populations and
ecosystem as a whole.
The Angling Trust will be reminding the EA of their statutory responsibilities to improve rather than to
destroy fisheries and to protect fish
spawning areas. Furthermore both
the EA and NE will need to explain
why they can defy the law prohibiting
action that will lead to the deterioration of a Water Framework Directive
waterbody. The Trust has also uncovered a now broken commitment from
NE in their 2014 Environmental Statement in which they pledged not to
proceed with the bio manipulation
plans if “these impacts are assessed
by Environment Agency fisheries
specialists as being significant.”
The Trust will also be contacting
the Heritage Lottery Fund to alert
them to the irrefutable evidence of
the environmental damage that the
proposed bio-manipulation will cause
to this important and historic fishery
and to suggest that they should withdraw that element of the funding.
Martin Salter, Head of Policy at the
Angling Trust said: “It beggars belief
that the Environment Agency – who
are supposed to be guardians of both
the ‘precautionary principle’ and the
natural environment – have wilfully
ignored their own fisheries experts’
warnings of the dire consequences of
this scheme and pushed on regardless.
Worse still it will be at the cost of
wiping out a large proportion of the
bream population that have happily
lived in these waters since the Middle
Ages and whose presence generates
valuable angling tourism for the local
economy. This whole sorry episode
sets an appalling precedent for future
EA permitting decisions on the natural environment. The prospect of Lottery funding should not be a factor in
this process.
Natural England have never
regarded fish or fisheries as anything
like as important but anglers are entitled to expect better from the Environment Agency who they fund
through their rod licences. Wilfully
wasting over a quarter of a million
pounds of public money amassing a
conclusive case which they then
ignore is completely unacceptable at
any time but particularly so when
public finances are in crisis.” n
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Statement regarding members of the Missing
Salmon Alliance
The Missing Salmon Alliance was
formed to bring a greater focus on the
plight of wild Atlantic salmon and to
reverse the devastating collapse that
has seen this magnificent fish disappear from our rivers. By coming
together, the organisations who make
up the Missing Salmon Alliance can
p o o l t h e i r s k i l l s a n d e x p e r t i s e.
Through research, evidence and by
advocating for a greater understanding of the dire situation Atlantic
salmon face, and the need for greater
protection and management throughout its lifecycle, the Missing Salmon
Alliance is working to reverse the
devastating decline in numbers.
The members of the Missing
Salmon Alliance share its vision and
objectives and are clear on the need
for further actions to be taken by governments, business sectors and fisheries managers who impact, directly
a n d i n d i r e c t l y, o n w i l d A t l a n t i c
salmon to ensure of their conservation and protection in the future. The
members share the view that the sta-

tus quo is not acceptable.
After discussion and detailed consideration of the tactical approach,
the Missing Salmon Alliance has
decided to pursue an advocacy
course by engaging with the Scottish
government with respect to future
regulation of the aquaculture sector.
The Angling Trust, Game Wildlife
Conservation Trust, and the Atlantic
Salmon Trust support this approach.
Salmon and Trout Conservation
(S&TC) has decided to withdraw from
the Alliance to pursue an alternative

approach.
S&TC will therefore now campaign,
outside the Alliance, for effective regulation of salmon farming to be introduced in accordance with the recommendations of the two Parliamentary
Committees, and to include the key
principles that S&TC has identified.
S&TC shares the aims of the
Alliance and will continue to cooperate with the other members, and to
support and provide inputs to the
Likely Suspects Framework research
programme. n

Save our fish stocks! Petition launched to protect
vital spawning grounds in the Norfolk Broads
Angling, fishery and wildlife interests
in the Norfolk Broads have come
together to draw public attention to
the extremely serious threat to fish
stocks and the wildlife which depend
upon them, as a result of the proposed
fish barriers closing off Hoveton Great
Broad and Hudson’s Bay which are an
integral part of the Northern Broads
Catchment.
As part of the wider campaign, the
local Broads Angling Services Group
(BASG), supported by the Angling
Trust, have today launched a petition
calling for the Environment Agency
decision to be reversed.
The petition is now live on the Government petitions website.
Leading fisheries scientists and
angling representatives have jointly
condemned the decision by the Environment Agency in East Anglia to
grant Natural England a permit to
block off the major spawning site for
fish at Hoveton Great Broad in the
northern Norfolk Broads in order to
combat turbidity and promote better
weed growth. This is despite formal
objections from the EA’s own fisheries staff backed up by seven years’
worth of fish surveys, studies and tag-
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ging costing more than £250,000 of
rod licence and taxpayers’ money.
BASG has seen documents produced by the EA that clearly state the
impact would be damaging, confirming the catchment-scale importance
of the site for bream spawning and

recruitment. This importance is
demonstrated by the analysis of one
tagged bream and it’s movements
between Feb – May 2018, that show it
moved some 183kms into and out of
Hoveton Great Broad several times
until the right spawning conditions
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existed. This same fish exhibited
these behaviours in all three years of
monitoring.
The BASG concerns about the
likely impacts on the Broads fisheries
are supported by the Institute of Fisheries Management (IFM), the leading
authority for fisheries in the UK.
The Angling Trust has already written objections to the Environment
Agency, Natural England and the
Heritage Lottery Fund and Fish Legal
have been engaged and will be looking at the legal issues and permitting
process ahead of any legal challenge.
In addition to the Angling Trust,
both the IFM and the Angling Trade
Association are supporting the campaign against the fish barriers at Hoveton Great Broad.
Martin Salter, Head of Policy at the
Angling Trust, said:
“We are urging all anglers to get
behind the campaign to protect the
Norfolk Broads which is one of the
nation’s most famous and iconic
angling locations. Given the EA’s
statutory duties to protect, enhance
and improve freshwater fisheries and
to protect spawning fish and areas
where fish spawn it really is quite

extraordinary that they could even
consider granting a permit for such a
scheme that clearly drives a coach
and horses through their responsibilities as an environmental regulator.”
Duncan Holmes, Director of the
BASG, said:
“The Common Bream is a key
species in the success of the broads,
they are fundamental in driving over
£100m of angling tourism, and providing a vital food source for wildlife
across the system. It astounds me
how the UK’s largest conservation
body is being allowed to use public
money to block migration to the
largest spawning area on the Broads,
risking the survival of multiple
species, while elsewhere in the country millions of pounds is spent removing spawning obstructions.”
C h r i s Tu r n b u l l , A n g l i n g Tr u s t
Ambassador and stalwart of Broads
angling said:
“The Broads Authority and English
Nature have always had an awkward
relationship with fish and angling and
the Environment Agency have a duty
to fisheries that they cannot brush
aside. The value of the angling pound
to the Norfolk Broads has always
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been overlooked and none of their
bio-manipulation projects have ever
been really successful, unless the
water is separated from its wider
catchment and turned into a showcase reserve. The idea that closing off
huge areas of the Broads, removing all
the fish and bio-manipulating the
water, so that one day they can all be
reconnected and that will miraculously solve all the problems with
water quality is laughable. Water
quality issues on the Broads is catchment wide, dealing with the symptoms by isolating individual Broads
rather than addressing the wider
problems is folly, particularly when
the upper-rivers that feed into the
Broads are becoming choked with silt
and contaminated by pesticides and
nitrates sprayed onto the land.”
Martyn Page, angling author, BASG
director and founder of Angling
Direct, said:
“I have fished on the Norfolk
Broads for over 50 years. They form
the largest and most well known
freshwater fishery in the UK, frequented by thousands of anglers each
and annually contributing over £100m
to the Norfolk economy. n
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Volunteer bailiffs save life of man trapped
up to his chest in mud and water
Two Angling Trust volunteer bailiffs
on the lookout for illegal activity at a
river in Northampton rescued an
elderly man stuck in mud and up to
his chest in water.
Area Co-ordinator Vanessa Warner
and fellow volunteer bailiff Steve
Allen had stumbled across a pair of
trainers and a dog lead at the top of a
steep bank when they heard a commotion in the thick reed beds below.
Beating a path through the overgrown weeds and nettles, Vanessa
and Steve peered over the reeds and
were amazed to find the grey-haired
chap unable to free himself from the
riverbed and with water up to his
chest.
He told the pair he had been trying
to free his nine-year-old dog who had
become trapped in the reeds when he
fell from the bank into the river. He
had been in the water for about 30
minutes when the volunteer bailiffs
found him and was feeling very cold.
Vanessa and Steve kept the man
calm as they lay down across the nettles to grab hold of his leather belt.
After a few attempts they were able
to free him sufficiently to enable him
to scramble out of the water to the
safety of the bank.
With the man still worried about his
dog, Vanessa and Steve then freed the
tired, scared animal from the reeds
further downstream.
Concerned for the man’s welfare,
Vanessa and Steve suggested they
call an ambulance, but he declined
saying he just wanted to get himself
and his dog back home and promising to seek medical assistance later if
needed.
Vanessa, a recent recipient of an

Steve Allen and Vanessa Warner with fisheries enforcement warning signs and.

Angling Trust Volunteering Excellence Award, said:“Somebody must
have been looking out for this man
because no-one really goes down
there. Being on a VBS patrol probably
saved this man and his dog. He was
so very tired and cold when we got
him out.”
Steve said: “If we hadn’t been there
at that time, there could easily have
been a totally different outcome as he
was in a really difficult situation with
no chance of getting out on his own
and totally hidden from view.”
Va n e s s a a n d S t e v e h a d b e e n
patrolling the river after a local resident had told them they had seen
“something odd happening” in a very
rural area known locally as Mill Lane,
a river that runs from nearby Pitsford
reservoir and through Northampton
before joining the River Nene.
Mill Lane is a remote area that has
very few visitors with the steep banks
very overgrown. Despite this, both
Vanessa and Steve were able to
locate illegal crayfish traps and set
lines along one of the banks, tied to

Some of the recovered illegal lines and traps.
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electrical wiring, nylon washing lines
and old ropes hidden by undergrowth.
None of the eight traps they found
had otter guards attached but one
contained a small pike which was
safely returned to the water. It was
while continuing their search on the
opposite bank they stumbled across
the man and his dog.
The Voluntary Bailiff Service is part
of the Angling Trust’s Fisheries
Enforcement Support Service and is
funded from fishing licence income as
part of the National Angling Strategic
Services contract with the Environment Agency.
P a u l T h o m a s , A n g l i n g Tr u s t
Regional Enforcement Manager for
the East of England, said:“This sort of
action by our valued volunteers
serves to further prove just how much
of an asset to the rural community our
Voluntary Bailiff Service actually is.
People think that we deal only with
fishing related matters but, as demonstrated by Vanessa and Steve, being
the rural community’s eyes and ears
along our watercourses means that
our volunteers are able and willing to
react to a wide range of situations.
“On this occasion, Vanessa and
Steve have disrupted serious illegal
activity and saved someone’s life. I
commend them for their awareness
and have no doubt that their prompt
actions saved the lives of both the
gentleman and his dog that day.”
Karen Hinson, Angling Trust’s
National Volunteers Manager, added:
“Well done to Vanessa and Steve for
their heroic action that day, another
example in a growing number where
our volunteers have potentially gone
above and beyond to help others.
Whilst I am extremely pleased that
everyone involved came away rela-
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tively unscathed from this incident, I
think it also serves as a reminder of
how hazardous our waterways can be
even at this time of year and the caution that is required particularly when
alone.”
Notes:
The Voluntary Bailiff Service is part of
the Angling Trust’s Fisheries Enforcement Support Service which is funded
by income from fishing licence sales
through the Angling Trust’s National
Angling Strategic Services contract
with the Environment Agency.
You need a valid Environment
Agency Fishing Licence if you are
aged 13 or over and fish for salmon,
trout, freshwater fish, smelt or eel in
England (except the River Tweed),
Wales, and the Border Esk and its
tributaries in Scotland. Licences cost
£30 for up to 2 rods to fish for coarse
& trout, £82 for salmon & sea trout.
Concessions, short term and three rod
coarse licences are available. Click
here to buy one online.
Anyone witnessing an illegal fishing incident in progress can report it
directly to the Environment Agency
hotline on 0800 80 70 60. Information
on illegal fishing and environmental
crime can also be reported anonymously to Crimestoppers on 0800 555
111.
More information about the Fisheries Enforcement Support Service
Contact Information:
Paul Thomas, Regional Enforcement
Manager(East) paul.thomas@angling
trust.net 07495 433621. n

Bumper weight of fish produced at
Environment Agency’s National
Fish Farm
Record breaking weight of fish produced and stocked in rivers, lakes and
ponds
More than half a million fish
replaced stocks lost to pollution, environmental incidents and where reproduction is low
Recent hot weather has led to fish
rescues by EA teams around the
country
The Environment Agency
restocked rivers with more than half a
million (520,475) fish last year, as its
national fish farm near Calverton produced its largest ever tonnage of fish.
12.3 tonnes of fish were produced
at the farm in Nottinghamshire in
2019 – compared with 11.6 tonnes the
previous year – an increase of 6%. In
2017, the amount of fish bred at the
farm was 9 tonnes.
The fish farm also stocked over
seven million (7,600,000) ‘advanced
reared larvae’ into the wild. The larvae are bred at the farm for longer
than tiny larvae, so that they have a
better chance of survival.
The farm produces coarse fish
including chub, barbel, dace, roach
and crucian carp. The fish and larvae
replace stocks which have been lost
to pollution incidents, following
improvements to habitats or where
natural reproduction in the area is
low. They are also used to help create
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fisheries in areas where there is a
shortage of angling opportunities.
Heidi Stone, Fisheries Manager at
the Environment Agency, said:
“The fish we breed are used for the
recovery and re-stocking of rivers and
still waters all over the country, so it’s
great to see the National Coarse Fish
Farm have another record-breaking
year in the overall weight of healthy
fish produced.
“The fish farm’s work is a key
example of how we inject income
from fishing licence fees directly back
into fisheries. The fish they produce
play an important role in the Environm e n t A g e n c y ’s w o r k t o r e s t o r e,
improve and develop sustainable fisheries in England.”
Alan Henshaw, Team Leader at the
National Coarse Fish Farm, said:
“We’re pleased to have had another
record breaking year at the fish farm
in 2019. By i pool introducing better
growing techniques and achieving a
good survival rate for the fish, the
overall weight of fish we have produced has risen by 6% to 12.3 tonnes
compared with the previous year.
“Great care is taken to ensure that
every fish we produce is fit for purpose so they can survive when
stocked out into the wild. During their
18 months at the farm, we feed the
fish live natural food, they encounter a
range of flora and fauna, and are
trained in flowing conditions while
being grown in the earth ponds.”
Due to the hot weather over the
past few weeks, EA teams have carried out a number of fish rescues
a c r o s s t h e c o u n t r y. H o t , s u n n y
weather has caused low flows in
some rivers and led lakes and ponds
to warm up, causing a drop in oxygen
levels which can be damaging or fatal
to fish.
Changes in air pressure found with
thunderstorms can make the effects
of hot weather more severe.
EA staff have worked around the
clock to respond to reports of fish in
distress, using aeration equipment or
hydrogen peroxide to restore dissolved oxygen levels, clearing pollution, or in some cases relocating fish
when it is possible to do so.
The Environment Agency has
urged anyone who sees fish in distress to call their incident hotline
on 0800 80 70 60. n
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Warm up on winter
fishing trips…
Banish cold hands while waiting for your
rods to ring off with lightweight Kupilka
dishware. Including a robust side plate,
woody whittled spoon and a strong thermal
cup, the range is perfect for keeping your
soup, stew, tea or coffee piping hot. With
Kupilka, you can say goodbye to eating
from conventional fishing dinnerware and
add a bit of natural style to your fishing trip.
Made from a 50/50 blend of natural pine
fibres and thermoplastic, Kupilka’s super
strong dishware pairs the attractive and
natural styling of traditional wooden products, with the outstanding practicality of
plastic. Designed to fit perfectly into any
fishing rucksack or rod bag, the dishware
has a natural style that’ll suit any woodland
fishing environment. The products also
boast exceptional eco-credentials and can
be fully recycled at the end of their long
life.
Kupilka products also benefit from
impressive insulating properties that will
help to keep your food and beverages
warmer for longer. So, if you manage to
make that all impressive catch just after
cooking up some hearty grub or making a
cup of tea, your food and drink will stay
warm. The Kupilka set also has a practical
wipe-clean interior and exterior so if you’re
fishing overnight it makes for easy washing
when needed the next day. Once home, the
Kupilka set can be popped in the dishwasher for maximum hygiene ready for
your next fishing trip.
Find out more at www.kupilka.fi or email
sales@rosker.co.uk to find your nearest
stockist. n
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The New P-Line Topwater
Has Arrived

NEW

P-Line TOPWATER HP is the line that secured the FLW Forrest Wood Cup for PLine pro Bryan Thrift.
Ideal for surface fishing both with lure baits and Surf Casting.
In lure bait fishing it is perfect in the thinnest diameters for fishing with WTD
and Popper, in the intermediate sizes with Buzzbait and Propeller, while in the
higher sizes in Frog. Also ideal for fishing Skipping with Fluke type baits and at
sea for Bass with WTD and Popper.
In Surf Casting ideal as Shock Leader in long distances for fish afloat or for all
those situations where the mobility of the line in the water is fundamental.
Specifically for the construction of long or sabiki lines
Always in the surf rolled up in the reels, to reduce “getting stuck” the annoying algae balls deposited on the bottom that in the recovery we drag ourselves
for tens of meters
• Abrasion Rasistant
• Supreme Castability
• Low Memory
• High Knot Strength. n
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BACK IN STOCK!
After selling out due to high demand, we are pleased to
announce that the MX10-201 is now back in stock and
ready for immediate dispatch.
We always endeavour to dispatch watches within 1-2
business days. However, we are anticipating a large
number of orders for this model and therefore dispatch may
take up to 3 business days.
We will of course keep you updated throughout the
process by sending you all the relevant shipping and
tracking information.

If you have any questions about the watches or the
ordering process, then please email us on
theteam@nitewatches.com or call us on
+44 (0)1202 487757 where we will be happy to help.
Here’s a selection of what is popular right now:
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An Adventure Essential
Primus introduces the Essential Trail Stove – a
fantastic all-rounder for outdoor enthusiasts.
A good camping stove is an essential
for any outdoor adventure. Whether
you’re a camping novice or an experienced outdoor cook, the new Essential Trail Stove from Swedish stove
supremos, Primus, is sure to become a
piece of kit that you won’t want to
head out into nature without. A great
all-rounder, this European-made,
lightweight stove is easy to use, offers
great value for money and packs a
punch with a power output of
2,500W.
Equipped with Primus’ patented
Laminar Flow Burner Technology, the
Essential Trail Stove is compact and
sturdy as it is less tall and therefore
more stable than other stoves in its
class due to its lower centre of gravity. For complete control when cooking, this new stove also features
Primus’ latest advanced regulator
valve which allows you to adjust the
gas flow with more precision than
ever before. This makes simmering
food on the hills an easy task as you

can ensure the stove is producing the
optimum heat-output in varying temperatures. The fixed pot supports are
designed to provide integrated wind
protection for the flame and the
absence of fiddly, foldable parts mean
the stove is durable, simple to operate
and always ready to use, making it a
great option for novice cooks. As the
widest part of the stove and featuring
a serrated surface, the robust pan
supports accommodate a variety of
different sized pans and ensures a
stable base for your pans when cooking.
Following customer feedback, the
design team at Primus opted to use
manual ignition for this new stove as
it allows for various lighting options
to suit every ability and personal
taste. However, to provide a solution
for those who prefer the ease of piezo
ignition over dealing with matches
that can break or lighters that go out
in windy weather, Primus have introduced a new Piezo Igniter (available

separately). This super handy gadget
ignites the flame at the click of a button and can be used while wearing
gloves, so you can keep warm and
light your stove whatever the
weather.
For more information about Primus,
please visit: www.primus.eu. n

WIN A HOLIDAY FOR TWO
Our good friends Steve and Sandy
Bond have put up a fantastic competition prize
in Big Carp to celebrate Big Carp’s
250th issue. Here’s your chance to
win a Holiday for two including
food at Lake Bossard.

And it could not be simpler to enter… All, you have
to do is go to the BOSSARD Facebook page…
1 You must like the Bossard page.
2 You must like and share this competition.
3 And just write “Done”
in the comments.
Closing date is
1st December
2020.

Good luck!

UFB
ultimate feed boilies

Using the fishmeal & birdseed as a base, we have created an
entire range of pre flavoured ufb’s. Some are brand new flavours and combinations and some are old classic fan favourites brought back and given a new lease of life.

starmerbaits.com
eBay.co.uk/str/starmerltd
Amazon, search: starmerbaits
tel: 01268 690300
collection: call ahead.

Halibut & coconut
Plum & hemp

Available from

Almond & nut

1.9kg £12.50
5kg £26.00
10kg £50.00
25kg £112.50
50kg £225.00

Garlic mint

15mm & 20mm

Spicy sausage

Flavoured
range

Hempseed

Candy sweet cream

Bun spice

As with the fishmeal & birdseed ufb our flavoured ufb’s are fully
compatible with our liquid feed range, thus keeping the amazing flexibility and customizations options offered by the ufb’s.

SPECIAL OFFER
ALL ORDERS OVER
£25 NOW POST FREE!

POST & PACKING
Small items
£4.00
Reels & standard
items £6.00
Rods & larger
items £8.00
Orders will currently

ORDERS OVER £25
take longer than
ARE POST FREE normal to be delivered

VASS-TEX CHEST WADERS
700E Nova
Heavy Duty
PVC
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

£89.99
SHIMANO REELS
For anglers wanting reliable Shimano
Baitrunner technology on a small
budget, the new Baitrunner ST-RB is
the natural choice.

BAITRUNNER
ST6000RB

6000RB
OUR PRICE

£49.99
rrp £64.99

SLEEPING BAGS

Trakker Deluxe
Thermal Bedchair
Cover

BAITRUNNER
ST10000RB

10000RB
OUR PRICE

£52.50
rrp £69.99

Trakker Big Snooze
Plus Wide

Trakker Big Snooze +

600 Series
Chest
Waders
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£69.99

£57.50

£84.99

rrp £89.99

rrp £74.99

rrp £76.49

OUR PRICE

£54.99

VISIT POINGDE
WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL WALLED MAT

FOX HALO
POWER
PACKS

Perfect portable
source of bank side
power for charging
a variety of electronic
devices such as
4800mAh
mobile phones,
OUR PRICE
laptops and
.99
audio/visual
products.
rrp £139.99

£125

Produced from fish friendly materials and
excessive foam thickness to create the ultimate
mat system. Complete peace of mind whilst
handling fish during unhooking and photography.
9600mAh
OUR PRICE

£188

.99

rrp £209.99

NASH TACKLE
TITAN HIDE XL BIVVY

NASH TACKLE
SIREN R3 BITE ALARM
BUNDLE SPECIAL OFFER
Save £££’s with this bundle
special offer!! Three of the
revolutionary Siren R3 alarms
and a receiver for well over
£100 off the normal RRP!
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£324

£74.99

.99

SONIK VADERX
RS CARP RODS

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL BROLLY

OUR PRICE

rrp £299.99

NASH TACKLE BED BUDDY

Unique internal
storage pockets
included

OUR PRICE

£169.99

DAIWA EMBLEM SPOD REEL
AMAZING PRICE!

The Bed Buddy is a lightweight session accessory
that allows you to sit on a bed with correct back
support, without carrying a separate chair.

Designed around the
body and spool of
the Emblem Pro, the
‘Spod’ retrieves over
100cm of line for
every handle turn.

OUR PRICE

£44.99

OUR PRICE

£109

.99

rrp £175.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
BIG DADDY
CHAIR

The latest generation of
renowned Indulgence Sleep
Systems include up rated and
extended lumbar support,
along with USB connectivity
for storing power packs and
charging smartphones and other
electronic devices. All while
sleeping in absolute comfort!

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
ULTRALITE
CHAIR

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£399

£424

£424

£449.99

DAIWA TOURNAMENT BASIA
QD POINGDESTRES EDITION
CUSTOM BUILD REEL

10FT 3LB
OUR PRICE

2¾LB & 3LB
OUR PRICE

3¼ & 3½LB
OUR PRICE

£54.99

£59.99

£59.99

12FT

12FT

10FT

SS3
OUR PRICE

.99

rrp £439.99

rrp £441.96

VaderX RS carp rods are the
evolved and refined version
of Sonik’s award winning
VaderX carp rods.

£249.99

NASH TACKLE INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP SYSTEMS

.99

rrp £467.99

rrp £467.99

Trakker Tempest
Advanced 100 Bivvy
OUR PRICE

£674.99
rrp £749.99

Trakker Tempest Brolly 100T

Sonik XTRACTOR carp rods fill a real
gap in the market for affordable
top-quality rods that are easy
to transport due to their
short pack down lengths.
9FT 2¾LB
OUR PRICE

10FT 3¼LB
OUR PRICE

£53

£62

.99

rrp £59.99

.99

rrp £69.99

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
HI-BACK
CHAIR

rrp £494.99

TRAKKER BIVVIES

This special edition Tournament BASIA QD
Custom Reel has been built to Poingdestres
Angling Centre’s unique specification for the
discerning angler wanting that distinctive look!!

SONIK XTRACTOR
CARP RODS

.99

10FT 3½LB
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£62.99

£449.99

rrp £69.99

rrp £580.00

NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
DADDY LONG
LEGS CHAIR

OUR PRICE

£269.99
NASH TACKLE
INDULGENCE
SUB-LO
CHAIR

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

£109.99

£159.99

£139.99

£99.99

rrp £164.99

rrp £120.00

rrp £175.99

rrp £153.99

rrp £109.99

CARP RODS IN STOCK

WYCHWOOD
TACTICAL SLING MAT

NASH TACKLE SIREN S5
DIGITAL BITE ALARM

Harrison

Next level accuracy and reach
for stealth positioning of rigs in
areas inaccessible to even the
sharpest casting.

Harrison Advanced Rods Torrix TE
Special Carp Rods
12ft
£342.00 £307.80
12ft6
£342.00 £315.90
Harrison Advanced Rods Cerbera Carp
Rods
3lb
£270.00 £243.00
3.25lb
£270.00 £244.62
Trebuchet Light 12ft 3.75lb
£414.00 £372.60

OUR PRICE

£59.99

.99

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System Wrap
OUR PRICE

£84

.99

THINKING ANGLERS
CAMFLECK LUGGAGE
CAMFLECK
REEL POUCH

T
POSEE OUR PRICE
£99.95
R
F

OUR PRICE

CAMFLECK
RUCKSACK

CAMFLECK
COOL BAG
ROD SLEEVE
OUR PRICE

£17

.99

RUCKSACK
OUR PRICE

COOL BAG
OUR PRICE

REEL POUCH
OUR PRICE

£79

£32

£13.99

.99

£149.99

.99

FOX R-SERIES
1-MAN XL BIVVIES

We have a large selection of this luggage
visit poingdestres.co.uk for full range
The R-Series 1-man XL bivvies
are ideal for the angler wanting
additional space and head room
created by the extra high frame.

NASH TACKLE SLEEP SYSTEM

This Sleep System is a blockbuster
for comfort and value, utilising Nash’s
expertise from producing the carp world’s
most successful bed systems - the
Indulgence range.

WRAP
OUR PRICE

£143

CAMFLECK SINGLE
ROD SLEEVE

OUR PRICE

rrp £699.99

OUR PRICE

Similar to the original
Series 700 Nova
model, this camo
pattern model doesn’t
get much cooler for
the image conscious
angler!

£134.99

The Rx-D Digital Remote
Receiver is the bespoke partner
for the new Txi-D alarms and
includes improved features over
the original Rxi model.

£629.99

The E800 Series
Camo Chest Wader is
reassuringly tough and
uniquely comfortable
due to its bi-stretch
properties.

rrp £164.99

DELKIM RX-D DIGITAL
REMOTE RECEIVER

BIVVY
OUR PRICE

VISIT US ONLINE FOR OUR
FULL RANGE OF RODS
Deluxe Roving
Rucksack

Small Carryall

TAL
DIGI OTE
REMEIVER
RECALSO E
L
I L AB
AVA

Pioneer DPM Camo 100
1-Man Bivvy System

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£149.99

LEDs available in:Blue, Green, Purple,
Red, White or Yellow

OUR PRICE

£119.99

OUR PRICE

£19.99

DELKIM TXI-D
DIGITAL BITE
ALARMS

£799.99

Century C2 (Command & Control) Carp
Rod s
12ft 3.25lb
£469.00 £430.00
12ft 3.5lb
£489.00 £450.00

£159

BLUE, GREEN,
RED, WHITE

AQUA BIVVIES
Pioneer 150 1-Man
Bivvy System

Century

AQUA PRODUCTS
DPM LUGGAGE
Roving
Rucksack

VASS-TEX E800
SERIES CAMO
CHEST WADERS

NASH TACKLE
BUSHWHACKER 15M
BAITING POLE SYSTEM

.99

rrp £159.99

STANDARD
OUR PRICE

WIDE
OUR PRICE

£199

£229

.99

rrp £219.99

.99

KHAKI
OUR PRICE

£246.99

CAMO
OUR PRICE

£200.00

rrp £252.99

ESTRES.CO.UK
FOX EOS 1-MAN BIVVY

TRAKKER LEVELITE
TRANSFORMER
CHAIR

Fox Stalker Plus
2/3 Rod Pod

OUR PRICE

£89

.99

rrp £164.99

WE ARE A CYGNET PRO
DEALER, TO SEE THE
FULL RANGE EITHER
VISIT US ONLINE OR
CALL ON 023 8051 0077
FOR ADVICE.

BAIT

rrp £654.99
4-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

£719.99

.99

rrp £129.99

OUR PRICE

rrp £799.99

£249.99

OUR PRICE

£148.99

Features include:• 8000mm hydrostatic head fabric
• Two-rib, pram-hood design featuring a
generous peak for extra protection
• Two-way letter box style door with integrated
mesh insert plus PVC and solid panel options
• Front can be rolled back to create an open
fronted shelter
• Lightweight groundsheet and heavy duty pegs
• Supplied in a zipped carry bag

FULL RANGES
IN STOCK

3-ROD SET
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£116

FOX RX+ MICRON BITE
ALARM PRESENTATION SETS
£569.00

T
POSEE
FR
rrp £109.99

The EOS 1-man bivvy is the
ideal starter bivvy for the
beginner, or those with a
restricted budget, offering
great value for money.

WYCHWOOD TACTICAL
1-MAN BIVVY & WRAP

NASH TACKLE
MF60 INDULGENCE
5 SEASON SLEEP
SYSTEMS

Nash set the standard in luxury
and comfort with their legendary
Indulgence beds, but now they’ve
raised the bar even
higher, with their all
season MF60 sleep
systems.

NEW

The Tactical 1-Man Bivvy is a 3-rib shelter,
designed to offer comfort and protection all
year round. The unique shape allows for a good
footprint without compromising on height.

Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy Overwrap
SS3
OUR PRICE

SS3 WIDE
OUR PRICE

£449.99

£474.99 £474.99

£499.99

rrp £494.99

rrp £522.99

rrp £549.99

SONIK GIZMO 3-ROD
REMOTE ALARM SET
& BIVVY LIGHT

rrp £522.99

Camo Tackle
Cases

40LTR RUCK
OUR PRICE

SMALL/LARGE
OUR PRICE

QUIVER
OUR PRICE

£49

£12 /£15

£39

OUR PRICE

£249.99
.95

.95

OUR PRICE

£119.99

6000SQ.FT

ESP CAMO LUGGAGE
40ltr Camo
Rucksack

.95

Turn the Tactical 1-Man
Bivvy into a true ‘home
from home’.

SS4 WIDE
OUR PRICE

SS4
OUR PRICE

Camo
3-Rod
Quiver
&
Sleeve

.95

SHOWROOM
INS
5 M 27
J3 M

RIDGEMONKEY PRODUCTS
NOW IN STOCK

We also stock

We are a Aqua Pro Dealer, to
see the full range either view
online or call us on
023 8051 0077 for advice.

UNIT 11, SOUTHAMPTON TRADE PARK, THIRD AVENUE, SOUTHAMPTON, SO15 0AD

EMAIL US AT SALES@POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
OR VISIT POINGDESTRES.CO.UK
FAX: 02380 773841

find us on facebook.com/Poingdestres

E&OE

The ‘Good Looking Carp’ winner for
November 2013 – Aiden Sharpe

A Suffolk
Stunner
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M

y name’s Aiden
Sharp and I’ve
been carp
angling for well
over a decade
now, but this is
the first piece of writing I have submitted to a magazine. This year I’ve
been fortunate enough to have
caught a few nice fish but one in particular stood out, not for its size but its
looks, and so I posted a photo of it
onto the good-looking carp page and
it caused a bit of a stir. It is very rarely
that I publicise photos of my captures
but this one, I felt, was too good to
keep to myself. The reaction of people
viewing the site confirmed what I
thought and it received loads of
appreciative comments from other
anglers with an eye for a looker. Many
thanks to those who took the time to
reply and got it nominated for goodlooking carp of the month. Up against
some stiff competition I was pleas-

(Top) Peg 17.
(Below) The Perfect Common at 31lb
8oz, taken on a mixer!

antly surprised when it won and even
more so when Rob got in touch asking for a write up for Big Carp, so here
it is, the story of a stunner!
Being a father to a little girl, a selfemployed builder and in a relationship my time is sadly limited, but my
enthusiasm for the sport keeps me at
it with the majority of my sessions
being short midweek nights. Living in
Suffolk also means that (accessible)
big carp are fairly thin on the ground,
but I am fortunate that the Suffolk

Waterpark saves the day by being
twenty minutes up the road and
offers a load of big carp on day tickets. For the past few seasons I had
been trying my luck at them and had
been lucky enough to have gotten
amongst the venues target fish; taking nine different 30lb-plus fish with
t h e l a r g e s t b e i n g K a r e n ’s a t a n
English PB of 37lb 8oz. This season I’d
had a result in being offered a place
on one of the county’s finest syndicates but being nearly an hour’s drive
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away made it a bit less doable on my
short midweek nights, so that would
have to wait for my sadly scarce
longer sessions. There are still a few
of the Waterpark’s larger residents
that elude me and I have an especially strong desire to find the Match

Lake’s mirror within my net mesh one
day, so that keeps drawing me back
to the ‘Park’, plugging away, getting a
night or two in a week. This season
had been good despite a carp drought
of around a month or two but soon I
was back on track, getting slimy, and

by late October I’d had around twenty
captures including five over 30lb.
On the 22nd of October I found
myself with a day off work so loaded
the van and zipped off up the A14
‘Park’ bound. When I arrived at 11.30
I discovered that the lake (as usual)
was pretty busy; the deeper water
around the back arm being especially
so. I’d spent my last session (the previous week) in peg 17 on the shallow
side of the point, taking a nice scaly
mirror of 23lb-plus and for a while I’d
been baiting the area, so I was keen
to spend the night in the same swim,
and was well happy to find that the
shallow side was less busy. Unfortunately there was a bloke fishing in
peg 18 who informed me that he’d
had a couple of upper twenties over
the last couple of nights. So rather
than dropping back into peg 17 and
cramping him I decided to employ
some etiquette and give him some
space by setting up in peg 16, hoping
to intercept some fish as they passed
(Top) Scotty’s Mirror at 31lb 8oz.
(Left) 23lb scaly mirror, taken from
peg 17 the previous week.
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downforce tungsten range
Keep your end tackle
concealed
Weed and silt colour
variations available
Maximum weight, minimum fuss
Extensive range of
terminal components

WWW.PBPRODUCTSUK.CO.UK
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up or down the shallows. After barrowing my gear up the point, wasting
no time now, I got my three rods out
and sorted by about 1pm. I knew that
there was a gravelly area surrounded
by Canadian weed at around fifty
yards so placed two hookbaits (one a
snowman and the other a double bottom bait) on that and dropped the
third one (a choddy) off the spot in
amongst the weed. Then I Spombed
some hemp and boilies over the two
bottom baits on the gravel to complete the trap, all had gone well, and
given my recent prebaiting I was feeling very confident despite the lack of
shows, but to be fair I have caught
from that area several times when I
had seen nothing. Once the rods were
fishing I set the brolly up and
whacked the stove on for a brew, by
which time it was probably gone
2pm. At half four a friend turned up to
fish and dropped into peg 17 so we
sat chatting for a few hours and
cooked some tuna steaks with Mexican rice, pukka! By this time it was
dark and had started raining so after
dinner I headed off to my bag. I had
still seen nothing exciting but before I

Nemo at 34lb 8oz.
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fell asleep I heard what could only
have been a carp; it sounded as if it
was bang on the spot and the ripples
confirmed it so I drifted off to sleep
with boosted confidence.
Still dark, at around half five the
next morning, I was woken by two
beeps on the left hand alarm and a
raised bobbin so I went to put my
boots on, at which, the line came out
of the clip and the spool started turning slowly, ticking away. It was raining very heavily now but undeterred I
reached the rod and lifted into the fish
which was kiting hard to my right on
the tight line, fortunately passing over
my other two lines without touching
them. It hit a weedbed at around forty
yards and stopped moving for a while
so I kept the pressure on, reassured
by a few knocks on the tip as the fish
tried to shake the hook. The fish then
broke its way out of the weed and
took ten to fifteen yards of line as I
backwound to avoid pulling the hook
out. Once it had stopped taking line it
started plodding around the shallow
water and felt like a good fish, and
gradually I eased it closer, gaining line
slowly. Eventually I caught site of my

leadcore so I readied the net, but just
as I was hoping to get my first look at
what I’d hooked it was off again, taking more line and going deeper, plodding up and down the channel that
runs along that margin.
After a few minutes it surfaced and
though it was still too dark to see it
clearly I could tell it was a decent fish.
It felt beaten so I led it towards the
net but it had other ideas, with one
last burst of energy before finally giving itself up. Although it went safely
into the net, it was obviously very
angry about it, thrashing the water in
a rage, but eventually it calmed down
so I secured the net then went to find
my head-torch and my waterproofs,
not that they would help me much
now, as I was soaked, but well happy.
Peering into the net by the light of the
torch, it was clearly a good twenty
and one that I definitely didn’t recognise. I unclipped my rig from the core
then rolled the net down making sure
the fish’s fins were flush before lifting
it out and onto the unhooking mat.
As I peeled the mesh from its flanks
I noticed that it was incredibly scaly
and a lot darker than I’d first realised.

Good Looking Carp Winner

26lb Park stunner.

After unhooking it I placed it into the
retainer and back into the margins. I
quickly recast the rod back to the
spot, and then as it was still raining
heavily I went to hide under my brolly
and stuck the kettle on for a celebratory brew. I messaged my mate and
asked him to come and take some
photos for me when he woke up, but
it was still dark when he had to leave
for work so he was limited to just a
quick peek into the retainer. Soon it
was light enough and had thankfully
stopped raining, so I prepared the
camera and scales then set off to find
a willing photographer, finding a guy
in peg 14 who was awake and agreed
to help. Once back in the swim I lifted
the fish out and onto the mat, being
instantly awestruck by an awesome
looking fish, incredibly scaly and with
its autumn colours being so dark that
it was almost black – an absolutely
stunning creature. I zeroed the sling

and weighed the fish in at 26lb on the
dot, but to be fair I would have still
been well chuffed if it was half the
weight. It gave me a bit of a beating
during the photos, still angry about
having its breakfast interrupted, and a
little time recovering had given it
some energy back but all went well.
Soon she was on her way home and I
had to quickly pack up and head off to
work as I was already late but it was
well worth it.
To start with it seemed like this fish
had just appeared from nowhere as
no one seemed able to recollect any
previous captures and several people
suggested I should name it, (one
comedian even suggested Aid’s as a
potential moniker), but I had no desire
to put a label on it for it was plenty
recognisable for its looks alone. Eventually we managed to identify it as
having been caught by at least three
other anglers, with its previous

known capture being in 2011 at 22lb,
so it would seem that it is quite a
crafty one and growing steadily too.
Certainly one of the Waterpark’s finest
and a carp with potential to become
one of the venue’s most wanted in the
near future.
Over the winter I want to get some
time in at the syndicate but I also
hope to spend a few more nights at
the Park. It’s well-run, clean, very
friendly enjoyable fishing as well as
being home to some of Suffolk’s finest
fish, and if it gets infuriatingly busy it
is only because it is such a lovely
place to be. To be honest I hold little
hope that the Match Lake’s mirror
will slip up as it is very rarely caught
in the extreme cold months. However
another of my target fish, Shaun Long
(a nice upper thirty linear) doesn’t
seem to mind the cold, so if you see
me there, mine’s white with two sugars. Cheers! n
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BaitzoneWinter PVA
StickTips
Part 2 by Tim Childs

I

f you saw last month’s issue
of Big Carp you’ll know my
last Baitzone tip section covered the use of winter PVA
stick type mixes and how to
use this highly visual and
effective method. This month I’ve put
together something similar showing
you more effective methods for when

it gets really cold, as well as proving
just how effective these winter methods can be.
We all know that when it becomes
really cold, usually around the Christmas period, things slow down and
bites become difficult, but on the
right venues i.e. ones with a proven
winter record, fish can still be caught

even when the weather looks bleak!
As I’m putting this piece together
(end of November) the weather is still
mild and venues are still producing so
good luck for the winter ahead. If your
waters don’t freeze you’ll hopefully be
able to put a few of these tips to good
use and catch a lovely winter carp or
two.

Correct choice of venue is vital in the winter.

Eyes peeled looking for signs.

Once you’ve found them, get the rods out.

Neat rigs and super sharp hooks.
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Solar Growler juice, the perfect
addition in the cold.

Maize can be an ideal hookbait in
winter.

Traps set – now it’s up to the carp.

Cold water action.

Spombs, ideal for long range bread
stick baiting.

Pale or white pop-ups are my number one choice.
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Trimmed down bright pop-ups.

A lovely freezing cold 20, which loved
my winter bag mix.

Ready prepared bread sticks.
When it’s this cold, you need confidence in all you do and use.

Maggots, hemp and 10mm Tutties,
the perfect winter carp food.
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A 20lb winter common from a new venue proved I’d got the tactics right.
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Now available direct from
Bountyhunter Publications is a
signed copy of Dave Lane’s
fourth book, Fine Lines. Whether
you are an avid fan and
following on from Dave’s first
books or delving into his world
for the first time, you are bound
to be entertained, amazed and
left wanting yet more of his
adventures. Together with his
faithful hound, Padwar, he has
travelled the land in search of
monster carp and catalogued
his experiences in his own
inimitable style, which is
peppered with humour,
disasters, bizarre occurrences,
and, ultimately, success.

Dave’s writing style has always focused on painting the entire picture so that you,
the reader, can feel as if you are there on the bank beside him at all times, sharing
in the experiences every step of the way. The big carp scene is a weird and
mysterious place, and although Dave fishes right at the pinnacle of this strange
world, he always seems to find time for a bit of fun along the way, so sit back and
enjoy the ride. It’s a must read for novice and experienced carp anglers alike.

Available in the website shop at

www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk

Pay with PayPal, or if you prefer to pay by card,
call the order line on 01252 373658

Chronicle Fishing

The impressive
new Churchgate
tackle shop.

Introduction
Winter has well and truly arrived, but
apart from smaller hookbaits, warmer
layers and whistling kettles, it’s business as usual for Team Chronicle out
on the bank doing what we love. But
with temperatures plummeting, high
winds and torrential rain on the horizon some might say the odds were
stacking against us, but we were
silently confident this month, as we
were reviewing our much loved home
water, Churchgate Lakes
(www.churchgatelakes.co.uk) located
just a few minutes off the Rettendon
Turnpike up the old Woodham Road
near Wickford in Essex. It’s a group of
lakes we all know well, having fished
it many times before and all previously being members regularly wetting our nets with stunning carp up to
high 20s and low 30s. So surely catching a few fish should be on the cards
(they say, being optimistic), and in the
pouring rain we set up for our next
lake review of the very popular
Churchgate Lakes.
Churchgate Lakes, Battlesbridge
This beautiful 20-acre estate set in
the Essex countryside is run by highly
experienced angler Tony Runnalls
and consists of four lakes while also
boasting top notch facilities, including a clean toilet/shower block plus a
new fully stocked tackle shop and
café, ensuring that your stay at
Churchgate Lakes is pleasurable and
hassle free with everything you could
ever need available right there on site.
The whole venue including the large
gravel car park and surrounding areas
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are monitored by CCTV, providing
security and peace of mind while you
fish.
As you make your way up from the
car park, your first port of call will be
the newly designed tackle shop,
reception and cafeteria area. Here
you will be greeted by Lake manager
Tony Runnalls and there will be an
opportunity not only to purchase your

ticket, stock up on tackle essentials or
order your breakfast but also to pick
the man’s brain for advice. He not
only knows the venue like the back of
his hand, but as mentioned earlier, he
is a very experienced angler himself
who (to use the old expression) has
been there and got the T-shirt! On
most occasions he will put you right
on the fish and ensure you get a wet
Kevin Goss with a beautiful
Churchgate mirror at 16lb 5oz.
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Kevin Goss with
another hard fighting
common at 21lb 7oz.

net! The new shop has everything
you would expect from a large high
street tackle store, carrying all the big
named brands such as Hardy/Greys,
Korum, ESP, Trakker and Korda so you
shouldn’t ever be caught short for
anything when fishing at Churchgate
Lakes. Plus with the new café open to
both anglers and the general public,
there’s no excuse to go hungry, so
why not put in an order and have
breakfast delivered to your bivvy?
Longer stays are catered for by the
clean onsite toilet and shower block
with disabled access meaning you
can stay fresh for the duration of you
time at Churchgate. The complex is
broken up into four lakes; the three
main lakes are aptly named Top, Middle and Bottom, and the parent and
child lake (Back Lake) makes up the
fourth.
The Middle Lake is strictly members only and houses some of the
larger more sought after carp to 30lbplus. It is 3.5 acres in size and has two
small but feature filled islands with
lilies, bays and overhanging trees.
There are also a number of deep
holes, the odd gravel bar around and

plenty of reed lined margins where
some of the stunning carp can often
be found. The surrounding trees and
bushes not only provide peace and
quiet from the surrounding day ticket
lakes but also provide cover from the
elements. The carp in this lake top
30lb, averaging around 20lb with the
lake record currently standing at 34lb
5oz. The fish in this lake are in exceptional condition and would please any
angler should they be lucky enough
to catch them big or small. (Membership is required for the Middle Lake at
£30 a year, and you also need this to
be able to night fish any of the lakes
at Churchgate, so please see or call
Tony for more info).
The Bottom Lake is fast catching
up and matching the Middle Lake for
size of carp caught, but this lake
caters more for all walks of the fishing
community from the float/feeder
match anglers, all the way to us heavy
barrowed carp anglers… it has it all
and is great fun at any time of the
year. It is often booked out as a whole
to small clubs who find the 26 swims,
strong level platforms with space and
comfort ideal for matches. It’s not surprising really when
you see the size and
Ian Schaverien with
condition of some of
the 18lb 4oz common
that he waded out at
the coarse fish! There
3am to net.
is a good head of carp
too though, and multiple catches are often
had by most with carp
averaging above the
20lb mark with only
late October gone a
29lb 10oz common
gracing the bank.
The Top Lake was
separated into two
back in 2008 in order
to create a smaller
beginners’ water

Number three for
Sam Baldwin with
this dark 17lb 10oz
common.

known as the Back Lake. This lake
was created especially for parents
who want to introduce their children
to fishing and was stocked with wild
carp both commons and mirrors averaging between 2lb and 4lb, but the
lake does now hold larger carp with
the odd grass carp present. The
remainder of the lake is still known as
the Top lake, is three acres in size and
Price List
Day tickets are available on the Bottom
and Top Lakes between:
7am-pm Mon-Fri / 6am-6pm weekends.
All fishing after 6pm is strictly members
only.
The Top Lake (day ticket required).
Day tickets (7am -6pm Mon-Fri/6am -6pm
weekends), two rod limit – £10.
Night fishing is for members only – all
membership enquiries are dealt with on
the bank.
The Back Lake (day ticket required).
Day tickets (7am-6pm Mon-Fri/6am-6pm
weekends) two rod limit – £10.
Night fishing is for members only – all
membership enquiries are dealt with on
the bank.
The Bottom Lake (day ticket required).
Day tickets (7am-6pm Mon-Fri/6am-6pm
weekends), two rod limit – £10.
Night fishing is for members only – all
membership enquiries are dealt with on
the bank.
The Middle Lake (members only).
Churchgate Lakes membership – £30.
Dawn to Dusk – £10 for two rods, £15 three
rods
24 hours – £20 two rods, £30 three rods.
Night fishing is for members only – all
membership enquiries are dealt with on
the bank.
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again is quickly catching the quality
of fish to be had from the members’
lake due to the amount of bait
steadily flowing in. It’s home to a
large head of doubles, many upper
with a good mix of 20s present. The
top lake record currently stands at
32lbs! So it’s always worth getting
your rods out here with every bleep of
the alarm being a possible PB for your
average day ticket angler. The lake
has 14 well-spaced swims, all flat
level platforms, providing easy comfortable access to the water.
So how did we do? The focus of this
review was to be the Middle Lake

where we were hoping to net one of
the larger Churchgate residents, We
set up our bivvies in freezing cold torrential rain but could see fish showing
(especially in Kevin’s swim 2 where
the reeds opposite were practically
alive with movement, obviously providing a safe, warm place for the carp
to hold up in), so that raised our spirits
and we were confident. Sure enough
within a few hours Kev was off the
mark landing the first of Team Chronicle’s 15 carp, which in chilly November no carp angler can grumble
about. Why people stay indoors and
avoid the colder months is beyond us.

Rules
1. No floating baits. No surface fishing.
2. No dogs.
3. Membership cards must be carried at all times.
4. No non-fishing guests.
5. No shelf life boilies.
6. No barbed hooks.
7. Nets and mats must be used at all times.
8. No radios unless used with headphones.
9. No rods to be left baited and unattended (it is a criminal offence).
10. Number of rods used must be declared when purchasing your ticket.
11. No baitboats and no fish finders.
12. All cars must be parked in the car park.
13. No rubbish to be left around any of the lakes.
14. All children under 16 must be accompanied by an adult.
15. No rubbish to be left around any of the lakes
16. No fish to be removed from the fishery; you will be prosecuted.
A membership scheme is available for those wishing to fish nights and the Middle
lake. Any non-members must wait until the gates are open and strictly no jumping
over the fences, which will result in a lifetime ban.
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Our catch report was as follows, with
Kevin Goss having seven, Ian Schaverien four, Sam Baldwin three and
Ricky Westpfel with just a few hours
on the bank landing one, all in top
condition up to low 20s. We could not
have asked for a better session except
maybe one of the big girls in our net,
but they were camera shy on this
occasion!

Conclusion
Tony and the staff have made some
great Improvements to Churchgate
since we last fished here over a year
ago, and with more in store we can’t
wait to get back there and see how
it’s going. Churchgate Lakes was
voted best venue in 2012 by Anglers
Mail for its all-round fishing, and we
can see why. This is a welcoming
venue inviting the community and
surrounded schools to take part in
BTEC Fish Husbandry courses and
angling schools with big enough
stock to see them “hooked” on fishing
and coming back again and again for
many years. Thank you to Tony for the
opportunity to review Churchgate;
we believe this is one quality fishery,
and we will see you soon.
For details on having your lake or
complex reviewed in Big Carp please
c o n t a c t u s a t w w w. c h r o n i c l e
fishing.co.uk or info@chroniclefishing.co.uk. Alternatively you can catch
the whole team on Facebook and

Welcome this month’s
Made in England, a
roundup of all the
biggest and most
beautiful carp caught in
England over the past
few weeks. When
submitting your pictures
please include your full
name, the weight of the
fish and the venue.

Here is a pic of one of my main target fish from my Nene Valley syndicate. It’s the Big Ghostie at 39lb 12oz, perhaps a little
down in weight, but I can’t say I’m complaining. It was part of a 13-fish haul this week, which also included a new lake
record mirror of 35lb, a fish known as Sparky, and I have sent the pic of that too! Both fish fell to Key Bait Solutions (formerly
Rhino Baits) Four Seasons Rhino Mix boilies.
Martyn Lowe.
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The first of the pics is a 37lb 2oz fish, part of a brace in two hours. The other fish was 35lb, taken on the Rhino Mix by Key Bait
Solutions.
Martin Wassell.
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Recently I started a three-night session down at Wellington. After a few hours deciding where to go I opted for the Hole in
the Bush. Although the previous angler in there hadn’t caught he had lost one that morning and with the weather forecast
to turn rainy it was a good option. The first night I landed four fish – a twenty and three thirties, but at 10.30 in the morning I
had a take on the middle rod. After lifting the rod up it shot off on a run from one end of the island to the other creating a big
bow wave. The fish fought hard right into the edge where it managed to pick up my other rod and got snagged solid about
fifteen yards out. It was when the fish broke surface and was lying on its side that the panic set in, as I could see it was the
Big Linear, a fish I have been trying to catch for the last six years. It just wouldn’t come in any closer, as it was hung up on the
other rod, so I had to go in after it. I grabbed the net, waded out up to my chest and just managed to put the net under the fish,
but it slipped back out. I took one more step forward and just managed to scoop it up. I then bit the line to release it and
dragged it back to the bank very relieved. I slipped it into the retainer sling while I changed my clothes and set the camera
up. On the scales she weighed 41lb 10oz. It wouldn’t have mattered if I didn’t catch anything for the rest of the trip, but I
ended up with two more 30s and a 41lb 8oz mirror on the last morning, making it a session to remember.
Shaun Young.
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IKTUS CARP HAS WON
THE CATEGORY BEST
FRENCH HOLIDAY
DESTINATION IN OUR
BIG CARP TOP 10
COMPETITION FOR THE
2ND TIME, THEY WON
LAST YEAR TOO!

For more on Reuben Heaton, Sportscale & RH brands
call 01455 293000 or email info@reubenheaton.com
Join Reuben Heaton on Facebook for all our latest news
In Southern France, near the city of Pau is the Carp venue called Iktus.
The property has a total area of 100 Hectares (almost 247acres) with
the magnificent 60 year old gravel pit called Iktus Carp of 35 Hectares
(87acres). Open all year long, the lake has 15 double swims.
The fish stock consists of about 1,300 Common and Mirror Carp, with
approximately 300x40lbs, 50x50lbs, 20x60lbs and 3 fish over 70lbs,
Catfish up to 250lbs, Sturgeon to 150lb and Grass Carp to 70lbs. There
are no ‘Poisson-chat’ or ‘Crayfish’. There are toilet and shower facilities,
an on-site restaurant and bar, we rent boats, electric outboard motors,
bikes, echo sounders and all the fishing equipment you could need
with a tackle shop on site.
Iktus Lake Two (The Sturgeon lake) has 8 swims and holds about
500 Common and Mirror Carp with approximately 30x40lbs, 3 fish
over 60lbs, 80 Koi Carp up to 40lbs and 200 Sturgeon of 17 different
species, 8 European records, biggest 85kg (French record) and 100
Grass Carp with the biggest 55lbs.

Exclusive distributors for eagle claw
brands in the UK and Ireland

Exclusive booking agents for Iktus Carp,
Iktus Lake Two, Iktus Runs Water
and IktusRuffaud

For information and to book a swim at one of these fantastic lakes
give Rob Watts a call at the number below.

7 Drayton
WoodRoad,
Road,Hellesdon,
Hellesdon,Norwich,
Norwich NR6
email: rob@carpfishingtrips.co.uk
7 Drayton
Wood
NR65BX
5BX •• email:
rob@carpfishingtrips.co.uk
Tel: +44(0) 1603 415984 • Mob: +44(0) 7717837879 • www.carpfishingtrips.co.uk
Tel:
+44(0) 1603 415984 • Mob: +44(0) 7717837879 • www.carpfishingtrips.co.uk

Made In England
Shown here is the Ironing Board
Fish caught at 40lb 6oz (new PB)
from Christchurch Lake on the
Linch Hill complex. This was my
first trip down to Christchurch
Lake, arriving on a Sunday
morning to find the lake busy as
expected, but with a few due to
be pulling off from the weekend. I
decided to plot up in a swim
known as the Lifebuoy swim,
which commanded the centre
area of the lake and had a quick
lead about so as not to cause too
much of a disturbance. After
finding a firm, clear spot at about
80 yards I proceeded to clip the
rods up to the mark. I then went
about spreading 2kg of Sticky
Baits Krill and Vor-tex mix boilies
over the area.
As we moved into the
darkness, the fish started to show
themselves in front of a swim to
my left known as the Plate. I
anticipated moving, as the swim
was vacant, but I noticed the
crashes were gradually moving
right, so I decided to stay put and
gamble on them coming over the
baited spot. I turned in fairly
early that night, as I was
shattered from being on
nightshift at work the previous night. At around 12.15am I
had a few bleeps from the receiver, which was blinding me
with the bright blue LEDs glowing on the bivvy table, and
then it gave a slight drop back indication before pulling
back up.
I was out of the bivvy in a flash to find the bobbin at the
top quivering. I picked up the rod and was met with a solid
resistance. I walked back and gained a couple of turns on
the reel before the fish proceeded to flat-rod me and had me
back-winding like never before. It must have stripped 40-50
yards off me, but luckily it headed out slightly left, which
was free of anglers’ lines at the time. I managed to gain
control and put some line back on the reel, and the fish then

plodded around slowly out in open water not really doing a
lot. It then came in under the tip where it suddenly woke up
and fought like stink, crashing through my other rod,
wiping that out and heading down to my right where other
anglers were. I had to clamp down to prevent it wiping out
the guy next door, and luckily she turned and came back
down in front of me and went into the net first time.
Looking in the net with the headtorch, it was clear it was a
good fish and a stunner at that. Upon lifting her out onto the
mat it was more apparent that I was looking at a possible
new personal best. Getting her up onto the scales this was
confirmed, as she spun the needle round to the magical 40lb
mark and settled at 40lb 6oz. I was over the moon – a new PB
and my first UK 40.
Ben Hutt.

Mark Johnson, a local lad from St Ives with the Friendly Common at 41lb 5oz caught on a Cell pop up over 8kg of free
offerings at range in a silt gully between two bars.
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Baz Lloyd - 41lb 2oz “The Long Fish” – Christchurch
I arrived at the lake on the Monday morning only to be told that the lake was fishing really slowly, having only done one fish
in 18 days and no fish in the last nine days. The first couple of nights went by with not much to report, but on the final night
of my session the fish just went crazy and were boshing out all over the lake. The lake was very quiet and only had three
other people on due to it fishing so slowly. I was fishing a swim called the Plate swim. I fished three rods tight to the same
spot and I was confident of a take if the fish switched on. The final morning produced a double take at 6am; the first fish to
grace the net was a very welcome 22lb 6oz common, and the other fish turned out to be one of the A-Team, a fish known as
the Long Fish at 41lb 2oz.

Baz Lloyd - 33lb 4oz “Four Scales” - Christchurch
I arrived on the Monday morning and dropped in to a swim known as the Plate. This is a swim where I know the fish spend a
lot of time at this time of year. I rested the swim all that day and got the bait out (mushed Krill) at around 6pm then got the
rods out just on darkness. The following morning at 8.15 one of the rods was away resulting in a 33lb 4oz mirror known as
Four Scales. I pinged the rod back out and at 10.15 that same rod was away again and a 20lb 14oz mirror came to the net. Two
fish on my first morning – I was buzzing. I rested the swim all day again and did the same as the previous day. This resulted
in three fish through the night – mirrors of 26lb 14oz, 29lb 8oz and a common at 21lb 10oz.
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Scott Sweetman has been caning his Berkshire Syndicate again, this time catching the awesome Crop Tail at 37lb 4oz on
Sticky Krill. Other fish caught included a recapture of Pearly at 38lb and the Leney at 28lb.
(Below) Scott Sweetman – 37lb 12oz, Pearly, Berks club water.
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Old School Carping
Volume 3

The ‘Old School’ series has become one of our most popular sets of books we have ever
published. It appears that, in this fast-moving society we find ourselves more and more
anglers are keen to look back at how things used to be, where it all started, before the
commercialism that now controls our angling, before the ‘sponsored angler’, before
Facebook, the Internet, or even mobile phones! However, did we survive? It certainly was a
very different sort of carp angling to today’s high pace, remote control, Snapchatting,
wannabe blogger’s world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 3 are the anglers we aspired to, the heroes of that bygone
age who were catching carp years ago before the hair rig when not everyone could catch
them quite so easily. So, let’s take a look at what Volume 3 has to offer, and why I consider it
the best yet! But who deserves first mention, that’s the question? Well, let’s start with the
godfather of carping Pete Springate whose chapter ‘Discovering Yeoveney’ with those
amazing brace shots still makes the hair stand on end when I look at them, they really don’t
make them like that anymore. Mile Wilson’s chapter ‘Dick Walker and Me’ looks back to their
meeting, an exchange of ideas.
Savay Discovered by John Harry looks back to when John first set his eyes on the lake where
he would end up spending most of his life. My Time on Rodney by John Pope is the first of
two chapters by John looking back to his time on this Boyer Leisure venue which was making
headlines in the 1970s and 1960s before the fish were transferred to Harefield.
His second capture deals with his affair at Walthamstow Reservoirs in the eighties. Frank
Haskett may be remembered for his capture of a massive carp from the Yateley Copse Lake,
fish which inspired both Ritchie McDonald and Terry Hearn to fish there. Sadly, the fish was
never seen again. Duncan Kay was king of the bait scene in the seventies and eighties, his
chapter on bait advice still holds true to this day.
Speaking of bait, yet another bait guru was John Baker, from the next decade
to this day Johns love of bait has not only been a passion but a big part
of his life, John’s chapter makes interesting reading. Two chapters from
from Rob Maylin of their friendship plus farewell messages from dozens of
Kevin Maddocks in this volume, the first is on Ashlea Pool which Kevin
Rogers friends.
and Vic Gillings dominated way back. I remember seeing the film they
Len Arbury Passes by Derek Stritton was written just after Len left us
made at Ashlea at one or two of the shows back in the early eighties,
with kind words from his good friend Derek. Laughing Waters 1964 by
awesome at the time and still well worth seeing if you get the chance.
Bruce Ashby was written a couple of months before Bruce died of prostate
Kevin’s second chapter is a thought-provoking piece, so relevant in
cancer, some great memories and images from one of this country's
today's carp scene and asks the question " Are we just going through the
greatest and well-loved anglers.
motions".
The Start of Something by Wayne Grant takes a look back to what got
Darenth The Early Years by Steve Briggs looks back to the days when
Wayne started in this life changing hobby. In Pursuit of a Twenty Pounder
Richworth Tutti's took this venue to town. It just proved what was possible
by Dave Lane is the story of a part of carp fishing that us old timers all went
with what was nothing special as far as bait goes but if everyone piled it
through, it seems unbelievable today but the hunt for tour first twenty
in, the fish became obsessed. Jim Gibbinson was the top carp angler in
pounder sometimes took years of hard work.
the UK in his day, not only a great carper but an outstanding writer too,
Andy Little's name came to the forefront when he joined the first ever
writing a host of best sellers.
syndicate at the famous Savay Lake. His long-range tactics earned him
His chapter in this book looks at the carp scene at the time and
instant success, that combined with the first ever boillies and side hooking
dissects the best and the worst of carp angling. Gerry Savage was another
rig. Mike Oyez was yet another big name of the 70s and 80s not only a
big name at the same time as Jim, he was the angler who brought the
prolific catcher but a fishery owner too, his chapter looks back at these
first high protein carp bait to the high street, HI-Pro was its name. Gerry's
times with a sarcastic eye.
chapter epitomises the carp world as it was in the 1970s.
Finally, what has become a favourite section of these books our Old
Staines in the Early Days by Ritchie McDonald tells the story of
School Scrapbook, filled with images from a bygone age.
Longfield AKA Fox Pool before it was known and became a circuit water
It seems unbelievable that so many icons can possibly appear
for carp hunters up and down the country. We have lost several wellin one volume! now perhaps you too will see why in my
known carp anglers in the last year and we honour two in this volume.
opening lines I described Volume 3 as the best yet! I
Roger Smith Remembered by Rob Maylin and Friends contains memories
hope you enjoy, and please let me know if you agree?
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Burghfield
Braces
By Ed Betteridge

The rods remained so motionless for most of the spring that ivy grew in the butt ring.
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M

y spring campaign
on
Burghfield didn’t go as I had
hoped. I had
racked up
around 15 nights for one bite, yet I felt
that I had fished the water as well as
I could. Various commitments meant
that I didn’t wet a line in Burghfield
for around four weeks from the end of
June, and on my return I noticed the
situation had changed slightly. The
banks were quieter and they seemed
less trodden, which gave me hope
that the fish might drift into the fishable areas because of the reduced
pressure. Also the weed had grown to
the surface in certain places, which
I’m sure made the areas more attractive to the carp as well as to hide the
anglers’ lines that were still fishing
the areas. I didn’t see any fish on my
first walk round in either the fishable
or non-fishable areas, which was surprising because it was a hot sunny
day, but in hindsight I think at 30 it
was a little too hot in the upper layers.
So despite the lack of sightings I
felt confident that the passing swim
that I had chosen would have a few
fish in its water or at least nearby. I
really liked the look of the weedbed
that had come to the surface to the
right of the swim, and I also liked that
this weedbed was in the route of the
speedboat and jet skis. This wasn’t
brilliant for getting a bite in the day as
the boat sped past in the shallowish
water, but I felt that the stirred up
water would be highly oxygenated,
which would be a big draw to the fish
due to the high pressured, hot, sunny
and oppressive weather. I’m sure the
fish would back off the boat run in the
day once the first water skier had
made their appearance, but I was
confident that they would move back
into the weedy, highly oxygenated
water in the late evening and stay
there until midmorning, which suited
me because that was bite time.
As I waded out to cast the first rod
I could feel the change in water temperature from the tropical heat of the
top 12 inches, dropping to a no doubt
more bearable level below that. This
explained the lack of sightings on my
initial walk round; the upper layers

were just too warm for the fish to feel
comfortable in. This theory was compounded at dusk once the bright sun
stopped heating the upper layers, and
I saw my first fish of the day bow
waving through the swim, which was
shortly followed by another, and
another. In fact the darker it got the
more fish seem to hit the surface. Just
before it hit pitch black I repositioned
a rod to an area that I knew was clear
of weed and that the fish seemed to
be using frequently.
I retired to bed at around midnight,
feeling very confident of a bite from
the many cruising carp in the swim,

and at 3am (just before dawn) I
received a bite on the repositioned
rod. The take was an absolute
screamer, but I think the fish had used
most of its energy in this run, because
the fight was very uneventful; in fact
if it hadn’t have been for the aggressive bite I would have thought it was
a tench! I convinced myself I was
attached to a low double that I had
seen in the spring, so I was a little surprised when I slipped the net under a
22lb 4oz mirror. As soon as the sun
rose the fish were yet again on the
surface; in fact I think they were probably on the top all night and bow

(Top) Rods out at range.
(Right) 22lb 4oz from a little spot
where I saw the carp cruising.
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(Above) Greys 7ft stalking rod out in a
little gap.
(Bottom) Rods out and one in the
floatation sling.

waving around in the darkness. I was
quietly confident for another bite in
the morning, but the speedboat came
out very early at around 7:30am and
scuppered my chances for the day.
After the boat had finished at around
9pm I repositioned all three rods,
ready for the night. As dawn threatened the following morning the same
rod was away again. The bite was
once again fast and aggressive, but as
soon as I lifted into the fish I felt the
hook bump out of its mouth, the fish
was gone, and I was left feeling a little
gutted.
As the morning wore on, I noticed a
few fish bow waving in the surface
weed, and there was plenty of bubbling going on in between the weed
too, which indicated there were a few
fish about. I had previously searched
for a clear spots in this area without
avail. Even the large gravel spot that I
had found the previous year had
weeded over, so I opted to fish a long
running chod into the high weed. I
quickly adjusted the chod rig I was
using to fish in the deeper weed by
moving the top bead to around 6ft
from the newly attached 1oz lead. I
flicked it out to edge of the surface
weed, and as soon as the lead hit the
water I dropped the rod so that the
lead fell vertically, giving the rig the
best chance of sitting on top of the
weed. I sunk the line as carefully as
possible and left the line slack. Neither the cast nor the line in the water
seemed to bother the carp, because
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they were soon bow waving over the
rig. I’m not a massive fan of fishing in
deep weed because it doesn’t take
much to ruin a presentation; it’s quite
easy to over-tighten the line and draw
the rig into the weed or for the hook
point to find a stem and render itself
ineffective.
Every time a fish drifted near the rig
and I didn’t receive a bite I started to
wonder if something was wrong and
if it would be best to redo the rod. In
the end I convinced myself that a
recast would only lessen my chances,
so I decided to retire to the bivvy and
not watch what was going on. I just
hoped that the speedboat would be
out later than the previous morning to
give me a bigger window to catch in.
The boat obliged and at 8am so did a
carp. I had just drifted off to sleep to
top up on the three hours per night
that I was getting when the alarm

sounded. I was straight on the rod to
see bow waves shooting off in all
directions; one was obviously the
hooked fish and the others were
spooked by the panicked carp with a
sore lip. I lifted into the bite as the fish
tore off at a very fast rate; I actually
burnt my finger on the line as I tried
to slow the spool.
The fish kited/ran away from the
thick surface weed, which was fortunate, but the fight was far from over. It
had an amazing turn of speed and
took several yards of line off the
clutch on three or four different runs,
but just as I thought I was starting to
get it under control, it kited to my
right and went tight into my own
bank and picked up a small branch.
But after a short wade, I managed to
bundle the fish and branch into the
net. In contrast to the previous fish,
with the fight I had received, I was
expecting it to be a lot bigger than it
was. But it was a nice leathery looking fish at 24lb 12oz and another
Burghfield carp! After a very tough
spring I was more than happy with
three bites in a session, and it instilled
a lot of confidence for future sessions.
So I introduced the rest of the bait I
had left over on the three areas that I
had found in the hope of getting the
fish confident on the bait.
The following week I was back
down and with the weather conditions the same as the previous week,
and I was keen to get back in the
same swim. I was happy to see it was
free, and I didn’t see anything anywhere else, so I barrowed my gear
through the gauntlet of brambles,
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More Thames Carping
By Rob Maylin and friends

Thames Carping was our best-selling book of 2019 and for a good reason. The Thames
has everything a carp angler could possibly want, plenty of water, it’s the biggest carp
water in the country, unknown stock, a stock which increases every time we have a flood,
an element of the unknown (getting more known), very rare in today’s carp scene where
every carp is flogged, logged ,blogged and caught by an endless stream of bounty
hunters.
Yes, the Thames really is the last frontier to be fully exploited. Thames carp anglers
have many attributes of old school carping, stealthy, secretive and not bothered at all by
the size of what they catch, although, like the old school, still hoping it’s the fish of a life
time when the buzzer shrieks out!
For Thames carpers the build-up too is very old school, they still have the close
season, so this time is not wasted, as it was not years ago, recce’s, baiting up, getting
baits established, building up swims, while always being conscious that to be discovered
would be the end of their hard work, so coming and going discreetly, under cover of
darkness, a covert operation. Their cards held tightly to their chests. And this is why of
course that books on Thames carping are so rare and so readable.
You see within these pages are their secrets revealed for all to see. Not blatant, no
map grids in longitude and latitude to the latest hot spots but within the lines, read only
by anglers who know what to look for. A clue here, a landmark there. All part of the
ultimate jigsaw. So why do these secretive anglers choose to write, well simply because I
ask them.
Sometimes over several years. Most eventually agree, I am persuasive, arguing at
their catches need to be documented and be part of the history books for years to come.
Which is true, and why they do it. Not for money, to promote something or even selfgratification but to be part of our great angling heritage. So that their kids and grandkids
can look back and say “look! there’s grandad with a beautiful Thames Carp. He would
spend hundreds, even thousands of hours fishing for them.
So, here’s what we have, and may I say you will not be disappointed. Some truly
amazing Thames carp, from different stretches, some urban some rural, some well in
land and some tidal, but all from the amazing’ Old Father Thames’.

Let’s start with Ash Geden, who takes the cover positions again. His 2018-19 season
made riveting reading in book one. In this volume he is back for his 2019-2020 season
with equally incredible results. Many huge carp, several over forty, the front cover
leviathan being totally new. He is a great river angler with a gift for writing, you will love
his next instalment. Simon Rumsey has been on a journey while fishing the Thames, like
many I suppose, in search of a thirty, or even bigger!
Andrew Sadler has discovered some Thames secrets during his many years on the
Thames, for you the reader, he divulges all. Graham Stevens is a Thames stalwart, having
written several articles in Big Carp and a couple of chapters in the first Thames bool he is
back in this volume to tell you how he does it. A technical A-Z for all to learn from, novice
or expert Graham has some edges for you all.
The Teddington Tank by Vince Humphreys is a chapter about a huge common, that
fish of a life time that he freely admits was totally unexpected, but that’s the beauty of
the Thames.
Thames common by Mark Cook, yes, a there’s a theme developing here, A huge
Thames common, one never to be forgotten. River Thames, Same swim, Same carp … 6
months apart by Christopher Stockley is a great account which proves how territorial
even Thames carp can be. My Love for the Tidal Thames a Brief History, By Roger Baker. Is
a trip down memory lane for all those who like the history chapters? Thirty years on the
Tidal, some huge carp too. One of my favourite Thames stories yet.
A Thames Monster featuring Pete The Pirate, is pretty self-explanatory, while prolific
Thames carp catcher Danny Boy Hill, shows us just what’s possible with a breath-taking
gallery of Thames specimens. Add to these life history articles on the Thames by Jason
Townsend, Ben Frewin, Mark Anthony, Vince Humphries, Tom James and constantan
Thames carp catch ‘The Thames Warrior’ it’s obvious that this book is another must read
for not only river anglers but al carp anglers interested in something a bit different from
the norm. A book you will read over and over again. History in the making, our UK
heritage of Thames carp.

Rob Maylin
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(Above) 24lb 12oz leathery one with
an immense turn of speed.
(Bottom) The paths around
Burghfield are a bit prickly at times,
but worth the gauntlet run to get on
the fish.

thorns, nettles and undulating
ground. I got to the swim sweating in
the sweltering heat with blood all
over my arms from the multitude of
scratches. I positioned the hook baits
the same as the week before, but
despite expecting a pre-dawn bite, I
woke up fishless. From the moment I
got up I could see fish milling about
on or just under the surface, but at
6:30am I received a phone call from
Zoe telling me the kids had played up
all night and she had to go to work on
two hours’ sleep, so I promised I
would return home later that day.
I was gutted to pack up when I was
on fish, but I decided to make the
most of it and try to get a bite in the
few hours that I had left. There were a
lot of fish in the surface weed again,
so I positioned my long running chod
closer to the dense weed – I don’t like
fishing too close to it at night and prefer to drop a little shorter to give more
reaction time. Within 30 minutes of
the recast I had a bite, but unfortunately the hook pulled soon after I
picked up the rod. I was a little gutted, but the long running chod isn’t
the best hooking rig, so these things
can happen. Just after repositioning
the chod, I received a bite on the long
rod fished on a small gravel spot
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amongst the weed, but unfortunately
a tench was the culprit. I debated
whether it was worth recasting it, but
I decided it was worth a go so I
clipped the rod up the desired length
and hit it back out to the spot.
By 10:30 I had most of my gear
packed down and I stood in the little
side gap watching a few fish milling
around in the weed near the chod rig,
when my receiver let out a few beeps
from the long rod. I quickly made my
way to the side of the rod to see the
bobbin holding tight to the rod butt.
Because of the previous bite I
assumed a tench was again the culprit, but just as I was about to pick the
rod up, the line pulled out of the clip
and the spool started to fizz, which
indicated something a bit bigger than
a tench. In the fight the carp wallowed from weedbed to weedbed,
and it took me 20 minutes to get the
fish plus weedbed closer to the bank.
I got it within 30 yards out when it
kicked on the surface, shedding the
weed, and I could see it
was a good fish. It then
started kiting to a big
snag that it was level
with. This snag was
quite nasty and the
remnants of a large tree
stump, so I knew I
needed to turn the fish
away. I dropped the rod
to the right and applied
a little more pressure, at
which point the line fell
slack as the hook

pulled! I hurled the rod into the
bushes, gutted at the second loss of
the morning, and even more downhearted at having to go home early
when the fish were having it. It’s an
understatement to say that the kids
got a right rollicking that evening!
I managed to wangle another night
later in the week. A 270-mile round
trip is a long way to go for a single
night, but I was confident of a bite so
I thought the effort worthwhile. The
bite I was so sure would happen
occurred at 2am. The fish weeded me
up quickly and I tried the usual tricks
of slack line and constant pressure,
but eventually I was cut off! I’m not
sure by what; it must have been mussels in the weed, but whatever it was
left me completely downhearted. I
had done the hard work of finding the
fish and got them to pick up a hookbait, but to suffer four losses out of six
bites in four nights’ fishing was a little
soul destroying!
My next chance to get on the lake
was ten days later. I managed to drop
back in the same swim again, but it
was evident after a few hours that the
fish weren’t present. Normally I
would have gone on the search for
them, but I had my six-year-old lad,
Jamie with me so I couldn’t really
drag him through countless nettles
and brambles in search of a carp only
to have to pack down and move two
people’s kit. So we stayed put in the
swim and I tried, and failed, to catch
Jamie a frog! The following week I
once again had Jamie in tow, but after
a quick look at Burghfield I decided
against fishing there and dropped on
a lake nearby with no brambles or
nettles to wade through, just a nice
grassy area with a five-a-side football
pitch behind the swim, which came
in very useful in entertaining Jamie…
and me if the truth be told! Unsurprisingly, I blanked again, but I did end up
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(Above) A very welcome fish, but not
the best looker.
(Below left) The big girl dwarfs the
double next to her!
(Below right) The Burghfield
Common is an immense carp and one
of the best around, but did I get a
chance with her?

taking Jamie on a completely
unselfish trip to a park that has loads
of kids’ attractions. I think the name
of the park was Wellington Country
Park, or something like that… like I
said, the little trip was purely for
Jamie’s benefit…
The following week I was on my
own again, and I had decided to look
positively on the previous action, after

all I had done something well to get
the six bites in the first place. I got
there Sunday morning and by the
evening I was at a loss for where to
fish. I had seen a couple of small fish
in the shallows, and two more in the
bottom of a bay. I knew that the fish
in the shallows would move out at
night and thought the fish in the bay
might do too. So I was all set for setting up in the passing swim where I
had six bites, until I noticed the tents
up on the boat club’s lawn. This
meant that the speedboats and water
skiers would be out early in the morning. This made my mind up to drop
into the bottom of the bay where I
saw the two fish and hope they hung
around for the night.

I got the rods out just on dusk; they
were both dropped right in close in
the gravelly margins. I had been baiting this spot amongst others since
the start of my 2013 campaign, so I
thought I would be in with a chance
despite the nearest sighting of the
fish being 30 yards away. The fish
were hanging around in thick weed
and I really didn’t want to be leading
around on top of them, so I stuck to
the spots I knew, hoping that they
would visit the bait. As the full moon
rose and a good fish crashed in the
bay, I knew I had made the right swim
choice. The condition looked good for
a chunk, and I felt I was right in the
big common’s territory, so I chilled
out with a glass or two of wine in
hopeful expectation.
Although I was hopeful of a bite I
was taken by surprise at about 10pm
when I received an absolute screaming take. For the line to be disappearing so quickly off the tight clutch
there was no doubt in my mind that a
carp was the culprit. I grabbed the
net and made my way down to the
rod. The fish had used most of its
energy up in the take and I managed
to steer it away from the snags and
into the net without too much trouble.
I peered into the net, and although I
was really pleased to bank a carp,
especially from a new area, I was a little disappointed with this fish – not at
the weight of 26lb, but at the looks of
the fish. It was a bit of a short, fat,
mutant of a carp, and the photo is of
the best side! The lake contains some
stunning old fish as well as some
other fish that are around 20 years old,
most of which are good looking, but
unfortunately there are a couple that
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aren’t the kindest on the eye. I suppose the different strains makes the
fishing a little more interesting,
because I am never sure which fish or
strain of fish I’m attached to until I get
it in close. I got the rod back out but I
didn’t receive any more action,
except for a tench in the early hours.
I stayed in bed for as long as I could
the following morning, because I
wanted to create as little disturbance
as possible, but that peace was interrupted when someone ran past the
back of my bivvy! The path that I was
on is a winding track that separates
the channels and bays and leads to
nowhere, so I was a little surprised to
hear heavy footsteps from the path
that is only ever used by anglers. It
turns out it was a jogger that was
completely lost in the maze of paths,
and it seems he had been going
round in circles for a while, so I gave
him a few directions and he set back
off the other way. He wasn’t the only
lost jogger and walker that I encountered that summer; I met three others
that were very pleased to see me, or
should I say someone that knew the
labyrinth of paths around the dog-leg
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area.
As the sun grew stronger in the sky
I saw the odd fish in the bay. They
would float up to the surface amongst
the weed, cruise for a few yards and
then drop down to the deck, and a
plume of bubbles would erupt on the
surface. By mid-afternoon the fish had
given up feeding and were just content with basking on the surface, and
I could see what was in the bay. There

(Top) Rods tucked away.
(Below) 30lb 2oz, a very welcome
carp, but not the one I was hoping it
would be.

were five fish in total; three of which
were hanging around together. There
was a mid to upper 20 and two low
30s. These fish were never too far
away from each other and seemed
content to hang around in the thick-
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Urban Baits Nutcracker
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A massive thumbs up to our great
friend Terry Dempsey for providing an
awesome NEW monthly competition
And it could not be easier to win this fantastic Urban
Baits Nutcracker Session Pack which contains 5kg
of 18mm Nutcracker Boillies (RRP £37.50) and a tub
of Nutcracker Pop-ups (RRP £6.49), perfect for an
early season session.
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est of the weedbeds. Another fish was
a mid double, which spent a little bit
of time with the group of three fish,
but more time following the fifth fish
around, which appeared to be a bit of
a loner. But more importantly it was a
chunk of a fish!
I must admit I had suspicions of
which fish it might be from the start,
but it wasn’t until I got a clear view of
it as it drifted out of the light glare and
into a dark shady patch that I saw it
was a common. It then cruised slowly
past and even joined the other fish
making a shoal of five for a short time
before going its separate way again.
From my lofty perch of 20 yards away
I had a clear view of it as it sat next to
the two 30s, and it absolutely dwarfed
them! It was much longer than the
other fish and the width across its
back was immense. It wasn’t quite
twice the size of the 30s, but it wasn’t
far off! There was no doubt in my
mind that I was looking at the biggest
fish in the lake and one of the most
sought after fish in the country, the
Burghfield Common! I had seen the
odd fleeting glance of a big shadow in
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the past on the water that I thought
might be her, but this was the first
time I was sure. To think that she is
over 50 years old and has only been
banked nine times really instils how
tricky she is to capture, and I have to
admit I was a little overawed to just
see her, especially with a hookbait
only 30 yards away!
I watched those fish for most of the
day, and I barely slept that night in
expectation. I didn’t get any action
until 3am, when I had a series of
bleeps, but assumed it was a liner or a
rat running into the bobbin. I made
my way carefully and quietly down to
the rod so as not to disturb the margin
spots, and I could see the indicator
was off and the line was out of the
clip. I picked up the rod and wound in
to find my lead had been ejected and
the line was coming from a different
angle; I’d had a bite! Because the area
was snaggy and weedy, I had turned
my clutch up tightly to stop the fish
running too far, but instead of the fish
running down the margin like I had
expected, it had kited straight out in
front of me, so with a combination of

the tight clutch, the rod pointed
straight at the hooked fish and the
low stretch of the fluorocarbon line,
there was no give. If the fish had
wanted to go on a powerful run then
it still could have taken line, but I
think what happened was that it had
just banged its head and with nothing
to absorb the lunge the hook must
have dislodged. I hate any missed
opportunity, but when I know the big
girl is in the swim it was really gutting!
Although I didn’t hold too much
hope of another bite, I reposition the
rod. This time I turned the clutch a lot
lower and raised the rod tips in the air
so there would always be a slight
bend in the rod no matter which
direction a fish ran. The downside to
this was that I had to give a lot more
slack line out to get the line hugging
the deck. To my surprise I received
another bite at dawn. It was one of
the fastest takes I have received,
stripping line from my clutch after it
had no doubt built up a head of steam
from the slack line. Due to tripping
over the undergrowth I didn’t get on
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Part of a morning brace of 30s, 31lb 8oz.

the rod as quickly as I wanted to, and
the take stopped the second I picked
the rod up as the fish buried itself in
weed. It had made a very good job of
weeding itself, and I had to exert a lot
pressure to get it moving. I must
admit I didn’t feel a single kick once I
got it moving, and I thought it must
have shed the hook.
As the weedbed came into view I
could see it wasn’t very big, so in my
disappointment at thinking I had lost
the fish, I banked the weedbed and
started parting the weed. To my surprise I found a carp’s flank! I now had
a bit of an issue; I had not pulled it
over the net and I knew as soon as the
fish saw daylight it would no doubt
make a bid for freedom, so I grabbed
the net and managed to force it under
the weeded fish. Because of the small
size of the weedbed, I assumed I had
hooked the double, which kind of
made sense with the speed of the run.
But once I lifted the weight onto the
unhooking mat I parted the weed, I
could see there was a lot more fish
than weed, and I was really pleased to

see I had banked a deep-bodied 30lb
2oz mirror.
After doing the photos and returning the fish I was left to reflect on the
session. I was pleased with the 30
and the fact that I had estimated its
weight correctly in the water. But the
other aborted bite was playing on my
mind. The two 30s and mid 20 were
hanging around together, so it stood
to reason that they probably fed
together, and if it had been one of
those that had give the first bite, then
I’m sure they would have spooked out
of the swim, or at least not fed there
again for a while. So what was that
first bite? Was it the Burghfield Common? Or its bodyguard double? I suppose I will never know for sure, but it
didn’t stop it playing on my mind!
The following week I couldn’t get
back in the swim because a couple of
other anglers had found a few fish in
the bay. I’m not sure how many fish
were in the bay or if the big girl was
present, but I was later told she
wasn’t, which only intrigued me more
about the aborted take. But there was

no point worrying about it; I needed
to find some fish to angle for elsewhere in the lake. I did find a couple
of fish moving between the bay I
fished the previous week and the bay
next to it, but I decided to leave the
other two anglers to it and not put
any more pressure on that group of
fish. After I had spent the entire day
walking the banks without seeing a
great deal, I dropped in the base of a
bay at the opposite end of the lake
where I had seen one fish briefly bow
wave from one surface patch of weed
to another. That fish must have been
a loner, or if it was a small group of
fish they must have left the bay,
because I saw nothing that night or
the following morning.
I wrapped up the kit at 10am and
again spent the day walking round
looking for signs, but I saw nothing at
all, so I dropped in an open water
swim for the night, which controlled a
huge expanse of the lake, but again
nothing showed at night or the following morning despite watching the
water intently. Due to Zoe being
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A very spawned-out 34lb 4oz mirror.

between jobs at the time I could do a
third night without worrying about
childcare. I must admit I nearly didn’t
take it, but I decided to drop into a
swim I had been baiting heavily for a
couple of weeks. I was introducing
bait at the start and end of each session, so I had put out a few kilos of
Hybrid boilies a couple of days previously, the plan being to keep the
swim rested (unless I saw something
in there) until the following week. I
had seen nothing on any of my walks
round to suggest the carp were in
that area, but I had nothing else to go
on, so I dropped in for the night.
I cast two rods to the small spot at
long range and followed them with
about 1.5kg of boilies. I saw/heard
nothing show that night, and I was
awake at dawn, yet nothing showed
except for a few tench in close. Then
after an hour and a half of daylight, I
saw a large disturbance near the
baited spot, so I watched the spot
intensely to see a carp stick its head
out ten minutes later right over the
hookbaits. My confidence soared and
for the next few minutes I was on
edge waiting for the alarm to signal a
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bite, and fifteen minutes later it
obliged, as the bobbin cracked into
the rod butt, line pulled from the clip
and the spool fizzed. I was on the rod
straight away, but the fish only
remained weed free for a few seconds
before everything went solid.
I kept the rod bent at a comfortable
arch for a minute or so before increasing the pressure by walking backwards. First of all I thought I was just
taking the stretch out of the line, but
after a dozen or so paces I knew I had
the weedbed slowly moving. It took
me a while to get the mass of weed
close in, and just as I was about to
guide the tangle of green into the net,
the fish kicked and dived deep, leaving the weed on the line. This made
the fight very awkward because the
fish could pivot on the huge mass of
weed, and every time I gained line I
only managed to pull the fish back
into the weedbed, only for it to power
off again.
This was made worse by the fact
that I could see that it was a very long
fish and the biggest I had hooked
from the lake this season. After three
or four more bids for freedom I man-

aged to bundle the fish and the weed
into the waiting net. I took a quick
look at the fish to see it indeed was
very long but not very deep, and it felt
hollow, like it had not long spawned
out. I unhooked it in the net, put a
fresh rig on and cast it back to the
spot before I weighed the fish at 34lb
4oz and did a few self-takes. I was
over the moon with that fish; it was
really long and dark with a couple of
scales down one flank. The prebaiting
effort had paid off.
Forty minutes after the first bite I
received another on the recast rod.
The fight was more or less the same,
and it weeded me after a few seconds, but this time it kicked completely clear of the weed in close and
charged up and down the margin
staying low in the water. Each time I
had to steer it round the floating
weed it had recently kicked free from.
But after a couple of minutes I managed to slip the net under my second
30 of the morning. This fish was the
complete opposite to the first one;
deep bodied and pale, yet at a weight
of 31lb 8oz. I was really pleased with
my first brace of Burghfield 30s. n

CARPING AFTER-CUT
At last, the third book from the UK’s most prolific catcher, Jim Shelley.
Following in the footsteps of his sellout second book, Carping Re-Cut, this book
documents Jim’s fishing over the last few incredible years. No one comes within
light years of Jim’s captures over this time with numerous 50-pluses from some
very testing venues and a shed full of backup 30s and 40s.
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Here is what Jim
had to say…
“My new book is finally
here, ‘Carping AFTERCUT’, after spending
hundreds of hours
writing it bankside.
Come join me in the
next installment
detailing my highs and
lows over the last few
years, starting from
Charnwood, Ellis,
Dinton, Fen, Swavesey,
Woolpack, Bayeswater,
Sutton, Buchan plus
some poaching for good
measure.
Like ‘Carping RE-CUT’,
there will be plenty
going on to keep you
gagging for more.”
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Buy it here with paypal: www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk
or pay by card on our ORDER HOTLINE 01252 373658
Order NOW – don’t delay! This book will sell out fast, as the print run was only
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Silvermere
By James Hawkey

Silvermere Lake.
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Silvermere

The Obsession

I

first became interested in fishing Silvermere back in 2001. I
was nineteen years old, had
caught a few twenty pound
carp, and had just enrolled on
a two-year fishery management course at Sparsholt College. I
h a d j u s t f i n i s h e d r e a d i n g Te r r y
H e a r n ’s b o o k “ I n P u r s u i t o f t h e
Largest.” It is fair to say that from the
second I finished reading I became
absolutely, entirely, and completely
obsessed with catching my first
“big’un”. I had all the gear, and some
idea, but that didn’t matter to me
because I was going to make up for
my lack of experience with a hunger
for knowledge and rakes of enthusiasm.
The hunt was on, and finding a
venue was no problem; Silvermere
was featured in the book. It was situated on a golf course only a few miles
away from home in Surrey, and also
only an hour’s drive from my digs at
Sparsholt making midweek
overnighters possible. I discovered
that there were three carp over thirty
pounds, the largest of which was Polo
at 37lbs. There were only 15 carp in
the lake and it had a reputation of
being a bit tricky, so I bought a ticket
and waited for it to arrive. In the
meantime I did a few recon trips, and
I asked the anglers about rigs, bait,
and the stock. It turned out that Silvermere was full of small bream, so
big baits seemed to be the common
tactic. I purchased 20kg of Mainline
Assassin-8 in the largest size I could
find and prepared myself with rigs. I
tied up leadcore helicopter leaders
and Snakebite hooklinks, all of which
were of course… copied straight out
of Tel’s book! The only difference in
the Silvermere setup now is that due
to the depth of silt the rubber stopper
bead is fished 12-15 inches up the
leadcore with plenty of dissolving
foam on the hook. This creates a chod
rig effect allowing the lead to sink
into the silt; the hooklink finds its own
depth and lies flat in the upper layers
of silty soup. (These rigs are still what
I use for 75% of my fishing today
although there have been improvements in the materials available… “If
it ain’t broken, don’t fix it!”).

spot that was known to produce fish.
I applied two kilos of accurately catapulted 24mm boilies between two
spots and cast out. It must only have
been a couple of minutes before the
bobbin began a merry dance up and
down, signalling the first of many
bream to come! The Silvermere
bream it seemed were able to hook
themselves regardless of bait size and
there must be tons of them. My first
two seasons consisted of large bream
hauls and sleepless midweek
overnighters. None of the tricks
seemed to hold these bream off, not
salt or chilli, not even going up to
28mm boilies. I had tried a few different baits over two seasons and still no
carp on the bank. I was undeterred
and more obsessed than ever; my college attendance had begun to suffer
and more blanks simply meant I
needed to fish more nights to put
myself in the right place at the right
time.
Going into the winter of 2003/2004
I was even more determined to catch
one. What’s more things had changed
around the lake. Whitescale had overtaken Polo as the largest resident and
was predicted to go 40lb-plus for the
first time. This saw an influx of topdrawer anglers from the Car Park
Lake and other high profile venues...
now making “my lake” their home! So
I gritted my teeth and joined them for
a gruelling winter of overnighters
come rain snow or shine. It was going
to happen; I had dreamt of it happening again and again! I remember
telling everyone, “Tonight’s the
night.” I would say this every night,
and I actually believed it! I had fished

30 overnighters throughout January
and February, all from the Goose
Swim, baiting the clubhouse patio
bank heavily with Assassin-8 boilies,
but still nothing.
Ben Hamilton was full-timing the H
swim; Steve Mogford was also fishing
most of the time; Barry Hearn was on
it, and even Terry Hearn himself had
come and thrown out a line! Fishing
alongside these guys was in hindsight an advantage; it pushed me
harder, fed my obsession further, and
also opened doors.- Ben Hamilton
introduced me to the guys at Atomic,
a new company back then with the
best leads on the market to date. I
was given a bag full to use and show
around to the lads at college, and I
was given the odd packet of hooks
and other small tackle items as well.
The push at the end of the season
was all or nothing, and I was in it to
win it. I was on a three-week work
placement for Sparsholt College
beginning in March 2004. It just so
happened that I had scored a placement at RMC Angling with Viv Shears
based at the famous Horton Lodge.
We had a cabin to stay in with beds,
and we were allowed to fish
Kingsmead and hang out in the lodge
with the anglers. Of course I drove to
Silvermere every single night!
The closed season begins on the
24th March, and it was now Thursday
the 18th of March, I turned up at the
lake around 10pm as I had gone home
for dinner after work. I began to push
my barrow round to Goose when I
saw a headlight illuminate the swim...
Mogford had moved in. What to do? I
stood scratching my head. There was

Whitescale
It was mid-September and I arrived
for my first ever session on the lake. I
set up in the swim known as the
Goose, from which you could cast
across to the Inn on the Lake (a large
restaurant and clubhouse). It was a

My Silvermere silt rig bottom bait chod effect.
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a storm brewing; high winds, heavy
rain, and it was mild coming from the
southwest. The pressure had dropped
right out and I wanted to watch for
fish moving, but I had to get my rods
out and get my head down. I settled
for the social bank where there was a
no-bivvy policy in place. I put up my
Trakker Armadillo, thinking that I
would be gone before anyone noticed
as the bar staff turn up after first light.
I had a couple of kilos of 14mm Ocean
Fresh tutti frutti boilies in the car that
had been given to me to try by Collin
Davidson, and I decided now was as
good a time as any to try them. They
seemed attractive and I was looking
for only one bite. I catapulted out both
bags with my rods by my side ready
to chuck out. Predictably the swans
were on my drip fed boilies immediately, and they served as an excellent
marker float. I cast one rod to the
right of them, put a few more boilies
out with the catapult to get their
heads back down, and splash,
another rod to the left of them. The
trap was set.
I awoke at 4am to the sound of my

Whitescale, 39lb 4oz.
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Delkim screaming out a blistering
run. As I wrestled out of my sleeping
bag I was saying to myself over and
over, “This is it, this is it,” and it was.
I bent into a heavy fish and proceeded
with caution as the silty nature of the
lake causes the lips to remain soft; I
wasn’t losing this after all it had taken
to get her. I played the fish steadily for
20 minutes and finally was able to lift
the head to the surface and slip the
net under my prize. I was looking
down at the biggest carp I had ever
seen; it looked enormous in the dim
light of my head torch, which was
running out of batteries. I couldn’t be
certain which fish it was in this light
so secured my net at the front of the
swim and sprinted round to wake Ben
Hamilton and Steve Mogford, Back in
my swim the three of us peered down
as I raised the net slowly…
“WHITESCAAAAAAAAAALE!” I
had done it; the big girl at 39lb 4oz.
Words cannot describe the emotional
level of my ecstasy. All of that effort
and here was the reward. I was in
shock. Steve Mogford took the pictures, and I returned to Horton Lodge

to go to work, where I was greeted by
a smiling Terry Hearn who came to
unlock the gate for me. He shook my
hand and said, “Well done, mate.”

Polo
I had spent three seasons waiting
for my turn, and now it had come I felt
not relief from my obsession, but the
opposite; it became more intense –
the journey had only just begun… I
had the caught the big fish bug, and I
had caught it bad! After the capture
of Whitescale I immediately turned
my full attention to another wellknown big’un. I was now on my first
year of the fisheries science and
aquaculture BSc degree programme
at Sparsholt College... It was no
longer acceptable to use a diary and a
calculator to turn in precisely 40%
attendance, and also the workload
was heavy. Needless to say, I carried
on fishing regardless, managing four
overnighters most weeks plus some
weekends, and I vowed to study double hard in the second year.
Summer finally came around, and I
returned to Surrey with big news on
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Old School Carping
Volume 2

A bygone age, many would say the
good old days, a time long ago before
Facebook, the Internet, or even
mobile phones!! However did we
survive? It certainly was a very
different sort of carp angling to
today’s high pace, remote control,
Snapchatting, wannabe blogger’s
world we find ourselves in.
Our contributors to volume 2 are the
anglers we aspired to, the heroes of
that bygone age who were catching
carp years ago before the hair rig
when not everyone could catch them
quite so easily. Bruce Ashby is haulin'
on Laughing Waters, Leybourne as it
became known. He and Mike Harris
were prolific catchers in the sixties,
with not a boilie or a hair rig in sight.
Jim Gibbinson was more than a
legend – a god some would say –
from an age gone by. Rod
Hutchinson… well, what can you say
about this carping genius that has not
been said before? His fishing and writing have entertained
us for over a quarter of a century. Ritchie McDonald was
way ahead of his time, the original pursuer of the largest.
Kevin Maddocks was the man who unlocked the secrets
of carp fishing to the masses, the angler who made carp
fishing commercial and astounded us with his catches 40
years ago and gave the world Carp Fever! Stevie Briggs
has seen the changes firsthand from his early days in the
Kent hotbed to globetrotting in search of the biggest it has
to hold. Also there is a tribute in this book to the late,
great Vic Gillings from Dick Gaynor. Bill Phillips recalls
his early days. Richard Skidmore looks back at Redmire,
and Paul Wilkinson remembers Wormleybury Manor.
Derek Ritchie reminisces about Essex in the seventies
when he held the county record.
In this book you will find the anglers, some still well
known and others perhaps forgotten that were shaping
our sport thirty or forty years ago… some even longer!
They were carp anglers from an age of secrecy, of
originality and invention, carp anglers who were the first
of their kind to put pen to paper and divulge their
obsession.

Our front cover shot is the great
Bill Quinlan, famous for his
Redmire catches, whilst the back
cover is Jack Hilton, a carp angler
whose tales of old spurred many a
young man to try his luck for the
ultimate prize, a fish thought
virtually uncatchable, the biggest
and cleverest in the land, the
mighty king carp… I remember
so well reading his tales,
spellbound, almost transported to
the bank where Sir Jack was on
his Quest for Carp.
So in this volume, we have many
new additions to our series. As I
say, some you will know and
others you may not, but each had
his role in moulding today's carp
scene. Steve Allcott makes a rare
appearance with his story of a
Savay record that propelled him
into stardom in the 80s and made
him the king of the Colne Valley.
Rod Hutchinson joins us again, this time with some
advice on his favourite subject, bait, and some wise words
on rigs, which still hold true today. Roy Williams talks of
pioneering France back in the day. Eddie Bates tells a tale
with a twist. Peter Stone tells the tale of his first big carp.
Peter Luck and Alan Smith tackle an estate lake. Kris Ford
looks back to how it was. Paul Hughes gives his
impressions of Ashlea Pool. Mick Hall catches a monster.
Mike Starkey has success. Keith Jenkins masters the art of
blanking. Dave Hyde and Mike Wilson both give us two
chapters, each on special moments in their long careers.
Dave Duffy gives us an extract from his diary in the early
80s, while Andy Wade looks at winter fishing in the same
era. Brian England catches a holiday thirty. Andy Little
talks bait together with Terry Dempsey.
Our photo album from the past depicts many old faces
from an age gone by, an age of mystery and of the
unknown, an age long gone in today's world of social
media, YouTube and the Internet… Carp fishing, and in
some ways life itself, seemed to go at a much slower pace.
Was it better than today's carp scene? I'll let you read the
book first and come to your own decision.

Rob Maylin
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Polo 38.00lbs.

the 12th of August having caught my
first UK 40lb-plus mirror – GET IN!
I’m afraid that will have to be a story
for another day though. I had telephone conversations over the next
few days with both Dave Magalhaes
and Ben Hamilton to discuss my
recent target capture, and amongst
other fishy talk the general consensus
was, “You have got to be fishing on
Wednesday.” The reason for this was
simple enough; it had been a long, hot
summer with an extended spell of
high pressure, and Tuesday night was
forecast for a low-pressure front with
southwesterly gales and heavy rain. I
agreed with them both; I would certainly be fishing on Tuesday and
Wednesday night, but I wasn’t sure
where! I spent the Tuesday afternoon
at a very special southern stillwater,
checking for fish in a couple of swims
where I had recently seen carp, some
of them big’uns. I had baited some
spots the day before and they were
cleared out; however the lake was
strangely quiet and I saw nothing all
afternoon. It didn’t feel right; I sat and
pondered over my decision for a few
minutes and desperately watched for
something to indicate that I should
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stay.
Half an hour later I was packed
away and pulling out of the car park,
making a dash for Silvermere. I had
only an hour of daylight left when I
arrived in the H swim with my kit. I
had chosen to watch from here as it
commands a view of the entire lake.
After only ten or fifteen minutes I
spotted a large bow wave heading
towards the point on the 17th green. I
could see from the size of the shoulders that it could only have been one
of three fish; there was no mistaking
the fact it was a big’un. This will do
nicely, I thought! What’s more nobody
was there; I had it to myself! Now
filled with confidence in my decision
to move venues, I rushed to tie up a
hooklink; a double 14mm Mainline
Assassin-8 mounted on a hair with a
1cm gap below a size 4 Gamakatsu
G-Point super strong hook. I then
poured 2kg of 14mm boilies into a
bucket and put a 4oz Atomic lead on
the end of my helicopter setup and
cast over the lake and onto the 17th
green. I walked around and retrieved
my lead from the green. I then tied on
the hooklink at about 6ins long and
trimmed the knot. I crumbed up a

couple of boilies in my hands and
threw a few small pieces into the margin in order to cause a small disturbance, a trick I had learnt of course...
in Tel’s book! I then lowered in the rig
to the spot where I had seen the fish
last. I then distributed the 2kg of
Mainline Assassin-8 boilies along the
margin concentrating them over the
rig. I walked back and set the rod on
its buzzer with bobbins on the deck
so the line was so slack you could see
the curl in it.
The wind had began hacking in to
the point on the 17th green and the
night set in. It rained and I caught
two bream on the rod fished straight
out in the middle of the lake, but not a
beep from the trap by the 17th green.
I fell asleep and woke around 7am; I
didn’t see anything moving or fizzing.
The weather had settled down, and
the sun was out. I proceeded to have
a coffee and some bacon and eggs,
and I was just relaxing with a
cigarette when at 9.30am the bobbin
on the 17th green trap suddenly
pulled up tight to the rod, then the tip
bent round only slightly. As I took a
couple of steps towards my rod to
assess the situation I thought to

Silvermere

Hawkeys mirror 17.08lbs.

myself “Surely not a bream!” but
before I had my hand on the rod the
clutch burst into action, the tip bent
right round and line was being ripped
from the spool.
I bent into a heavy, but scrappy
fish, it seemed to plod away, and then
have a mad run or two, followed by
more plodding. I played the fish gently but steadily for 15 minutes or so,
with a hairy moment when it charged
down the reeds to my left causing a
few problems. I was in the water and
had the angle back in my favour
within seconds. This was the last
charge, as I gained line and steered
the fish in front of my swim. I was
shaking... I was about to slip the net
under my second Silvermere carp,
and what’s more I could not believe
my luck, it was another big’un… How
had
I
done
it
again?
“POLOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!” It
tipped the Reuben Heatons round to
38lbs exactly. Polo was nailed, my
original target fish. I was really winning now – two down and only one to
go? I called Dave Magalhaes, and he
came down to do the shots.
I was now running out of permits
and money, and September saw the
beginning of the second year of my
degree, therefore it was time to get a
bit serious and study hard, and my
fishing suffered. I was to have one
chance at Clanger later in September
when I found several fish by 17th tee
including Clanger who was expected

to be low thirties if caught, the smallest of the big’uns and the only one left
for the hat-trick. The fish began to
pick off a few Chum mixers I had
scattered around, so I crept off and
tied a freeline rig onto my mainline,
having cut off my leadcore. After a
couple of minutes of dangling, a
greedy set of lips inched closer to my
hookbait, slowly yet deliberately...
and turned away. Clanger did not play
ball… Anyway, 2004 had been quite
enough excitement for me; in fact this
season was quite enough excitement
for any man. Clanger played hardball
so the story now moves on to the year
2011.

Clanger
Silvermere had changed a lot since
I had dropped my ticket in 2005.
Whitescale had gone 40lbs-plus and
s o h a d C l a n g e r, b u t P o l o h a d
remained at around 38lbs. The fishery
was in its prime for several years and
was busy with a long waiting list.
Sadly the fisheries potential is not
considered by the golf course, who
use it for the irrigation of their greens
etc. It is common for the lake to
become deoxygenated in the summer
when water levels are low, and this
causes the fish to become lethargic,
swimming high in the water. In winter it is up to 6ft in depth with a summer average of 3-5ft of water. 2008
saw an extremely dry summer and
the lake was almost pumped dry. This
sadly put the fish under immense

stress in deoxygenated water, and I’m
sure that pockets of deep anoxic silt
would have been disturbed as well.
The water level did not recover fully
for winter, and the lake froze. This process of events sadly led to a disastrous fish kill, which took around half
the original stock… R.I.P Whitescale,
R.I.P Polo.
The fishery remained closed for a
season, and I didn’t hear anything
more about it. Clanger I presumed
dead as well as any other fish that had
not been seen due to the fact fish can
be lost stuck in the silt before natural
processes cause them to float up to
the surface. Going into the cold winter of 2011 I found myself chatting to
some of the regular lads on the banks
of Papercourt where I was now fishing hard for a bite. Having blanked
the previous winter on Papercourt I
didn’t fancy it again; I was looking for
a shallow, silty lake with big’uns for
winter action… Of course the conversation somehow came around to
Silvermere, and all I can clearly
remember is that I was shocked, and
immediately developed a familiar
feeling when I was informed that
Clanger had been out at 40lbs-plus,
and what’s more she was looking
immaculate…
I still struggled to process the information as I drove to Silvermere to get
S t e v e H e n r y ’s n u m b e r f r o m t h e
office… On the phone, he told me that
Clanger was indeed up for grabs
again at her usual weight of 40-plus
and was fighting fit. He also informed
me there were only 12 members, that
it had been restocked, and I that could
have a winter ticket for £100. Also, old
original Breamy the common was
there still there, the easiest one to
catch. Right then, I discussed the
moral dilemma with Terry Hofgartner,
a school acquaintance and previous
captor of all three big’uns... Was it fair
to fish for her now? His Facebook
message read… “Get down there
Hawks and do it – the Lonely or the H
swim, preferably the Lonely.” I bought
a ticket and fished there all winter.
The only noteworthy event was
upon my first trip back. I had made a
plan; I decided to bait the middle of
the lake in an area the size of a tennis
court with 10kg of boilies and then to
return and fish lots of overnighters
from the Car Park, continuing to bait
an additional kilo or two at the end of
each session or on nights I wasn’t
fishing. The thinking was that I could
also hit the area from any swim on the
lake if I couldn’t get the Car Park or
Lonely swims. This was purely to
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make overnighters easier. I brought
down my Papercourt buddy Eric
Oliver, and using a throwing stick
each, the bait was soon flying out.
About 30 minutes into the baiting
plan there was the most enormous
crash, and I looked up in time to see
Clanger come clean out of the water
twice more in the light of the full
moon. She was in front of the H
swim… What a welcome back, I
thought. I had never seen such an
acrobatic display in all my time at Silvermere.
I sprung into action and pulled out
my Papercourt distance rod from the
car and made a cast as hard as I
could. I had a series of liners and continued to put out the bait. Nothing
happened except having seen
Clanger’s performance. Eric and his
cousin Terry bought tickets, and we
had a sociable winter of carp fishing,
regardless of the fact that between
the three of us only bream were
landed. I returned the following winter of 2012, having had a once in a
lifetime season on Papercourt landing
35 fish between June and August; I
was on a roll. I had once again called
fishery manager Steve Henry: “Can I
please have another winter ticket?”
The answer was yes. I was told the
membership was now nearly full, and
there was likely a waiting list for June
with 40 tickets available. With only 11
swims on the lake, I could see that I
needed to commit fully to the task
while the opportunity was still there. I
fished hard all winter, and Christmas
and New Year passed. “Hmm,” I
remember thinking, “2013 has to be
lucky for someone... right?” Nothing

Tom Olivers homemade popups.
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noteworthy occurred until the end of
February. There was a big freeze
throughout the end of January and
the beginning of February. I was
working throughout this freeze constructing swims for a local fishing
club, breaking the ice each day in
order to proceed with work. I still fancied a go at Clanger regardless of
conditions if only it would melt soon.
It was a Friday afternoon towards
the end of the big freeze. The lake
where I was working was similar to
Silvermere, and had just thawed; it
was also a shallow, silty lake. I arrived
at Silvermere once again with a couple of hours of light left and was
instantly disappointed to see that the
lake was still frozen. “Oh dear…” or
words to that effect! I thought it
through; the ice must have been
deeper here then. I guess it makes
sense as it is a smaller body of water
and would have frozen sooner therefore ice thickness was greater. I was
becoming desperate for Clanger and
some warmer weather. Fifteen minutes later I rocked up in the H swim
with my barrow laden and assessed
the situation. There was a thawed
area in the centre of the lake the size
of a tennis court. The margin was
thawed to about half a rod length. I
set up the bivvy and two rods ready to
be presented. Next I put my waders
on and tied my five-litre water container to a length of rope. I waded out
as far as I dared, and proceeded to
repeatedly throw and pull in my
Heath Robinson ice-breaker.
I had smashed up a fair bit and was
satisfied that the rest would melt
soon enough. I was wading back to

the H when a slightly out of breath
regular named Finch arrived to say
hello. He thought I was either trying
to rescue someone or in serious trouble myself! I flicked out the rods with
the usual rigs – Tutti Frutti of course!
Nothing happened that night, so I
decided to launch a final assault. I
was baiting the Lonely swim but at a
fair distance, as I could fish the back
of the spot from the H if someone
moved in.
The following afternoon I was
packing up in the Lonely when I saw
a carp come clean out of the water up
to the wrist of its tail in front of the
17th green. I marked the spot in my
mind, and returned to fish it from the
H swim. I baited heavily with a few
kilos of Mainline New Grange and
Tutti Frutti boilies. The spot was 40
yards out. I now had the confidence
that I knew where they were hanging
out. I continued to fish hard, doing
overnighters once more and working
the days, fishing the same spot, topping up with a kilo of bait every time
I left.
Finally, ten days before the end of
the season I had another bream-like
bite, and I bent into my third Silvermere carp at around 4pm. The fish
tore around the lake, an exciting scrap
with powerful runs, but I knew from
my experience and homework that
Clanger was a plodder, and did not
scrap... I knew it wasn’t her. I finally
eased my reward over the waiting
net. It was an immaculate 17lb 8oz
mirror. My third fish was in the bag. It
turned out to be an unknown mirror,
not a stockie, with similar scale markings to the original mirrors. The members named it Hawkey’s Mirror. Filled
with confidence, I really thought it
might happen, but the end of the season came around with no further
results. Having had a great 2012 season at Papercourt, I decided that during the 2013/2014 season that I would
fish only Silvermere for Clanger.
June 2013 saw a full membership
and a waiting list back in place for
2014. It was getting busy, and in my
estimation the level of angling displayed by the opposition was of a better standard now, although there was
an obscene amount of bait going into
the water, to the point that I didn’t
bother to chuck any in until I was
100% sure they were ready for it. It is
my opinion that excessive prebaiting
has caused a slow season for everyone. To my mind at this point it was
already a three-man race. Mainline’s
Warren Fenn was fishing hard, as was
a new member, Ian Field. Ian hap-
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Thames Carping
By Rob Maylin and friends
Early in 2019, I published a Big Carp magazine devoted solely to the River Thames. It was another first for Big
Carp, as there had never been a magazine of its kind. It was a sellout nationwide, such was the interest from
carp anglers, whether they were river anglers or, so it was obvious a book was to be my next project. Six months
later and I have something a bit special for you – long overdue in my opinion – another first for Bountyhunter
Publications and a book EVERY carp angler, novice or expert, still water angler or river angler should read, a
book dedicated solely to the greatest river in the UK, a river that glides majestically through our capital and
contains some of the finest looking carp in the land – The River Thames.
Every carp in this book was caught from Old Father Thames, some huge carp – thirties, forties and a fifty, but
why are so many Thames monsters being caught now? Where have they come from, and where is the best area
to fish if you want to catch these monsters of the flow? This
issue will answer these questions and more.
In 2018, Ash Geden rocked the news feed with his capture
of three Thames forties, and his chapter 'Chasing Dreams on
the River Thames' makes breathtaking reading.
Nick Helleur also landed the first Thames fifty in 2018 after
a two-year campaign for this, the King Of The Thames. As with
most river carp, The King was an escapee, almost certainly
due to its location originally being one of the Dinton Pastures
stock. This fish has been the Thames record for many years,
although most of the previous captors have kept their catch
under wraps. However, this carp has featured in Big Carp a
few times in the past, right back to when it was only 30lb, and
more recently when caught by Katch Bullet and Steve
Shenfield at weights in the low forties. Here for the first time
is the history of The King, along with many interesting facts
about the Thames and its carp stock. Nick’s capture will
certainly mean other high profile anglers will soon be visiting
this stretch… Anglers like Terry Hearn and Dave Lane will
undoubtedly already be making plans!
David Wallen’s fantastic 'Life on the Thames' chapter also
features some huge river carp and tells the tale of life while
boat fishing this amazing venue, the largest piece of water in
the UK – the planning, the prepping and the dedication
needed to be successful. Aiden Savan’s account of his Thames
life emphasises the passion these guys have and the respect these fish have earned, while Simon Rumsey’s
chapter focuses on his hunt for his first Thames thirty, something we can all relate to.
Mikey Frost’s huge Thames common would have been a record not so long ago, the highlight of his neverending campaign so far. Mike Wilson takes a look back at his long Thames fishing history and also asks what is
the true origin of Thames carp? Zeth Christie has spent many years targeting these magical Thames fish; he’s a
great all-round angler and a great addition to this book. Jason Smith’s chapter emphasises the dedication that
some of these Thames carpers go to consistently catch these beautiful creatures.
One of our great lady anglers, Jo Green, also has a passion for these stunning beasts, and her chapter on the
Berkshire Thames makes exciting reading. Paul Miller has spent over 15 years fishing, moved onto the Thames
when syndicate carping lost its appeal, and he never regretted it! Graham Stevens spends a season on the
Thames, catching some incredible Thames specimens. It’s a milestone in carp angling literature – the first carp
book ever solely dedicated to the Thames.

Rob Maylin
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pened be my neighbour some 15
years ago, and I had no idea he was a
carp angler... and a dedicated one at
that. I fished fairly hard until the
water level dropped and a prolonged
period of high pressure saw the fish
become lethargic, spending most of
the day basking in the sun, completely ignoring the continual presentation of dog biscuits and bread etc. I
hadn’t even spotted Clanger...
At this point I pulled off for several
weeks deciding that I would be back
when the rains came. As September
came the weather improved with low
pressure and rain, at last! I returned to
hear that Warren had had six fish, and
Ian had had three. Clanger still had
not made an appearance. “Tonight’s
the night!” I decided to fish as many
nights as possible until Clanger was
caught by someone. It had now been
some eight months since she had
been on the bank, and I knew that she
would be out in the next eight weeks
for certain; it was overdue and the
weather was right. I fished from only
the Lonely and the H swims, fishing
40-50 yards out, baiting with Mainline
New Grange boilies. I was baiting the
winter haunts of the Silvermere carp
in the middle of the lake, hoping that
they would be looking for bait here
before long as the nights drew in and

Clanger 42.08lbs.
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winter approached. This went on for a
couple of weeks – only Ian was fishing hard, and the lake was unusually
quiet. The suspense was building;
something had to happen, and I had
to be there when it did.
I turned up to the lake feeling full of
confidence on the evening of
Wednesday the 25th September, having spent the last three days at
Greenridge fishery assisting with a
bank and tree clearance. I had been
discussing my quest for Clanger with
fishery owner, Graham Mabey, and
angling coach Tom Oliver. Tom was
also a Sparsholt lad, and on hearing
my promise to publish my first ever
fishy pictures following my eventual
capture of Clanger, he trotted off to
his car and returned with some tubs
of homemade pop-ups. I asked if they
were all for me… I thanked him. The
pop-ups were perfectly round and
smelt of heaven. I joked that I would
be on the phone the next day to tell
him which one I had caught her on!
I had driven straight from work in
Romsey to Silvermere, and set up in
the Lonely swim, an easy decision, as
Anton Francis was set up in the H,
and on top of this the weather was
brewing up a little – a new easterly
wind with rain hacking straight into
the Lonely swim. I prepared both my

rods for presentation and cast out. I
then drip fed 2kg of Mainline New
Grange/Tutti Frutti boilies using a
catapult, again 40 yards out and
fished both rods amongst the scatter.
I caught a bream a few hours later
and recast; I was not happy with my
cast as it brushed a leaf on the overhanging trees in the swim. I wound in
again and noticed that the lead had
not been stuck in the silt as it usually
was; maybe the spot was being visited so vigorously that it was now
clear of softer silt?
The following morning I recast. As
my leads were no longer digging in at
all, I reduced the distance from the
lead to the stopper bead on the leadcore to around 6ins thinking that the
presentation would be more satisfactory on the firmer substrate. I could
see fish moving in the middle of the
lake. Anton had packed up and come
round for a chat. He was saying that
the fish we could see were all he had
seen in three days. We discussed the
slow season and the fact that it had to
happen soon. Anton stated, “Clanger
is the only fish I have never seen on
the bank.” I decided I would stay for
four nights until Sunday. Nothing
much happened for the rest of the day
other than a visit from my business
partner Oliver Barnett. I said to him as

Silvermere

he left, “I tell you what mate, I really
think that tonight could actually be
the night.”
Once it got dark I wound in my rods
and put out another kilo of bait. I
rested the swim for a few hours,
recast around midnight, and went to
sleep. I awoke around 7.30am and
had a recast with fresh baits. I had a
change on the left rod to a snowman
setup. I used an old 14mm Solar Club
Mix shelf life boilie that had been
soaked in Carp Company Aminol and
Cowcola. The head of my snowman
was one of Tom Oliver’s Acid Pear
and Plum 10mm pop-ups.
The wind was still hacking in, I
made coffee and breakfast and lay on
my bedchair feeling strangely content; it definitely felt like something
was going to happen. At 10.30am the
bobbin on the left rod shot up to the
top and the rod tip then bent around;
the clutch on my old Shimano
Biomaster began to sing its merry
tune in duet with my bite alarm, indicating my first pick-up of the season.
I leant into the fish gently, as I set the
clutch and watched.

I saw a golden shape on the surface
in the middle of the lake, and I could
see what looked like a ducks wing
flapping... Surely I hadn’t hooked a
mallard duck? The shape disappeared
and line began steadily paying from
my reel... It dawned on me that the
flapping wing had actually been a
monstrous fin, and that I could only
be attached to one fish – it had to be
Clanger.
I was actually shaking with the fear
of losing her after all this effort, and
shaking with the anticipation of actually pulling this off at last. All I needed
now was a spectator to finish off my
nervous breakdown. “Hello, mate.
You’ve got one on then?” It was
Anton... I said nothing at all, and he
started saying, “That could be Cla...” I
cut him off as I turned and said “Mate,
don’t start with all that... I am not saying anything.” I think he knew that I
knew, and he kept quiet! I played her
as she plodded away, and after ten
minutes or so she made a beeline for
the tree between the Car Park and
Lonely swims. There are irrigation
pipes, a floating island, and all kinds
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of snags there as Anton was kindly
now reminding me! The game was
up; Clanger didn’t know who she was
dealing with, I turned to Anton and
said, “Well, I’m not having that.”
I grabbed the net and plunged into
the chilly water up to my armpits. I
hastily waded up the margin and
across the corner of the lake to the
tree. We arrived at the same time, and
I now changed the angle and steered
her away the tree. Clanger was only a
rod length away, and she turned, a little confused, and began to plod away
from me. I followed, gaining some line.
I could see she was a little disorientated as she changed direction
again... It was over; I wound down a
couple of turns on my reel and pulled
steadily, raising her head to the surface.
As she waddled I pulled her enormous head and shoulders over my net
and scooped up the final piece of the
puzzle. I could not believe that at last
it was written: 12 years, 400-plus
nights, four runs, four fish banked, and
finally the story ends here – Clanger
at 42lb 8oz. n
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Our first home-grown
Coole Acres 30lb common,
caught 1am, 10th
February 2020
(Right in the 50mph teeth
of storm Ciara!)

France’s premier runs water
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Tails
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By Mike Jones

Tails from Welly

A

fter my fantastic
season on Farriers
detailed in my last
a r t i c l e, I h a d
decided to move
onto a new venue
but the question was where to go? I
looked at a few lakes but none of
them seemed to grip me, so to speak.
Then one afternoon I was at work at
First4Fishing when I received a
phone call from Chris Pye who is the
head bailiff at Wellington Country
Park. After a nice chat, Chris told me
that my name had come up for a
ticket on the syndicate. I didn’t need
to think twice, jumped at the chance
and it was decision made. The syndicate was due to kick off in June; I was
so excited and couldn’t wait to get
started.
Over the next few months I had a
number of conversations with Dave
Fuidge who has fished the lake for a
number of years, trying to learn as
much as I could about the venue. For
the first trip we had arranged to go
together, and I met Dave in the services just outside Reading. As we
pulled into the lake’s car park we
could see it was rammed, but we

(Top) First blood – a 27lb common.
(Below) Spangles at 35lb 4oz.

knew that being a Sunday most of the
anglers would be packing up. We
signed in and went for a walk down to
the lake; the wind was in a southwesterly direction and the water was
bright blue – it looked stunning.
We walked onto a swim called Boat
House, which was occupied by an
angler who was packing up. We went
for a walk around the lake, Dave
showed me some of the main swims,

and by the time we got back to Boat
House it was vacant, so we quickly
barrowed our gear back to the swim.
The reason that we picked the Boat
House was that we could see a lot of
water. Within the next few hours
Dave landed a small common of 25lb,
and he had one more that day of a
similar size. The next morning we
were up and around looking for fish at
first light but not a lot showed. We
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wound in about 11am, went for
another walk, and again we didn’t see
a lot, but our hopes were high on
passing Goose. We saw Martin Pick
land a stunning 40lb-plus mirror –
what a fish that was!
My bait of choice for this campaign
is Nash Bait’s Scopex Squid. When
starting on a new water, bait confidence is crucial. Scopex Squid has
been around for years and there can’t
be many carp swimming that haven’t
been caught on it. This bait also has
an amazing big fish track record too
and seemed like the logical choice for
this particular venue.
I put around 200 baits over each
spot, cast the rods back out and sat
back to watch the water. Within the
hour my left hand rod was away, and
after a short fight the fish was in the
net, the scales spinning around to
27lb. By no means a monster, but I
was off the mark with my first Welly
carp and was very pleased with the
result. That told me that my bait was
working and my rigs were up to the
job too. My first trip ended the next
morning with Dave landing a 31lb
common from his long spot just
before we packed up. I left feeling

The Ghost at 39lb 9oz.
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very happy and most of all confident.
I arrived on my own for my next
visit, which was intended to last
around 48 hours. This time I didn’t
fish very much but spent most of my
time looking, watching and trying to
find spots that looked good for a bite
or two. I didn’t catch this time, but
even so it turned out to be time well
spent.
The following week I again headed
up the M4, hoping that I could have
the Boat House to myself. I arrived in
the car park around 7am and it was
still pretty busy. I walked up to the
Boat House and yes you guessed it,
somebody was on it! So I went for a
walk around and spoke to a few of the
lads who were fishing, one of whom
was leaving The Picnic Area so I
decided to go in after him. Just like
Boat House, you can cover a lot of
water from this swim, which made it
another ideal one to fish. It turned out
to be the hottest day of the summer
so far, and by the afternoon I must
have had about 200 people around me
enjoying BBQ parties and games – far
from ideal, but that’s park life for you.
The next morning I decided to
move, as I had seen no signs of fish in

that area. I walked right around the
lake but didn’t see anything that
encouraged me to make a move until
I walked onto the Boat House swim.
As I looked along the margin I could
see three big fish – two big commons
and one mirror. I watched them for
around half an hour and very carefully
introduced a little bait. They were
straight on it! It was immediately
obvious that these fish loved the
Scopex Squid, which gave my confidence another major boost.
So as you would expect, I went
straight back to my swim and packed
all my kit onto the barrow and moved.
Staying mobile and doing my best to
get on fish is a crucial part of my fishing, so I’m well organised and always
willing and prepared to up sticks and
make the effort to move when
needed. But even so, it seemed to
take an age. All I could think about
was those monster carp troughing on
my baits! As quickly as possible I got
my rigs out into position, and I didn’t
have to wait too long before the Siren
burst into life, my left hand rod
hooped right over and the fight was
on! And what an absolutely insane
fight it was too, but it was something
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The Chestnut Common, 45lb 4oz.

The Dark One, 45lb 4oz.
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I would grow accustomed to over the
coming months!
It must have been around twenty
minutes before the fish showed any
signs of tiring. Eventually after what
seemed like an age, the fish flopped
into the net and I immediately recognised it as ‘Spangles’; it was one of
the fish I had seen feeding with the
two commons. I was very happy to
land this one as it’s one of the ATeam. The scales went around to 35lb
4oz; the photos were quickly sorted
and the fish was carefully slipped
back none the worse for the experience. I rebaited, cast back out and I
felt like I was on a real high. The night
passed with nothing to show, but at
1pm the same rod was away again
with another angry carp attached to
the end. It was another mental battle;
these fish really do scrap! Twenty
minutes later my arms were really
aching as another decent looking fish
slipped into the net. On the scales she
went 34lb 4oz.
The next trip saw me getting back
into The Boat House Swim for 48
hours and this time I landed one of
the incredible ghost carp at 39lb 9oz.

It now seemed like things were really
starting to piece together.
The following week I was chomping at the bit to get back to the lake. I
signed in and walked down the path
meeting Jamie, one of the bailiffs, on
the way down who told me that he
had landed three fish from The Bush
Swim that night and to get myself
over there. I took his advice, but as I
arrived with my gear I found somebody was already in there, but just for
the day. Frustrating I know, but it’s all
part of fishing a busy big fish water.
He left at around 5pm, which gave me
a chance to have a good lead around,
and again it was time well spent, as I
found some nicely polished areas in
and amongst the silt. I marked my
lines out and baited with around 10kg
of boilies spread over all three rods,
and the first night passed without a
single bleep.
The next morning I made sure I
was up at first light looking for fish. I
saw a few topping and rolling near
The Cove, so I decided to have a lead
around, and I found some interesting
spots to present my baits. Feeling
confident, I clipped two of my rods up

to the spots and a third one at about
100 yards towards the island. Martin
came around for a brew and a chat
and highlighted some of the spots
that he had fished. It really is nice to
fish a water where anglers help each
other and share their often hardearned knowledge of the lake –
thanks, Martin!
That night I baited up with 5kg of
boilies, reset the traps and sat back
and watched the water. Your ears can
often be just as useful a tool as your
eyes. I heard a few crash in the night,
which was interesting, but come
morning I had nothing to show for my
efforts. Morning passed without
much to report but at 2pm my right
hand rod suddenly and without warning absolutely ripped off! It was one
of those electrifying moments that we
all go fishing for. I picked up the rod in
an instant and hit into one very angry
fish. It ripped off to the island then
back to The Cove making immensely
powerful 50-yard runs. After around
twenty minutes or so the fish was
finally starting to slow down, and only
then did I get my first glimpse of my
prize. I could see in the gin clear

The Big Ghost.
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The Pretty Mirror.

water it was a huge common – time
to stay calm!
As it got closer to the net, once
again it powered off down the margin. I’ve got to say, by this time my
legs were like jelly, and after a few
shorter but equally powerful runs the
fish neared the net. Finally, as she
slipped over the net cord, which was
a massive feeling of relief, she was
mine. As I looked down, and it’s an
image that’s as vivid in my mind
today as it was then, all I could see
was this huge common completely
filling the bottom of my net. By this
time one of the lads had come around
to give me a hand with the weighing,
and the needle on the scales stopped
at 45lb 4oz. I was absolutely
delighted! Taking a closer look, I
could see that it was a fish called the
Chestnut Common, one of the best
looking commons in Welly.
I couldn’t fish the following week
but I was back on the bank as soon as
time would allow, and once more it
was very busy with fifteen cars in the
car park. I went for a walk around the
lake but as I got to Bramble Bay I
could see that the water was choco-
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late brown, the fish were definitely on
the feed, and it was looking good for a
bite.
I quickly barrowed my kit into a
swim named Daisy. The only problem
with this swim was I’d learned previously whilst feature finding that it
was very shallow. The swans are very
tuned in to this and can very quickly
get on your bait, virtually as soon as it
goes in. I found a few deeper spots
along the island, but most of the fish
were showing out in the shallows in
the middle of the bay. Using a light
lead and causing minimal disturbance, I soon found a hard spot
amongst the softer silt, I clipped the
rod up, quickly cast a bait onto it, and
thankfully the fish carried on showing. As soon as the swans moved out
I quickly put around 30 baits around
the area, and within no time I
received a single bleep. Because of
the speed sensitive bite indication
provided by the Siren alarm, (the
faster the line movement the less the
roller wheel needs to move before
triggering a bleep) in time you learn
to read them. So I was already poised
and as expected a classic one-toner

shortly followed. With the bay being
so shallow I watched in amazement
as the water erupted and a huge bow
wave shot right across it – this place
is just so exciting to fish! I was definitely into another chunk, but this
time it was quite a short battle. I netted the fish relatively quickly without
too many dramas, and it turned out to
be a big mirror known as The Dark
One, and as you can imagine I was
well happy when the scales settled on
45lb 9oz – what a result!
After the disturbance of that capture the fish seemed to move out of
the bay and into open water, so at first
light I decided to move into one of the
open water swims. By now I was
starting to gain an understanding of
the workings of the lake; it felt like the
best plan, and the lake was looking
good for more bites. I found three nice
spots in the silt and baited up with
10kg of bait with a big spread over
the three rods. The night passed with
no action and the next morning
whilst watching the water I saw Martin move into the snags. I then
noticed that some of the fish were
back in the bay; they were ripping the
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bottom up, and it wasn’t too long
before I was taking a photo of a mid
twenty common for him.
Back in my swim I could see some
fish flanking the island margin. Some
were leaping clean out of the water,
so obviously they were still in the
area. Suddenly my bobbin dropped to
the floor; I wound down and hit the
rod, and I was immediately connected
to one angry carp! The fish tore off
and around to the left and went
straight into a weedbed. With a little
pressure it came out, and after
another fierce and protracted fight I
finally slipped the net under a stunning two-toned mirror weighing in at
29lb. I’d learned more about the lake
and was so happy to get one from the
new swim.
Later that afternoon my right hand
rod screamed off with a very fast take.
The fish pulled me from left to right
and back again. I gained some line on
the fish, but it soon found safety in a
big weedbed. Again I used the well
practiced and often successful tactic
of applying some steady pressure, but
this time the fish refused to budge
and everything was locked up solid.
But I wasn’t giving up, and as I continued applying the pressure I could

Drop Scale, part of the brace of 40s at 46lb.
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just feel a slight tapping on the rod
tip. The next thing I knew, Martin was
behind me with the boat. We quickly
slipped our life jackets on and jumped
in, and as we neared the weedbed
everything still felt locked solid. But
thankfully with a little bit of gentle
persuasion we got the fish moving.
Martin got a glimpse of the fish first.

He looked me straight in the eye,
grinned and shouted, ‘IT’S MASSIVE!’
By now the fish was pulling us around
in the boat. Then I got a first glimpse
of the fish myself, and he was right; it
was big!
After a few scary moments and
what seemed like an age, Martin
slipped the net under a huge ghostie
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The other part of the brace at 42lb 2oz.

common, and we headed back to the
bank giggling like a pair school kids.
We laid what was an incredible looking fish in the cradle and she weighed
in at 43lb 7oz. This was one of the
biggest ghosties in the lake. We took
some nice pics and got her quickly
and safely back. As you can imagine I
was over the moon with that one; it
was certainly the biggest ghostie that
I have ever seen.
Anyway, that night I re baited with
8kg of boilies, again spread over the
rods, and sat back and watched the
water. I saw a few near the island, but
there were no more takes that night.
The next morning I received another
fast take, and I was into another hard
fighting fish. It was on for around ten
minutes, then I felt a grating sensation as if the line was trapped under a
tree root. We got the boat out and
headed out into the lake. As we got
above the fish we could see lots of
discarded line hanging from a submerged tree, some of which must
have been there for a while. The fish
was gone, but on the plus side we did
manage to remove and dispose of it
all and eliminated a potential problem

for someone in the future.
The next trip taught me some valuable lessons! I arrived on the Sunday
morning, and the barrow was loaded
and pushed around to the syndicate
bank. After a chat with some of the
lads around the lake I learned that
there had been a few fish out. The
Bush Swim was about to become
vacant the next day so I settled into
The Snags for the next 24 hours with
the intention of moving into The Bush
at first light. Initially I baited the
Snags area lightly and got my rods
out at around 9.30pm. Before long my
right hand rod pulled around and I
was in! After a short and relatively
uneventful fight, a stunning 31lb 8oz
common was safely in the net. I took
a few self-takes and slipped her
quickly back. I received a few liners
that night and reasoned that the fish
must be moving out of The Snags. So
first light, as planned, I moved into
The Bush. Another angler, Shaun,
arrived around 8am and went straight
into The Snags. To cut a long story
short, I didn’t have a bite from The
Bush while Shaun took five from The
Snags. Frustrating I know, but it was

early days and mistakes like these are
all part of the learning curve on a new
water.
The following week was very different; a huge low pressure was going to
hit us so I knew the fish were going to
be up for a good feed in the open
water. I got down to the lake at 6am
to be greeted by around fifteen cars in
the car park. I think everyone had the
same idea! I took a walk around and
found that most of the lads were
packing up that day, so I waited for
The Bush to become free and moved
in around midday. I found my spots
and did my usual thing and spread
around 15kg over the three rods.
The next morning brought a huge
thunderstorm with torrential downpours. The noise was immense with
the rain bouncing off my bivvy. As the
weather started to clear I could sense
an almost electric atmosphere. As I
sat watching and waiting, more rain
followed; the excitement and anticipation was almost unbearable, and as
expected my left hand rod suddenly
screamed off.
Another hard fought battle commenced, and more heavy rain also
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Shaun’s Fish at 45lb 10oz.

added to the challenge before the fish
finally succumbed. Martin and John
were on hand to give me some help
with the weighing and sorting some
pics. The fish went 38lb 10oz, and
with a deep red belly and golden starbursts of scales, what a stunner it
was. Martin recognised her as being
the Pretty Mirror. Believe me, there’s
much more to Welly than just pounds
and ounces.
The rods went back out and were
rebaited, and for the next 40 hours or
so the swim went very quite, but even
so I was sure that the fish were still in
the area. In these situations I’m
always itching to move or at the very
least go and have a look for them, but
in this instance it felt right to ‘sit on
my hands’ for a while and wait. The
gamble paid off, and on the last morning just before I started the pack
down, the right hand rod was away. It
felt heavy, and as I applied steady
pressure the fish stayed deep and
went off on a number of very powerful
runs.
Clint came into the swim to see if I
needed a hand, and as he did the left
hand rod gave a single bleep. We both
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looked at each other and smiled. I
said, “Get ready, mate. That’s going to
go,” and at that exact second the reel
screamed and went into meltdown!
Clint hit the rod and the fish immediately weeded itself so all he could do
for now was keep a tight line. I played
the first fish out and netted another
huge mirror. I quickly gave the net to
Clint, swapped rods and was again
into another hard battle. It felt like a
chunk, and eventually after a few
hairy moments in the margins I
banked the second fish. We secured
this one safely in the Retainer Sling
and got the first one hoisted up on the
scales… 46lb, and once again I was so
happy. This was Drop Scale and
another one of the A-Team.
After returning the fish we turned
our attentions to the second one. I
a l r e a d y k n e w i t w a s b i g, a n d i t
weighed in at 42lb 2oz! A 46-pounder
quickly followed by an equally stunning 42 pound fish – that really was
special. I was buzzing and was grinning all the way when I made the
three-hour trip back home.
Although that trip was going to be
hard to top, I couldn’t wait to get back

the following week. As expected
when I arrived I was greeted by a full
lake, but soon a few swims started to
become vacant, and eventually there
were just two of us on.
As soon as possible I jumped back
into The Bush Swim as the weather
seemed bang on for a bite, with a big
southwesterly blowing with some
heavy rain on the way. I set my traps
as before and baited heavily with
around 15kg of bait. I only had one
bite that trip on the second morning,
which started with a screaming take
at 1.30 in the afternoon. The fish gave
me the right run-around trying to pull
me through the island cut through,
but after another hard fought twentyminute battle the fish was beaten.
Paul came to do the pics this time,
and identified my capture as Shaun’s
Fish. The fish weighed in at 45lb 10oz,
and although the rest of the session
was slow, once again I was more than
happy.
Well that just about brings us bang
up to date for now, but who knows
what’s in store during the months
ahead?
Until next time – Be different. n
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Fishing in Paradise
By Jo Green

F

inally the time had
come to jet off on our
annual jolly to Gillhams, looking forward
to good weather and
great fishing. We were
certainly not disappointed. We started
fishing in our favourite swims, salas 5
and 6. Although it was a slow start,
things really started to pick up on the
second day with some lovely Asian
redtails and very nice pacu to just
over 40lb. Mike was also rewarded
with a nice spotted featherback. The
collection of different species then
started to amass, with Julian’s golden
carp to just over 33lb to me and a
magnificent tambaqui at 50lb to Mike.
On day five I had my first arapaima
of the trip, a very angry one of 260lb,

Mekong

Diggers
panoramic.
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Ari.

and Mike carried on with the species
count, banking Nile perch and barracuda and another Julian’s golden
carp and more large pacu. Although
the fishing was harder than normal, if
you worked at it you reaped the
rewards. One thing I hadn’t realised

until we got there, was that Dean
Macey and John Dunford, Dean’s
cameraman
were doing a promotional film for
Gillhams while we were there. What
fun it was watching the antics the
team got up to whilst filming – at
times we were in hysterics. Then
sometimes it was like Big Brother was
watching you; John was very good on
the camera and not much got past
him if it was worth filming.
On day seven, mid morning, in
what can only be described as a monsoon, I hooked into something very
large, and with the clutch set as tight
as possible I still couldn’t stop it. Even
when applying pressure with my
thumb on the spool, it just kept running; the fish had so much power and
he was in control. If I managed to
gain 20 yards he would take 40 yards,
and this continued for over half an
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Nile perch.

hour. Eventually the fish began to tire
and after an epic battle the net was
slipped under the mighty Mekong
catfish of 195lbs. During this epic battle I hadn’t noticed that Dean and
John had appeared with the camera
and filmed the whole episode. Now
that’s an achievement in itself, John,
because anyone that knows me
knows full well how hard it is to get
me on camera – enough people have
tried over the years and failed.
Very soon there was to be no more
salas 5 and 6 due the two lakes joining when the causeway was to be
removed in a few more days, and I
couldn’t wait to watch that. We made
the most of last few days in the swims
with more pacu, an Asian big head

carp, another arapaima, a giant featherback, my beautiful Amazon redtail
and some more Asian redtail catfish.
It was now finally time to say goodbye to the salas. We have good mem-

ories from this trip and last year and it
was very fitting to be the last two that
ever fished there.
The next couple of days we alternately had a go on the lure lake – now
that was fun. Mike had two arawana,
a red tail and some red belly pacu during his day on there, and I had an
arawana, the first brycon ever caught
from Gillhams, and a red belly pacu.
The next morning we went in sala
1 and sala 2, catching more different
species including, gourami, and
tilapia, but little did I know what was
going to happen just on dark. The
middle rod screamed off and nearly
took off from the pod. Now there is
generally only one fish in the lake that
may cause this, which just so happens to be on my most wanted list.
Battle commenced, the fish just kept
taking line, and no amount of pressure
on the spool was going to stop it.
Eventually I managed to turn it and
gain some line, then off it would go
again. My heart was pounding; I
really wanted to land this fish, but it

Redtail.

had other ideas. It went on one final
surge before finally starting to tire,
and Ollie jumped in with the net
ready to snare this jewel. Slowly she
came to the net, and then the shout
went out – unbelievable. I had one of
the jewels in the crown at Gillhams,
the Chao Phraya catfish. Ollie, I will
be forever grateful to you for getting
her in the net. Cheers, mate. Now I
don’t condone the transportation of
live animals, but before we left home
we decided we would take a risk with
customs and take a kilo of worms, not
realising at the time, that the humble
worm was to be the bait that caught
the large percentage of fish we
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banked, so it was a risk well worth
taking.
Another special event was about to
unfold at Gillhams the next day: 11
diggers were coming in to remove the
causeway separating the main lake
from the new extension, and Jo being
Jo wanted to watch it all happen, so
for the last few days I fished swim F3
giving me an excellent view. One by
one all 11 diggers started to trundle
up the causeway, and what an unbelievable sight, it was. Now I’ve done a
lot of digger work over the years but I
can honestly say, I have never seen a
driver like Mick operate a digger the
way he did. There was no one who
could have done it better, so well
done, Mick. During the digging I
changed the flights and delayed our
leaving date twice just to see the
work completed, which was done in
half the anticipated time. I felt so privileged to have been there to see all
this take shape.
Pacu.
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and last but not least, the resort’s
mascot, George the giant tortoise
who is a legend.
Finally I’ll finish on the
guides… What a brilliant group of
lads they are, and they really know
their stuff. They go out of their way to
make your holiday one you will never
forget, and they are a credit to the
resort. I don’t know anyone else on
the planet that has the drive and dedication that Stuart has; he was a man
with a vision not so many years ago,
and he has pulled it off. We now have
fishing in paradise thanks to hard
work, determination and his continued passion, so well done, Stu.
Thanks to all the team at Gillhams

Chao Phraya.

There is so much on offer at Gillhams; it isn’t just about the fishing.
You have stunning landscaping all
around the lake, beautiful air conditioned bungalows, a fantastic infinity
pool and of course the bar and restaurant. There are even many day trips
that can be organized upon request,
Tambaqui.

– once again it was a fantastic trip,
and we’ll see you all again very soon.
If there is one trip you should do
once in your life it’s Gillhams. I cannot
rate it highly enough, but be warned,
there is a health warning: its addictive! Go once and I guarantee you will
return. n
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H

aving fished so
intensely over the
previous few years
my ‘exile’ had
caught up with me
and consequently,
this year has had to be a bit different.
I had hoped to spend some time over
the winter on a club lake chasing
another big common, but that never
really happened – reality intervened
and the wintery pursuit of some
income began to feel more essential
than that of carp. January 2013
arrived, and to be honest (much as I
might hate to admit it), I was quite
enjoying hiding from the weather at
home, getting reacquainted with my
bed and remoulding my spine from
the dubious shape it must have taken
on after spending much of the previous years enduring my bent and
beaten up old bedchair. I spent February up north working (with a couple of
blank nights spent on a local water
and a blank tide on the Humber) then
returned home in time for a couple of
nights in bed before heading off to
The Big One show to spend a couple
of days on the Sticky stand helping

(Top) Cold at the club lake!
(Below) First of the year, 20lb-plus.

with the launch of the new Krill
boilies. After that it was back home
for a week and then off to Five Lakes
for another show, and once that was
out of the way I decided to nip to the
club lake for a trip to see if I could persuade the big common to make a surprisingly early capture. As it turned
out I couldn’t, and over six nights I
managed only two carp captures
amongst a haul of tench and a tufty. A
nice 20lb-plus common was my first
carp of the year, quickly followed by a
lovely chocolate orange coloured
common of low doubles. Both those
bites came to the Vor-Tex within an
hour of each other on a beautiful
warm day, and as far as I know were
the only carp captures made over
those six nights.
I packed up and nipped off for a
charity do where some family members were playing with their band and
had a nice night off. The next day I
returned to the lake as the snow fell,
and rather than face the barrow push
from hell back to the swim that I’d finished my last trip in, I decided to
spend a couple of nights in a swim
with good previous form for producing my target fish. A tench on the first
day shortly after introducing some
bait had me initially optimistic, but

after two freezing cold nights and just
one more tench I was bored of looking
at the inside of my brolly door and
decided I’d had enough. After packing up and loading the van but before
leaving I decided on a quick look in a
corner swim that usually held some of
the lake’s smaller fish. Sure enough
from up the tree I could see at least
half a dozen carp, so I flicked in a few
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(Above) A tiny piece of the Res.
(Bottom) Relics from the Res!

chops to check their reaction. Within
half an hour they were having a good
old munch-up and I was off back to
the van for a couple of rods. I managed a couple of very cold hours shivering away on my chair before I’d had
enough and decided to leave them to
it, go home and wait out the weather
(it doesn’t sound like me – perhaps
now I’m nearing thirty I’m finally
becoming a bit sensible). As much as
I was tempted to spend a night or two
in the swim I am yet to see the big’un
in there, and so whilst I may have
managed a bite or two from the swim,
I thought the likelihood of hooking my
target from there to be very slim. So
perhaps I am not becoming more sensible with my increasing age, but just
increasingly pessimistic!
On the Friday I received a last
minute call from Sean Leverett about
the rescheduled Norfolk show, and so
with no plans signed myself up for
another hectic weekend. It transpired
that Sean and I were on the Tackle Up
Fleet stand. It was good to see/chat
to some of the Norfolk lads I’d met
whilst fishing the area and a have a
night in a couple of Norwich pubs.
Once that was over it was back home,
but the weather still left a lot to be
desired, and so I had another week at
home catching up with some muchneglected friends. I was hoping the
temperatures would improve for the
last week of March as my club ticket
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was to expire at the end of the month
and I really fancied one last trip. As
that week was to coincide with a full
moon I felt there was a chance (albeit
a slim one) that the big common may
make an appearance. However snow
was being forecast and the water
temperature at the Suffolk Waterpark
(taken in around three to four feet of
water) was being recorded at a
measly four-ish degrees and I felt the
club lake (being mostly around the
same depth) would not be much different. Regardless of the shockingly
poor conditions I planned to fish the
last week of March anyway. Countless tench were being caught with
the very occasional carp so there was
of course still a chance. Unfortunately

the predicted snow arrived, but by the
25th it was melting rapidly and I
decided to go down for the remainder
of my ticket, which proved fruitless.
The club lake common made its first
appearance of the new season less
than a week in but due to the less
than inspiring weather I had not yet
renewed my ticket.
Knowing that realistically I would
be better off in the long run by curbing my angling a bit this year I
decided that the majority of my time
would be just day sessions on relatively local venues, thus allowing me
to try and sort out my neglected home
life. There were several venues that
appealed to me, but in the main three
stood out as sensible. The first was a
local reservoir, Ardleigh, at around 120
acres with a reasonable stock (100plus) including a decent head of thirties, some being stunning fully scaled
mirrors. I had fished it before, once
many years ago as a kid with a float
rod, when it was still being stocked
with trout, and one night a few years
ago as a guest. Whenever I had visited it, I had always got a really good
vibe from the place and intended to
fish it when I could no longer afford
to, or be arsed to, travel long distances to fish, so this season felt like
perfect timing. I didn’t intend to fish it
hard yet; I’d leave that for the future,
but I did want to put an Ardleigh carp
in my album and felt it could offer
exciting fishing on the right days. The
second venue was much smaller, only
an acre or two, and held plenty of nice
big, old carp, but it was a fair old drive
away and tricky enough that a good
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few blanks were to be expected, so
that would only be for the occasional
trip when the old wallet could stretch
that far. The third venue was a river
that I wanted to become better
acquainted with, not because I
thought it held big carp but because
it was such a beautiful place to sit
and wait. Also despite having caught
a few carp from rivers I am yet to bag
a twenty so it felt like time to try and
rectify that.
Around early April time I planned
my first trip (of the season) to the
tricky little water. It started off poorly
but after moving swims it began to
look very good for a bite. Eventually
after relentless casting and chasing
the fish around my swim I received a
take. Just a couple of little lifts on the
hanger had me lifting into what felt
like a weighty fish. Immediately the
fish did a headstand and poked its tail
out of the shallow water, waving at
me. A nice orange coloured and fairly
sizeable tail it was too, so I was much
less than impressed when the hook
slipped out almost straight away. Due
to how shallow the area I hooked it
from was, when the fish pulled its
headstand stunt it must have had its
face buried in the bottom, and so I am
blaming the hook-pull on that. That
was my only occurrence that day and
returning the next day unfortunately
proved uneventful. My next trip of
note was to be down to Yateley to fish
the Pads Lake as a social with a group
of some of the ex-Horton syndicate.
But first, I’d been invited to one of the
Car Park bailiff’s birthday party, which
was also in the area so I headed down
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a couple of days early for that. That
proved great fun, and it was good to
catch up with many of the lads I’d
met whilst fishing down that way.
After a day and night of recuperation,
I headed off to Yateley to meet the rest
of the lads in the café for a brekkie
before a quick visit to the revamped
angling centre. We had the lake
booked from 10am on the Monday so
I arrived a little early in order to have
a chat with the guys who had been
there over the weekend. From what
they said the Lake had fished slowly
but there had been some caught up to
just over 30lb. With nine of us there
we knew that it was unlikely to start
fishing any better, but that there was
fun to be had regardless. Happy to let
the others choose their swims first, I
waited and wandered around for a
while before settling on peg 10, a nice
looking corner swim with plenty of
appealing water and the occasional
small patch of fizz.
My first bite came on the first
evening to my trusty Hydrolink

(Above) Session savers!
(Bottom) Back to Yateley, Pad’s Lake
social.

hinged pop-up rig with a 16mm VorTex chucked out towards where they
were showing, and not too long after
the hanger lifted to the rod butt, the
line plinked out the clip and the tip
hooped round. I lifted into the fish and
commenced playing it amid much
verbal abuse from the opposite bank.
Immediately it hit the surface and felt
nice, slow and heavy, but I was a bit
worried that it may fancy a dash
towards the marginal reedbed. It did,
and despite my efforts it reached it
and dived in, at which point the hook
fell out and I was left to reel in a
depressingly slack line and fishless
hook amid apt cries of “Noddy!” Very
shortly after a guy on the far bank
showed us how to do it by landing a
29lb-plus mirror, and an hour or two
later he had another one of almost
exactly the same weight. The wind
had swung straight up my end of the
lake and it was looking good, but I
decided on a move next door to my
right to allow me a better line at
where they had been before. Just as I
was moving the last of my gear a fish
lumped out in the swim I’d just
moved from, shortly followed by
another – typical. Thankfully there
had been a couple of shows straight
out in front of my new swim so I
flicked a Sticky White Chocolate popup out at one of them. Within an hour
I had a take similar to the first, but
having moved swims meant the
sparse reedbed that I’d lost the fish in
now stretched along in front of me. I’d
now have to bring the fish through it
to the net; however I would now have
a much better line angle and hoped
I’d be able to have more control over
the fish. As my line would now be
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28lb 8oz, looks more like a Sandhurst fish.

almost vertical from tip to fish it
would be able to pass through the
reeds rather than horizontal and
catching on them all. Three or four
times I brought the fish to the net
before it charged off back out into the
middle of the lake. A very tense scrap
forced me into some high speed and
quite uncontrolled back-winding
before it eventually succumbed to the
net. It was a nice long, lean and surprisingly scaly one that looked to me
an easy thirty but which actually
weighed it at a more than sufficient
28lb 8oz.
After the photos and returning the
fish I recast, this time flicking the rig
up my left hand margin into the corner where those two had showed
whilst I was moving and where there
had also been some very carpy looking fizzing. Less than an hour had
passed when I noticed a few little
knocks on the rod tip; the alarm
hadn’t sounded, but it looked like a
bite to me so I struck. Initially I wasn’t
convinced that it was a carp, but
when it hit the surface there was no
doubt, and it just slowly waddled in
along the surface. When I had it under

the tip it dropped down and lunged
about a bit, but the fight was nothing
like the previous one. In the net the
fish looked big; although short it was
deep and wide, but the scales told the
same story – 28lb 8oz. Despite more
shows and bubbling that was the end
of the action for me and there was
only one other carp caught before we
had to leave, a 30lb-plus mirror to a
lad on the other side. All three of my
takes came to single pop-ups and
hindsight left me wishing I had fished
them on all three rods instead.
Despite it fishing fairly poorly in comparison to how it can, it was good to
see some friends from afar, nice to
bag a couple from a new venue and
I’m looking forward to next year. On
the way home I stopped in for a quick
look at the Res to stretch my legs a bit
before heading back to sunny Suffolk.
My next notable trip was back to
the Res, with a new game plan
inspired by newfound knowledge of
depths, and I wanted a nice hot day
for it. The weather report for the Bank
Holiday Monday looked ideal so I
planned to be there for dawn. However, the night before I decided to nip

to the pub for a quick cider with a
couple of local carpers then go back
home nice and early to get prepared,
but my plans were to be spectacularly
scuppered by the Suffolk cider. In the
end we visited a few bars along the
seafront and one which was largely
responsible for my downfall was hosting a particularly excellent live band.
That coupled with the appearance of
a number of old friends I’d not seen
for years led to me wobbling home at
the same time I had been planning to
leave for the Res, around 4am. Consequentially much of the Monday was
spent either sleeping or with my
aching head in the toilet and so the
trip was rescheduled for Tuesday
instead. Unfortunately Tuesday was
likely to be a little colder with an easterly wind predicted but a night out
had been good fun, even if it had been
terribly bad timing and meant that I
had wasted the hottest day of the
year so far by getting wasted the
night before. To be honest I’m not
really much of a boozer and I hadn’t
realised how much I’d had (the old
Aspall’s goes down dangerously easily). Never again –ha!
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Having spent so much of the previous day asleep I got none that night
so was at least well prepared for an
early start and arrived at the Res for
first light. Early on I spotted a couple
of carp cruising so pinged a few mixers out but they didn’t like that and
scarpered rapidly. I soon discovered
that my plan was going to be laughably inefficient so settled upon a new
one. Just after midday a nice mirror
came cruising up my left hand margin
and over a nice yellowish spot by an
overhanging bush. Based on that I
decided to reposition my baits and
moved them much closer in and
within a few minutes a nice metallic
looking ghostie took the same route,
so I put a handful of bait on the yellowish spot but refrained from putting
a rig on it, hoping to get them feeding
before I did so. I spent a fair bit of time
up the overhanging bush watching
fish after fish cruise past, and at one
point I had ten or twelve of them
directly underneath me. That whole
group went straight over my baited
area but not one of them dropped
down on it though their body lan-

guage suggested that they knew it
was there. Despite seeing loads of
carp including some very scaly ones
that looked every bit of 30lb, not even
one took a mixer, and in fact I only
saw one eat anything at all. That fish
just ‘kissed’ the lakebed but whatever
it chose to eat wasn’t bait and was
likely a snail or some other critter.
Frustratingly I finished up with just
three bream for my efforts and left
more than a little disappointed as that
had looked like a very good chance to
me. I had always felt that like many
big pits much of my success would be
down to location and far less about
rigs etc than on many smaller venues.
Having been on fish several times at
the Res I might have to re-evaluate
that opinion slightly, though of course
fishing days only is probably not the
most efficient way.
Speaking to my friend Mark he said
he was off to the Snake Pit for a night
but unfortunately it was closed for the
week due to a work party. Due to
work and family commitments he
doesn’t get a lot of time to fish anymore so was still extra keen for a trip

Same weight, but more like a typical Pad Lake fish.
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somewhere whilst he had the chance.
I suggested Walthamstow for a day
and he was up for it but a look at the
website revealed most of the reservoirs were shut for a closed season.
Only the Maynards remained open
but they didn’t seem like a very good
bet for a bite. Eventually we settled on
a day trip to the Res, which suited me
as I was still trying to bag my first
from there. Another blank! A few days
later I returned nice and early, eagerly
setting up at the opposite end. By
around 2pm I’d still seen no signs of
carp but had caught one bream,
which caused me a very wet and
smelly foot when I disastrously misplaced a footstep on the way to the
rod. I decided on a move so packed
up and barrowed back to the van
before driving round and checking a
few other areas. Eventually on a
windward bank I spied what looked
like a plastic bag, but it was moving
towards me pretty fast. When it got
close I could see it was a ghosty of
well over twenty pounds. That’ll do
for me, I thought, so nipped back to
the van and grabbed my gear. When
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back in the swim I checked that it
was not where it had been and flicked
a couple of Vor-Tex hookbaits with a
bag of pellets and crumb on each out
to where I’d seen it. Then for good
measure I flicked a white chocolate
choddy down to my right. It looked
good and for a while I was thinking
this could well be the day I bagged
my first. Eventually I managed to stop
the wind and waves from playing
tunes on my alarms and fell asleep,
but when I woke the wind had
changed direction so I gave it another
hour or so before accepting defeat
and heading home.
The Res was really getting under
my skin now, and my lack of success
was doing wonders for my enthusiasm for it. On the next trip, after a little look about, I settled on the windward bank and gave it a while there.
After four or five hours I’d seen nothing and decided on a move so loaded
the gear into the van and set off
searching. Soon I spied a nice dark
mirror of nearly twenty pounds by an
inflow pipe, which was gushing water
into the Res due to the recent heavy

rain. That was good enough so I
nipped back to the van to grab my
gear. Once I got back to the swim the
fish was nowhere to be seen but a
look at the second inflow revealed
that it had just moved up the bank a
bit. As the second inflow was more
powerful and was where I had last
seen the fish I decided to set up there.
Three baits were soon in position
with a bit of loose feed also where I
had seen the fish first, just in case it
returned. That fish seemed to have
scarpered and I didn’t see it again but
eventually two commons drifted into
view. One was about twenty pounds
but the second was much bigger, easily thirty and maybe even nearer midthirty, a real wide and gutty fish and
both were occasionally picking at the
bottom, nabbing naturals no doubt.
They both passed over my hookbait
and bag, my legs got all shaky and I
was expecting to see a line shoot
tight any second, but frustratingly
without even appearing to look at my
baits they left the swim. I hoped that
they might feed on the bait I’d placed
at the first inflow but when I checked

it, it was still there. That was the last I
saw of any carp that day; another
blank.
Another day in the same area, I’d
rigged and baited up my rods before
taking one to cast, after which I
turned around to see a mallard with
its beak in my tackle box. After chasing it away I could see a distinct lack
of imitation baits where they should
have been – the poxy thing had eaten
all of my fake corn, hemp, pellets and
maggots, somewhere near a tenner’s
worth I reckon! Clearly it knew it had
made a mistake and sat there twitching for a while looking uncomfortable.
Thinking there may be a chance that
I could recover some I spent the rest
of the session tip toeing around the
swim and trying not to scare the perpetrator away. As it turned out I didn’t
get any back, but to be honest wasn’t
sure I really wanted them anymore
anyway.
Rather than going back to the Res I
fancied a day somewhere else for my
next trip, and upon checking, miraculously (or more likely due to the cold
nights we have had) I still had some

41lb 8oz, float fished worm!
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worms left from many weeks ago. I
thought a few more might be handy,
so I did a couple of late night worm
hunting laps in the garden, catching
some more excellent looking baits. I
arrived at the tricky little lake just
prior to the start time and was
delighted to find only one other
angler there. After unloading the van I
went and dropped my bucket into a
swim, just in case, then had a walk
and look around before barrowing my
gear to my bucketed swim. By 9am I
had seen very little in my swim, but
there were several big, dark backs visible mooching up and down another
bank, coupled with some carpy looking fizz, which of course meant I
needed to be over there, so I packed
up and barrowed round. After selecting a swim I pinged a few mixers out
then chopped up a handful of worms
and chucked them in and sat waiting
and watching. That didn’t seem to
help matters and the fish seemed to
know something was amiss, pushing
a little further out. Eventually they
came back but seemed to prefer
being in the swims to the right, dropping into the sparse weed and fizzing

Rubber necker?

up, nice and close in too. I cut the
controller float setup off and rigged
up a little 2BB waggler, setting it over
depth with a 10lb hook-length and
size 10 hook, then baited it with half a
worm. It got exciting then, casting at
patches of fizz or anticipating where
some hefty looking carp were heading. After a few casts there were two
fish fizzing, both around a foot or two
behind the float. After a few little
twitches it dipped and sailed away so
I struck and the rod hooped round.

The fish (not appearing very worried
for the first moment or two) soon tore
off, ripping line off the backwind but
luckily heading to my left and the line
was clearly picking up weed and
changing the line angles. Thankfully
all went well and an increasingly big
looking common slid into the net, a
nice, clean, blocky fish, which on the
scales went 41lb 8oz, one of the
venue’s big three – happy daze
indeed!
Best of luck. n
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BIG
CARP
fine arts
presents

WAT E R C O L O U R C A R P PA I N T I N G S

Mary and Mary’s Mate, the icons of the great Wraysbury complex… The British Record in the
arms of Terry Hearn and the brace which Sir Pete posed so wonderfully with on the back of his
legends book are but two of the many captures which have earned these two awesome creatures
their place in the Big Carp magazine legends hall of fame.
The A3 prints are very modestly priced at only £25 and are available now on the Big Carp website
www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk. Visit the site, go to the shop and select the ‘Fine Art’ section. There
is also more information on the rest of the series, which will be available at one to two-month intervals, but I can tell you that the Black Mirror, the Burghfield Common, Heather, Jumbo, Jack,
Mary, Clarissa, the Bishop, the Royal Forty, the Fat Lady, Mary’s Mate etc are already on the list
and we are up for any more favourites – just let us know – Rob Maylin
Price £25.00 plus £8.00 Recorded Delivery and tube.
Call 01252 373658 for card payment or go to our website for secure Paypal payment.

www.bigcarpmagazine.co.uk

Big Carp Magazine!
a history of excellence

AVAILABLE AS A
DIGITAL DOWNLOAD
Yes, you can
purchase Big Carp
magazine as an App
downloadable to your iPad,
iPhone, iPod Touch, PC and
Mac and read the only carp
magazine worth reading
anywhere you go...

